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1.

INTRODUCTION

The Flint Mass Transportation Authority (MTA) is working to identify and adopt appropriate
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) solutions to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of
transit service in Genesee County. The Intelligent Transportation System Architecture and
Deployment Plan is a major initiative by the MTA to plan short and longer-term approaches to
deploying ITS technologies.
The ITS Architecture and Deployment Plan is a four phase process addressing the agency-wide
planning for ITS and the procuring and installation of basic ITS technologies for the Your Ride fleet
as a first step toward a larger roll out of ITS technology throughout the MTA.
Building upon the Review of Existing Conditions, the Radio System Design and the Requirements
Definition and ITS Alternatives Analysis reports, this report presents the Implementation Plan for
the ITS Architecture and Deployment Plan. This report addresses Task 5 of Phase 1
(Implementation Plan) of the project. The approved Implementation Plan will establish the direction
for the subsequent system specification and procurement efforts.

2.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The Mass Transportation Authority is developing an Intelligent Transportation System
Architecture and Deployment Plan with the goal of leveraging technology to enhance its
operational capabilities in meeting its ever-increasing service demands. This plan will improve the
enterprise productivity of current operations, while providing enhanced service to the customer. This
Implementation Plan document identifies the needs and opportunities for ITS technologies to meet
these stated objectives. The Plan further sets the foundation for broader deployment by other
interested parties in Genesee County.

3.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

An extensive review of the MTA’s existing organizational and operating conditions was an early
step toward developing the ITS plan. Since ITS systems will reach across multiple business groups
within the authority, this review included operational, facility, planning, personnel, financial as well
as IT elements of the authority. The review incorporated an analysis of MTA historical
documentation, discussions with MTA staff, on-site investigation and four stakeholder workshops
held at the MTA in October 2004. The existing conditions review also provides an inventory of the
MTA’s current ITS assets and program as well as an opportunity to assess which functional areas
within the organization could benefit the most from ITS deployments.
The key findings of the existing conditions review appear below. Further information on existing
conditions can be found in the Existing Conditions Report.
•
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Wide ranges of manual data-entry/handling processes are currently in place throughout the
MTA. These processes evolved from traditional approaches to transit operations and legacy
technology systems. These manual systems are a burden to maintain as they require large
amounts of manpower that is not consistently available and are prone to error and inaccuracies
entries.
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• Current processes and technology platforms have only a limited ability to generate detailed
performance measurements. Current platforms are often incapable of generating detailed
performance information, or hampered by backlogged data entry, uncollected data, lack of
connections between databases, and limited accessibility/training to MTA staff.
• A number of previous and parallel ITS and technology efforts have been attempted in the recent
past with varying degrees of coordination and success. Some legacy technologies, such as onboard video cameras, are obsolete and must be replaced. Other technologies, including fare box
upgrades, have not been deployed due to incompatibilities with other technologies or changing
MTA service objectives.
• There is a strong interest in ITS solutions among MTA staff. A certain amount of frustration with
particular practices and technology processes/equipment was evident, as was the lack of
interfaces between departments, such as maintenance, inventory and accounting.
• Potential application for other stakeholders in Genesee County. Several local agencies
including the County Road Commission have expressed interest in utilizing AVL technologies to
improve their own fleet operations.

4.

NEEDS AND DEFICIENCIES

The areas where the MTA’s and other stakeholder’s needs may be positively impacted by ITS
solutions were identified based upon field surveys of existing conditions, and discussions with MTA
management and staff. The needs are reflected below as goals for the MTA’s ITS plan. The ITS
solutions should be applied in order to:
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•

Improve Safety & Security of Passengers and Operators on MTA Vehicles – The safety of
passengers and employees on-board MTA vehicles is a crucial consideration. In concert with
MTA security planning, ITS technologies should work to enhance security for passengers and
operators on MTA vehicles.

•

Increase Safety & Security of Passengers and Staff at Facilities – Safety at MTA facilities is
also a key consideration. Technology can play a role in making MTA facilities more secure and
safer, in particular the downtown terminal, bus stops, the multi-modal terminal and
administrative buildings. In concert with MTA security planning, ITS technologies should work to
enhance security for passengers and staff at MTA facilities.

•

Improve the Safety of MTA Vehicle Operations – The configuration of the downtown terminal
requires MTA buses to back out of parking bays, creating the potential for collisions with other
buses or even pedestrians. ITS solutions should work to reduce this risk of collisions at the
downtown terminal.

•

Improve Mobile Communications – ITS and emergency coordination activities rely upon
mobile communication networks. ITS solutions should improve communications between
vehicles and MTA central dispatching.

•

Provide Improved Information for Your Ride Planning and Scheduling – demandresponsive services like Your Ride are less efficient than fixed-route services. ITS solutions
should help to improve efficiency by making Your Ride more effective at responding to
scheduling changes.
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•

Provide Improved Information for Fixed-Route Planning and Scheduling – ITS solutions
should be used to help make MTA transit operations more effective and efficient by providing
information and tools to improve system performance.

•

Allow Real-Time Vehicle Tracking – Transit operations rely on a precise knowledge of vehicle
location. Improving service delivery is difficult without accurate information about system, route
and vehicle performance. ITS solutions should provide the ability to monitor vehicle location in
real-time.

•

Enhance Multi-Modal Coordination - MTA riders frequently coordinate their trips with other
transportation agencies such as SMART, Amtrak or Greyhound, or between the MTA’s own
services such as Regional transit to Oakland County and the fixed route service in Flint.
Technology can help to coordinate different services and provide better information to the
passenger in order to plan their trip. MTA ITS Architecture should be compatible with the
regional ITS Architecture, work to coordinate ITS solutions with other agencies, and work to
identify opportunities for coordination with other agencies in Genesee County.

•

Improve the Usefulness and Accessibility of Traveler Information – Providing timely
information about transit is crucial in serving current customers and attracting new riders. ITS
solutions should provide accurate traveler information that is easy to access and use.

•

Increase the Effectiveness and Efficiency of Maintenance Practices – Existing
maintenance practices and technologies cannot effectively record, retrieve or help analyze
vehicle performance or maintenance history. ITS solutions should provide accurate, up to date
information about vehicle performance and maintenance history to aid staff in diagnosing repair
needs and maintaining the fleet while making the maintenance activities of the MTA more
efficient.

•

Improve Incident Management for Planned and Unplanned Traffic Events – ITS solutions
should work to provide information on the effects of unexpected and anticipated traffic
congestion, both to improve MTA vehicle operations and help mitigate congestion on the road
network.

•

Reduce Traffic Delay at Signalized Intersections – Reducing unnecessary delays at traffic
signals is a traffic flow and safety issue. ITS solutions should work to provide traffic signal
emergency services vehicles as well as transit vehicles.

As a regional transportation agency, the MTA provides a platform for organizing and implementing
regional responses to issues that affect residents and officials across the county. Such issues
include safety, emergency response, congestion management and multi-modal coordination. The
MTA’s ITS planning effort provides an opportunity for regional stakeholders, including local
governments, MDOT, county agencies, and emergency response agencies, to begin developing an
ITS system that can help meet various needs across the county. In addition to needs identified for
the MTA, regional stakeholders identified additional transportation system requirements from across
jurisdictions but should be taken into account in the MTA’s plan.
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•

Facilitate Coordinated Emergency Response – There is a strong desire to improve
emergency response coordination in Genesee County. ITS solutions should work toward
creating a coordinated countywide emergency response network.

•

Expand On-Board Communications – Daily operations and emergency coordination depend
upon flexible fleet communications. ITS solutions should work to improve communications
between emergency services vehicles both with a control center.
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•

Assist with Congestion Management – Congestion is a safety hazard and reduces the
county’s economic competitiveness and quality of life. ITS solutions should assist MDOT, local
governments and the road commission in managing congestion.

•

Reduce Intersection Collisions – Intersection collisions are a hazard and hinder emergency
response. ITS solution should work toward making intersections safer for vehicles and
pedestrians.

•

Improve Traffic Management for Special Generators – Large traffic generators, such as
factories can create local traffic problems that impact regional traffic management. ITS should
be used to manage traffic generated by large facilities such as factories.

•

Reduce Delays at Surface Railroad Crossings – Delays at railroad crossings can slow
response times of emergency vehicles. ITS solutions should work toward reducing and
mitigating traffic delays at surface railroad crossings.

•

Improve Groundside Access to Airport – Traffic management at Bishop Airport can be
improved. ITS solutions should be utilized in coordinating groundside access at Bishop
International Airport.

5.

EVALUATION OF ITS APPLICATIONS

The Requirements Definition and ITS Alternatives Analysis report provided a refined list of ITS
Market Packages and applications as defined in the ITS Architecture. This list was refined to those
packages that were applicable to the MTA and Genesee County. These packages and applications
were reviewed and discussed with the larger community at the stakeholder workshop.
Stakeholders and the Project Team considered what functions are characteristic of a given need,
and in turn how a given market package may improve upon that functionality. The workshop
resulted in the identification of a shortlist of the most applicable market packages.
As included in the Requirements Definition and ITS Alternatives Analysis report, Exhibit 5 -1 maps
the identified user needs to the market packages. Essentially, the table is a visual summary
indicating the market packages that have the potential to address the identified needs and would be
most useful as elements of an ITS strategy.
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Exhibit 5-1: ITS Applications and Identified Needs

Advanced
Traveler Information
Systems

Advanced
Traffic Management Systems

Emergency
Management

Advanced
Vehicle
Control
Systems

Advanced
Public Transportation Systems

1 Transit Vehicle Tracking
Automatic Vehicle Location
2 Transit Fixed-Route Operations
MDT/CAD/SRC
3 Demand Response Transit Operations
MDT/CAD/SRC
4 Transit Passenger & Fare Management
Automatic Passenger Counters/Fare Collection
5 Transit Security
Video Cameras, Alarms
6 Transit Maintenance
On-Board Diagnoisitcs
7 Multi-modal Coordination
Coordination, Passenger Information
8 Transit Traveler Information
Message Signs, Announcments
2,3 Collision Safety Warning
Collision detection sensors
8,9 Advanced Vehicle Control
Vehicle control sensors
1 Emergency Call-taking and Dispatch
Emergency Call Taking, Coordinated
Response
2 Emergency Routing

O

ITS Market Packages & Applications
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1 Network Surveillance
Fixed detectors/cameras in field
2 Probe Surveillance
Traffic Probe Survellience
3 Surface Street Control
Dynamic traffc control and Signal Priority
6 Traffic Information Dissemination
Driver information, variable message signs
7 Regional Traffic Control
Coordination between traffic control centers
8 Incident Management System
Coordinated incident detection and response
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2 Interactive Traveler Information
Interactive Voice Response, Mobile
Communications
5 ISP Based Route Guidance
Web-Based Trip Planning,
Mobile Communications
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6.

ITS CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

The concept of operations is the blueprint for ITS at the MTA. The MTA’s concept of operations
presents the application and integration of the priority ITS market packages in the context of the
MTA environment. As such, it achieves the following:
•

Identifies the MTA and other stakeholder operating environments where technology is
applied;

•

Identifies key technology components and their functions;

•

Illustrates the communications interconnects within the MTA; and

•

Illustrates the anticipated communications interconnects between MTA and regional
stakeholders.

Exhibit 6-1 on the following page shows how the ITS system will be structured. Key ITS subsystems
include:
•

In-vehicle components such as AVL, radio equipment, APCs, security cameras, etc.;

•

Central systems housed at the MTA offices such as CAD/AVL equipment and maintenance
and record keeping functions; and

•

Communications connections among the MTA entities, other relevant agencies, and the
travelers.

The diagram indicates the type of information flows between the various entities, such as location
data, schedule data, and messaging.

February 2005
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On-Street

Variable
Message Sign
(VMS)

Annunciator

Automatic
Passenger
Counter

Automatic
Vehicle Location
(AVL)

Radio
Equipment

Fare Collection

Collision
Avoidance

Video

Alarm

Transit Signal
Priority (TSP)
Emitter

Central Traffic Control
System (Software)
Vehicle Logic Unit

Mobile Data Terminal
Detector and controller at
Intersection

In-service Bus / Your Ride Vehicle
NEXT BUS - 5 Min.
Variable Message Sign
at Stops / Terminals

Rea

l Ti
me

Laptop with map, cell
phone, MDT
Info

Computer with Schedule Information

rma
tion

- Log on / Log off acknowledgment
- Messages:
- GPS Coordinates requests
- Text instructions
- Voice messages
- TSP instructions

- Log on / Log off
- Location Information
- GPS Coordinates
- Text messages
- Voice messages
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t me ssages
x
e
e
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Supervisors

Control Center
Emergency Management:
- Coordination Center

MTA
Transit Control Center
Schedule Data

Traffic Management System:

CAD / AVL Servers and
Workstations

Traveler Information:
- Web Site
- Telephone Information (IVR)
- Kiosks

- Public Works
- Winter Maintenance
- Highway Management (I-75 / I-69 / I-475)

- Vehicle Diagnostics
- Passenger Counts
- AVL data
- TSP Log

- Block #'s
- Schedule
- TSP Parameters

LEGEND:
Component
Wireless Communication
Wired Communication
- Type of Data Communicated
- Functions performed by Component

- Vehicle Diagnostics
- Passenger Counts
- AVL data
- TSP Log

Garage
- Block #'s
- Schedule
- TSP Parameters

Bus at Garage

Exhibit 6-1 ITS Concept of Operations

Exhibit 5-1: ITS Concept of Operations
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7.

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

Based upon the findings of the previous technical reports, this report presents a technology
implementation plan that can best meet MTA’s needs within prescribed cost parameters.
The implementation plan is organized into short and longer term priorities. This provides a logical
framework for staging the ITS deployment. Each section is compromised of a series of specific
projects reflecting the ITS applications and the relevant ITS Architecture Market Packages:
•
•
•
•
•

Transit Operations (TO) – Projects aimed at improving the effectiveness and/or efficiency of
MTA operations.
Traveler Information (TI) – Projects intended to provide better information for transit travelers.
Traffic Management (TM) – Projects intended to help improve traffic and congestion
management.
Communications System (CS) – Projects to improve the MTA’s communication infrastructure
to support the various ITS applications.
Emergency Services (ES) – Projects to allow better and more coordinated responses to
emergencies.

Each project has been assigned a project number and is illustrated in greater detail in a Project
Prospectus provided in Appendix A.

7.1 Short Term Priorities and Long Term Framework
This section defines the short and longer term priorities for the MTA to implement its full ITS
concept. Short and long term recommendations are followed by a summary table illustrating the
overall implementation framework. Individual projects are identified while later sections provide
greater detail for each.
7.1.1 SHORT TERM: MTA/GENESEE COUNTY AVL SYSTEM

It is clear that the immediate priority for the MTA should be to develop an AVL system to provide
countywide vehicle tracking for the Your Ride and fixed-route fleets. AVL is the backbone
component for various ITS applications, and as such the AVL system will become the foundation of
the MTA’s ITS program.
From the stakeholders’ perspective, a countywide AVL system is also desirable. Several local
agencies, including the County Road Commission, expressed interest in utilizing AVL technologies
to improve their own fleet operations. The opportunity to maximize the use of public funding by
developing one countywide AVL system is well recognized. Such a system would need countywide
coverage and a flexible opt-in program to allow participants throughout the county to purchase only
the AVL functions they needed. Such an AVL system would be used efficiently by the MTA and the
Road Commission alone, but open to other stakeholders in the County at their discretion. Such a
customized approach to AVL would be beneficial to
There are five projects needed to establish the Genesee County AVL System:
1. Radio System Upgrade (CS-1): As noted before, the MTA’s radio system currently does not
cover all parts of Genesee County with sufficient strength to provide reliable vehicle tracking
ability countywide. The radio system will require a significant upgrade, including new towers, to
meet the AVL needs of the MTA or other in-county stakeholders. This project should receive the
highest priority as it is a technological pre-requisite for all additional ITS applications.
February 2005
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2. Your Ride AVL (TO-1): The Your Ride service should be the first recipient of AVL technologies
because it stands to benefit the most from AVL. MDTs should be installed to allow more
efficient communications between drivers and dispatchers and also to serve as an in-vehicle
platform for additional ITS technologies. This system will need to be closely coordinated with
the MTA’s ongoing implementation of CAD software.
3. MTA Fixed Route AVL (TO–2): Extending AVL abilities to the MTA’s fixed-route fleet is the
next priority. This will extend AVL abilities to the fixed route service in the City of Flint and the
Regional intercity service that extends into Oakland and other counties.
4. Public Works AVL (TO-3): Extending AVL technology to stakeholders in Genesee County is
the next priority. The AVL system will need to allow stakeholders to purchase only the AVL
applications they need.
5. Mobile Data Terminals (TO-4): Building upon the AVL infrastructure, MDTs provide an
interface between the driver and dispatcher, and provide a platform to support other ITS
applications such as silent alarms. While MDTs are desirable for all MTA vehicles other
stakeholders may not require them. MDTs are an optional feature for those stakeholders.
In addition, some components specific to MTA include:
6. On-Board Security Cameras (TO-5): For all MTA vehicles, digital cameras can increase
safety by deterring crime and providing a visual record of what happens on the vehicle. To use
radio capacity efficiently, a continuous feed is not recommended. Instead, images are stored
on-board with live feeds to MTA headquarters initiated as needed by the dispatcher, or
triggered automatically by the driver when the silent alarm is activated.
7. Automatic Passenger Counters (TO-6): APCs provide valuable information with a limited
deployment. APC-equipped buses can be rotated among fixed routes providing boarding and
alighting information the MTA can use to monitor and improve the performance of transit
service.
7 . 1 . 2 L O N G ER T E R M : F U T U R E I T S A P P L I C A T I O N S F O R T H E M T A

Once established, the Genesee County AVL System will provide the MTA with AVL/MDT
capabilities in both its Your Ride and fixed route fleets. This section outlines the ITS applications the
MTA should implement in subsequent phases to augment the system functionality and ultimately
realize the full concept of operations.
1. Traveler Information Systems (TI-1): Automatic stop announcements and real-time
information at the downtown terminal should be the highest priorities for providing information,
followed by providing conventional bus schedules and maps on-line, and finally web-based trip
planning on the internet and all-purpose kiosks at major destinations. The MTA has already
begun installing ASA on some vehicles and is developing an IVR telephone system.
2. Collision Avoidance (TO-7): Given the backing movements necessary at the downtown
terminal and the potential to reduce sideswipe collisions, collision avoidance technologies
should be considered.
3. Maintenance Software (TO-8): A new purchasing/maintenance/inventory software platform will
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the MTA’s maintenance efforts. It will allow more
control of cost and could dramatically improve the efficiency of the maintenance department.

February 2005
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4. On-Board Diagnostics (TO-9): The AVL application can be interfaced to the On-board
Diagnostic interface on the buses in order to record and transmit to central critical error codes.
This will assist in diagnosing and responding to fault conditions and provide data for the
maintenance management process.
5. Back-Up Emergency Management Center (ES-1): Stakeholders across Genesee County
have begun the institutional and technological coordination necessary to mount a coordinated
response to emergency management. In the future it may become necessary to provide
centralized infrastructure to enhance that growing coordination or to serve as a back up or
replacement of the existing coordination center in Flint. Such a nexus of infrastructure will
require a well positioned and equipped site and facility. As an initial step, MTA facilities could be
outfitted with the appropriate communications connections and stakeholder agency
workstations to meet this need.
6. Fare Collection (TO-10): Advanced smart card based fare collection technologies for the fixedroute fleet will allow the MTA to improve customer experience and operational expense by
reducing the need to use cash, improve service by reducing boarding and alighting times, and
provide a complementary source of information on passengers for use in service planning.
7. Traffic Signal Upgrade (TM-1): There are significant technological barriers to implementing
signal priority in Genesee County while the need does not appear to be immediate. For these
reasons, this project has been designated a long term objective dependant on capital
investments outside the MTA . To support real-time traffic signal priority for transit or
emergency vehicles, intersections must be equipped with a micro-processor based controller
architecture. As an initial step, priority bus corridors would be identified, and the requisite traffic
signal control system upgrades could prioritized for these corridors.
Exhibit 7-1 provides a summary of the ITS projects. A Project Prospectus for each project in the
Implementation Plan is provided in Appendix A. Each Prospectus includes:
Project Description: providing a high-level description of the specific project as well as contextual
overview.
Benefits: a summary of benefits to be derived through deployment.
Barriers: commentary on potential barriers to implementation. Barriers may include institutional,
legislative, resource, technological and/or funding.
Logistics: including relevant technologies, pre-requisite requirements and preliminary cost
estimates.
Participants: key stakeholders including those with primary responsibility as well as those who will
participate in the design and specification phases.
ITS Definition: cross-reference back to the ITS architecture.
Evaluation: reflects specific measures to be used to gauge the effectiveness of specific project
deployment.

February 2005
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Exhibit 7-1 ITS Project Summary
ID #

Project

CS-1

Radio System Upgrade

TO-1

•

935 MHz and 452 MHz systems

•

Two additional tower sites

•

CAD central System

•

On-Board equipment for 150 vehicles

TO-2

MTA Fixed Route AVL

•

On-Board equipment for 100 vehicles

TO-3

Public Works AVL

•

Possible extension to other stakeholders

TO-4

Mobile Data Terminals

•

Driver messaging for 250 vehicles

TO-5

Security Cameras

•

Cameras and digital video capture for 250 vehicles

Automatic Passenger
Counters

•

Infrared door sensors for 10 vehicles

TO-6

•

Rotate among each fixed route

•

On-board annunciators

•

Schedule information via phone, internet, kiosks

•

Web-based trip planning

•

Rear Obstacle detection on 250 vehicles

•

Maintenance management system for work order
tracking and inventory control

•

Interface AVL to engine control unit for 100 vehicles

•

High-Speed communications and stakeholder
workstations

•

Use of existing MTA facilities

•

Smart Card fare collection system

•

Microprocessor based control for selected corridors

•

Signal Priority for transit and emergency services

TI-1

February 2005

Your Ride AVL

Description

Advanced Traveler
Information

TO-7

Collision Avoidance

TO-8

Maintenance Software

TO-9

On-Board Diagnostics

ES-1

Back Up Emergency
Management Center

TO-10

Fare Collection

TM-1

Traffic Signal Upgrade
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7.2 Budget
Exhibit 7-2 outlines the budgetary considerations for each ITS project. The table identifies the cost
for equipment (capital) and ongoing operations and maintenance costs, presented as an annual
figure. These figures are preliminary estimates of future costs and will be refined as each project
moves forward.

Exhibit 7-2 ITS Project Budget Estimates

February 2005

Project

Capital

Annual Operations and
Maintenance

Radio System
Upgrade

$900,000

$50,000

Your Ride AVL

$1,750,000

$250,000

MTA Fixed Route
AVL

$500,000

$75,000

Public Works AVL

$5,000 per vehicle

15% of capital costs

Mobile Data
Terminals

$1,000,000

$100,000

Security Cameras

$1,250,000

$175,000

Automatic
Passenger Counters

$50,000

$10,000

Advanced Traveler
Information

$1,500,000

$225,000

Collision Avoidance

$500,000

$50,000

Maintenance
Software

$250,000

$25,000

On-Board
Diagnostics

$200,000

$20,000

Back Up Emergency
Management Center

$500,000

$50,000

Fare Collection

$2,500,000

$500,000

Traffic Signal
Upgrade

$1,500,000

$225,000
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7.3 Schedule
Exhibit 7-3 presents the proposed timeline for the implementation of the MTA’s ITS Plan, in
consideration of the relative project priorities and associated funding requirements. The
implementation has been structured across three horizon years, with opportunities for advance
planning shown as dashed bars. The level of involvement for Project TO-3 is subject to the level of
participation on the part of the Genesee County stakeholders.

Exhibit 7-3 ITS Project Implementation Schedule

8.

IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

Beyond the immediate impacts of new technology there are several areas that will be affected by
the implementation of ITS that the MTA will need to address, namely staffing, stakeholder
coordination and customer acceptance.
Staffing
The adoption of new technologies brings with it the need to enhance the MTA’s human resources to
enable the agency to take full advantage of the opportunities the technologies create. Three main
targets for enhancing human resources have been identified:
February 2005
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•

Hire New ITS Manager: The MTA will require a full time employee familiar with technology
deployments to oversee the implementation and upkeep of the wide array of ITS technologies
being brought in house.

•

Data Analyst: The ITS applications described in this plan will generate a tremendous amount
of data. To be useful, this data will need to be maintained and analysed by a full time employee.

•

Training and Knowledge Transfer: The ITS plan will impact all MTA employees. Operations
and maintenance training for current positions will be necessary, and should be incorporated
into the scope of work for system procurement.

Stakeholder Coordination
The MTA continues to work with partner agencies in Genesee County. The identification of vehicle
tracking needs for other agencies (i.e. the Road Commission, Emergency Management agencies
and various municipal fleets) has led the MTA to expand its emerging technology capabilities to
provide a countywide AVL platform, the Genesee County AVL System. As elements of the ITS plan
are implemented the MTA will seek to identify appropriate roles, solidify stakeholder support and
inter-agency agreements. This process can include continuing communication, memoranda of
understanding or formal agreements with partners such as the Genesee County Planning
Commission, MDOT, Emergency Management and Homeland Security agencies, the County Road
Commission and other regional agencies.
Customer Acceptance
New technologies ultimately benefit MTA customers. While some of the anticipated technologies will
be passive to rider-ship (e.g. AVL, APCs), other technologies, such as advanced traveler
information, will directly impact the way riders interact with the MTA. Steps should be taken to
ensure the riding public accepts, and fully utilizes the new technologies. Another important
constituency, taxpayers, should also be made aware of the improvements and efficiencies the MTA
is creating with advanced technology. Specific activities include:

February 2005

•

Focus on Customer Needs – For systems such as fare collection the MTA should make
certain to design systems based upon the identified needs of its customers and not only the
internal needs of the agency. This ensures that the final product meets the genuine needs
of customers.

•

Education – Providing easy to understand information on how to use all customerinteractive technology will be crucial to ensuring the riding public are comfortable using the
new technologies. Providing symbolic and written directions, and training customer service
staff to help customers use the technologies are steps that can ensure all customers know
how to take advantage of new technologies.

•

Promotion - To reap the full benefits of some technologies such as telephone-based
schedule information or on-board security cameras, the MTA may need to actively promote
the technologies to the public to increase awareness and use. The improvements and
efficiencies created by new technologies can also be a useful public relations tool to help
county leaders and residents understand the benefits of ITS. Campaigns to promote
awareness can be focused on current customers through in-vehicle and on-site
advertisements in the downtown terminal and at bus stops. Separate campaigns can also
be focused on attracting new customers. The two markets will perceive the benefits of the
technology in different ways and must therefore be approached as separate markets.
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APPENDIX A
ITS PROJECT PROSPECTUS
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CS - 1

GENESEE COUNTY AVL

- RADIO SYSTEMS UPGRADE

PROJECT
PROSPECTUS

Project Description
• Upgrade existing radio coverage across Genesee
County and into Oakland County
• Provide data communications capability to support AVL
• Add two tower sites
• There exists a possibility of coordinating this upgrade
with the scheduled police radio system upgrade

Benefits

Barriers

• Improved radio coverage
• Data communication for ITS
applications
• System ownership
• Potential cost recovery options

• FCC approval
• Institutional coordination issues

Logistics

Participants

• Existing relationship with vendors
• Option 1: Re-engineering the existing
935 MHz System
• Option 2: MTA 452 MHz Radio System
• Coordinate with State Police tower
sites

• MTA
• Genesee Intermediate School District
• Genesee County Regional Planning
Commission
• Michigan State Police
• Other emergency services

Cost Estimate:
• $900,000 capital
• $50,000/year operations &
maintenance

ITS Definition

Evaluation

• Not applicable

• Size of coverage area
• Quality of reception
• Lifecycle costs

TO - 1

GENESEE COUNTY AVL
– MTA YOUR RIDE

PROJECT
PROSPECTUS

Project Description
• Implement county-wide vehicle tracking infrastructure
• Apply AVL to some 150 Your Ride vehicles
• Implement AVL application includes GPS tracking, mobile
data terminals, and integration with CAD
• Coordinate routing and scheduling using CAD
• MTA is installing Trapeze PASS scheduling module
• Currently, all vehicle tracking and routing is done manually

Benefits

Barriers

• More efficient routing and scheduling
• Improved customer service
• Automation will allow for better
allocation of resources
• Improved safety/security

•
•
•

Logistics

Participants

Relevant Technologies:
• Vehicle tracking (GPS)
• Communications infrastructure
• Data processing
• CAD system

•
•
•
•

Current radio coverage
User acceptance
IT resources

MTA
City of Flint
Genesee County Regional Planning
Commission
Your Ride partners

Pre-requisite Projects:
• CS – 1
Cost Estimate:
• $1 million AVL central system &
$5,000 per vehicle
• Total $ 1,750,000 capital for 150
vehicles
• $250,000/year O/M

ITS Definition
• APTS 1 - Transit vehicle tracking
• APTS 3 - Demand response transit
operations

Evaluation
•
•
•
•
•

Number of passenger trips per hour
Passengers per vehicle mile of travel
Complaints per x number of trips
Incident Response time
On-time performance

TO - 2

GENESEE COUNTY AVL
- MTA FIXED ROUTE

PROJECT
PROSPECTUS

Project Description
• Apply AVL to 96 full-size MTA buses
• AVL application includes GPS tracking, mobile data
terminals, and integration with CAD
• AVL for conventional Fixed Route Service (92 buses), and
Regional Service (4 buses)
• Implement AVL application includes GPS tracking, mobile
data terminals, and integration with CAD & automatic stop
annunciators

Benefits

Barriers

• More efficient routing and scheduling
• Improved customer service
• Automation will allow for better
allocation of resources
• Improved safety/security
• Increased coordination with SMART

•
•

Logistics

Participants

Relevant Technologies:
• Vehicle tracking (GPS)
• Communications infrastructure
• Data processing
• CAD system

•
•
•
•
•

Pre-requisite Projects:
• CS – 1, TO - 1

•
•
•

Cost Estimate:
• $500,000 capital ($5,000 per vehicle for
100 buses)
• $75,000/year O/M

•
•

Current radio coverage
Radio coverage for Regional Service
may be limited in Livingston and
Washtenaw counties
User acceptance
IT resources

MTA
City of Flint
Genesee Intermediate School District
SMART
Genesee County Regional Planning
Commission
Oakland County
SEMCOG
DARTA

ITS Definition

Evaluation

• APTS 1 - Transit vehicle tracking
• APTS 2 - Transit fixed-route
operations

•
•
•
•

Number passenger trips
Complaints per number of trips
Incident Response time
On-time performance

TO - 3

GENESEE COUNTY AVL

- STAKEHOLDER/PUBLIC WORKS

PROJECT
PROSPECTUS

Project Description
• Make AVL service available to participants county-wide
• Provide flexible service/cost model, example AVL ability
without MDT
• Customize to needs, example interface to spreader controller
or plough up/down monitoring
• AVL application includes GPS tracking, mobile data
terminals, and integration with CAD

• Coordinate routing and scheduling using CAD

Benefits

Barriers

• Improvement of response times
• Tracking and records of work
• Complaint verification (assistance in
potential litigation)
• Procurement economies of scale
• Share costs between agencies
• Better management of de-icing materials

• User acceptance

• Deployment across municipal and
institutional boundaries

• Crew education

Logistics

Participants

Relevant Technologies:
• Vehicle tracking
• Communications infrastructure
• Data processing
• Mobile data terminals (optional)

• Genesee County Road Commission

Pre-requisite Projects:
• CS – 1, TO - 1

• City of Flint
• Genesee County Regional Planning
Commission
• Michigan Department of
Transportation
• Local municipalities

Cost Estimate:
• $5,000 per vehicle
• 15 % of capital/year

ITS Definition

Evaluation

• MC 1 - Maintenance and Construction
Vehicle and Equipment Tracking

• Response time
• Number of valid complaints
• De-icing material costs

TO - 4

GENESEE COUNTY AVL

- MOBILE DATA TERMINALS

PROJECT
PROSPECTUS

Project Description
• Mobile data terminals installed in vehicles
• Optional for non-MTA participants
• Provided interface for communication between driver

and dispatcher/in-vehicle ITS systems
• Provides platform for future ITS applications

Benefits

Barriers

• More efficient vehicle-dispatch
communication
• Automates communication
• Allows interface with on-board ITS
systems
• Optional technology

•
•
•
•

Logistics

Participants

Relevant Technologies:
• Vehicle tracking (GPS)
• Communications infrastructure
• Data processing

•
•
•
•

Pre-requisite Projects:
• CS – 1, TO –1, 2, 3

•

Operator acceptance
IT resources
AVL is pre-requisite
Bandwidth capacity

MTA
Genesee County Road Commission
Genesee Intermediate School District
Genesee County Regional Planning
Commission
Other stakeholders

Cost Estimate:
• $1,000,000 ($4,000 per vehicle)
• $100,000/year O/M

ITS Definition
• APTS 1 – Vehicle Tracking

Evaluation
•
•

Driver-Dispatch communications
Bandwidth capacity

TO - 5

ON-BOARD SECURITY CAMERAS

PROJECT
PROSPECTUS

Project Description
• Deploy in-vehicle digital video systems fleet-wide, including
Your Ride
• In-vehicle storage and potential for live feed
• MTA had on-board cameras that recorded images on tape
• MTA is replacing the old system on Flyer fleet. The new
system still uses analog tape recording

Benefits

Barriers

•
•
•
•
•

•

Privacy Concerns

•

User Acceptance

Deterrent to crime
Increase perception of safety
Provides a record of activity on bus
Reduced maintenance costs
Send appropriate response team

Logistics

Participants

Relevant Technologies
• Digital video recording equipment

•
•
•

Pre-requisite Projects:
• AVL (TO-1, TO-2, TO-3) and CAD

Genesee Intermediate School District
MTA
Genesee County Regional Planning
Commission
• City of Flint
Genesee County Sheriff Department

Cost Estimate:
• $1,250,000 ($5,000 per vehicle)
• $175,000/year O/M

ITS Definition

Evaluation

• APTS 5 - Transit security

•
•

•

Number of trips
Number of incidents
Response time

TO - 6

AUTOMATIC PASSENGER COUNTERS

PROJECT
PROSPECTUS

Project Description
• Install automatic passenger counters (APC) on 10 MTA

fixed route vehicles
• Combine with AVL to collect detailed transit passenger
ridership information
• APCs to be installed on a subset of vehicles to be
cycled through all fixed-routes

Benefits

Barriers

• Detailed boarding and alighting
information
• Tool for system planning and
performance monitoring
• Fare management/auditing

•

Logistics

Participants

Required Technologies:
• AVL (TO-2 and TO-3) and CAD are prerequisites for some features
• Infrared automatic passenger counters

•
•
•

Ability to assign buses to specific
routes

City of Flint
MTA
Genesee County Regional Planning
Commission

Pre-requisite Projects:
• AVL (TO-1, TO-2, TO-3) and CAD
Cost Estimate:
• $50,000 ($2,500 per vehicle)

• $10,000/year O/M

ITS Definition

Evaluation

• APTS 4 - Transit passenger and fare
management

•

Data collection costs

TI - 1

TRAVELER INFORMATION

PROJECT
PROSPECTUS

Project Description
• Use technology to provide travelers with better schedule and
trip planning information
• Automatic GPS-based announcement system being deployed
(9 buses on Flyer fleet have system). Expand fleet-wide.
• Provide real-time arrival-departure information at terminal
• Deploy web-based trip planner.

Benefits
•
•
•
•
•

Provides accurate, consistent information
“Real Time” traveler information
Greater accessibility to information
Automated system frees up personnel
Has been widely shown to improve
customer satisfaction

Barriers
• Effectiveness of web-based trip planner
depends on access to internet
• Integration across regional boundaries
• Funding availability
• Customer acceptance
• Reliability of schedule information

Logistics

Participants

Relevant Technologies:
•
CAD
•
Communications infrastructure
•
Data processing and handling
capabilities
•
Web interface

• MTA
Genesee County Regional Planning
Commission
• Genesee County Sheriff Department
• Genesee Intermediate School District

Pre-requisite Projects:
•
Vehicle tracking (TO-1, TO-2, TO-3)
Cost Estimate:
•
$1,500,000 capital
• $225,000/year

ITS Definition

Evaluation

• ATIS 1 - Broadcast traveler
information
• ATIS 2 - Interactive traveler
information
• ATIS 5 - ISP based route guidance

• Increase in ridership
• User acceptance and satisfaction
• Reduced number of call center hours

TO - 10

FARE COLLECTION

PROJECT
PROSPECTUS

Project Description
• Install electronic fare collection equipment on all MTA
vehicles

Benefits

Barriers

• Improved customer experience
• Speeds vehicle loading
• Tool for system planning and
performance monitoring
• Fare management/auditing
• Reduces costs associated with fare
boxes

•

Customer & staff acceptance

•

Additional planning efforts required

•

Coordination with SMART

Logistics

Participants

Required Technologies:
• AVL (TO-2 and TO-3) and CAD are prerequisites for some features
• MDTs recommended

•
•

MTA
SMART

Pre-requisite Projects:
• AVL (TO-1, TO-2, TO-3) and CAD
Cost Estimate:
• $2,500,000 capital
• $500,000/year O/M

ITS Definition

Evaluation

• APTS 4 - Transit passenger and fare
management

•

Data collection costs

TO - 7

COLLISION AVOIDANCE

PROJECT
PROSPECTUS

Project Description
• Install collision warning systems on fixed-route fleet
• Reduces collisions by signalling driver when collision
with pedestrian or vehicle is likely
• Rear facing sensors to make pulling back out of
terminal bays
• Left side mounted sensors to assist buses re-entering
traffic

Benefits

Barriers

•
•
•
•
•

•

Technology is not still being tested
for transit

•

Operator acceptance

•

Training

Reduced collisions
Less stress on operators
Greater safety around MTA properties
Potential for insurance reduction
Experience is transferable to local
partners

Logistics

Participants

Required Technologies:
• Unknown

•
•
•

MTA
Road Commission
Municipal Public Works

Pre-requisite Projects:
• Unknown
Cost Estimate:
• $500,000 capital
• $50,000/year O/M

ITS Definition

Evaluation

• AVSS-03 (Longitudinal)

•

Reduced collisions

• AVSS-04 (Lateral)

•

Operator acceptance

•

Ongoing maintenance costs

TO - 8

MAINTENANCE SOFTWARE

PROJECT
PROSPECTUS

Project Description
• Implement new purchasing/inventory/maintenance
software to improve effectiveness and efficiency of
MTA maintenance operations
• Support with training and new operational procedures

Benefits

Barriers

•
•
•
•

Reduced maintenance time per bus
Fewer break downs
Greater efficiency
Inventory purchasing and control.
Direct connection with accounting
• Ability to track vehicle repair history

• Established maintenance procedures

Logistics

Participants

Required Technologies:
• In shop hardware
• In shop software
• MDTs recommended

• Staff acceptance

•

MTA

Pre-requisite Projects:
• CS-1, AVL, CAD,
Cost Estimate:
• $250,000 capital
• $25,000/year O/M

ITS Definition

Evaluation

• APTS - 06

• Data collection costs

TO - 9

ON-BOARD DIAGNOSTICS

PROJECT
PROSPECTUS

Project Description
• Install interface with in-vehicle sensors (if available) to

monitor mechanical performance, collect performance
data, and alert driver and dispatch of any malfunction
• Part of larger maintenance improvement program
• On-board diagnostics interface to return or store error
codes

Benefits

Barriers

• More efficient maintenance operations
• On-road trouble shooting

•

Established maintenance procedures

•

Staff acceptance

Logistics

Participants

Required Technologies:
• Supporting in-shop software program
• AVL & MDTs recommended

•

MTA

Pre-requisite Projects:
• Maintenance Software
• AVL and CAD
Cost Estimate:
• $200,000 capital ($2,000 per vehicle)
• $20,000/year O/M

ITS Definition

Evaluation

• APTS 6 - Transit Maintenance

•

Data collection costs

ES - 1

BACK-UP EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
CENTER

PROJECT
PROSPECTUS

Project Description
• Provide additional infrastructure for coordinated
emergency response
• The early stages of emergency response coordination
are underway in Genesee County
• MTA administration building as possible location. As
MTA’s AVL and CAD systems come online they will
facilitate emergency management

Benefits

Barriers

• Better response time
• Improved coordination between
agencies

•
•

Logistics

Participants

Relevant Technologies:
• Close circuit television
• Variable message signs
• Detector loops
• Dynamic traffic signals
• Communications infrastructure
• Center-to-Center communications

•
•

Pre-requisite Projects:
• AVL (TO-1, TO-2, TO-3) and CAD are prerequisites

•
•
•
•

Institutional Coordination
Communication between primary and
MTA emergency management
facilities

MTA
Genesee County Regional Planning
Commission
Genesee County Sheriff Department
Fire Department
Ambulance and EMS
City of Flint

Cost Estimate:
• $500,000 capital
• $50,000/year O/M

ITS Definition

Evaluation

• EM 1 - Emergency call-taking and
dispatch
• EM 2 - Emergency routing

•
•

Emergency response times
User acceptance and satisfaction

TM - 1

TRAFFIC SIGNAL CONTROL SYSTEM
UPGRADE - FLINT

PROJECT
PROSPECTUS

Project Description
• Upgrade traffic signal controllers across county

• Pre-requisite for signal priority for buses or emergency
vehicles

• At minimum, upgrades required along bus routes in Flint for
TSP

• 2/3 existing City signals have little or no connection to central
control or their environment

Benefits
•
•
•
•

Ability to implement TSP/EVP
Better connectivity to central control
Improved signal timing capabilities
Reduced signal delay

Barriers
•
•
•
•

Traffic conditions may not warrant
TSP/EVP resulting in little benefit
Acceptance of the system by the public
and by industry
Need to train City Personnel in
using/maintaining a new system
Compatibility with neighbouring
municipalities

Logistics

Participants

Pre-requisite for TSP/EVP

•
•
•

Relevant Technologies:
• Detector loops
• Dynamic traffic signals
• Communications infrastructure

•

City of Flint
MTA
Genesee County Regional Planning
Commission
Emergency services

Cost Estimate:
• $1,500,000 capital
• $225,000/year O/M

ITS Definition

Evaluation

• ATMS 7 - Regional Traffic Control
• ATMS 8 - Incident Management
Systems
• ATMS 13, 14 - Railroad Grade
Crossing

•
•

Vehicle delay
On-time performance
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1 INT
TRODUCTIO
ON
The Michiigan Departm
ment of Transp
portation (MD
DOT) has conttinued to strivve to be a lead
der in the
application of technology to improve
e transportatio
on. Projects t hat are selec ted to implem
ment these
gical solutions
s are required to conform to
o a regional IT
TS architectu
ure if they utiliize federal fun
nds.
technolog
Prior to 20
005, the focus
s of technolog
gy deploymen
nts was in the
e urban areass, but needs b
began to arise
e that
warranted
d solutions forr other areas of the state. In
I 2008, the D
Department completed an effort that
suppleme
ented existing documentation and comp
pleted regiona
al intelligent trransportation systems (ITS
S)
architectu
ures and deplo
oyment plans
s that comprehensively covvered all seve
en regions and provide a
statewide vision for MD
DOT’s ITS pro
ogram. In 201
14, MDOT inittiated an adm
ministrative up
pdate for all bu
ut two
hitectures, the
e two omitted
d were comple
eted more reccently and covver the
of the regional ITS arch
o
s (MPOs) arou
und Grand Ra
apids and Lan
nsing.
metropolittan planning organizations
The Natio
onal ITS Archiitecture is the
e standard tem
mplate that re
egions and sta
atewide ITS a
architectures
customize
e to bridge tog
gether stakeh
holders, needs
s, and solutio
ons for ITS pro
ojects. The architecture
represents a shared vie
ew between agencies
a
on how
h
to integra
ate informatio
on and resourrces in order tto
provide so
olutions that help
h
move tra
avelers throug
gh the region safely and eff
fficiently. It is the long rang
ge
vision for what could be
e implemente
ed without beiing technolog
gy specific. Th
he architecturre is a founda
ation
ws stakeholders to derive strategies
s
thatt can be imple
emented through more spe
ecific
of that vision and allow
ITS projec
cts that beneffit the current regional transportation syystem.

1.1 Prroject Ove
erview
MDOT initiated a proje
ect to perform an administra
ative update tto all but two (2) regional ITS architectu
ures
chitecture upd
date occurs evvery 5-7 yearrs however MDOT
within the state. It is recommended that a full arc
nges and shiftt in focus for tthe region. Th
he
has decided an administrative update could addrress the chan
ative update incorporates revisions in the National IT
TS Architectu
ure, updates tto portions of the
administra
architectu
ure that have been completted, and rece
ent changes in
n the focus off the region.
The Bay Region
R
ITS Architecture prreviously was completed in
n 2008, using version 5.1 o
of the Nationa
al
Architectu
ure and versio
on 4.0 for the Turbo Archite
ecture Databa
ase. The Ame
endment to th
he Bay Regio
on ITS
Architectu
ure focuses on the following:




Format change
es – conformiing the Bay Region
R
ITS Arrchitecture witth the Nationa
al ITS Archite
ecture
nd Turbo Architecture Data
abase version
ns 7
an
Content
C
update
e – adding orr revising agency names an
nd inventory statuses, revising current
sttakeholder relationships, and
a identifying
g new stakeho
olders and their relationships
Project confirm
mation – confirming comple
eted projects have been incorporated in
nto the regional
TS architecturre and identify
ying upcoming short term p
projects (5-6 years) conforrm to the regiional
IT
IT
TS architecturre

an.
This upda
ate does not in
nclude an upd
date to the De
eployment Pla

1.2 Na
ational Arrchitecture
The Natio
onal ITS Archiitecture and th
he Turbo Architecture data
abase were u
updated to Ve
ersion 7 in Jan
nuary
2012. Verrsion 7 adds a planning vie
ew to provide additional de
etails on the cconnection be
etween the reg
gional
ITS archittecture and ho
ow it can be used
u
to suppo
ort transporta tion planning through proje
ect developm
ment.
Version 7 also continue
es to be cons
sistent with the
e connected vvehicle progrram. As the prrogram chang
ges,
nal ITS Archittecture is updated to be aligned with the
e current direcction. Other n
new focuses o
of the
the Nation
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ________________
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National ITS Architectu
ure includes enhancement
e
s, additional sservice packa
ages for activve traffic
ment strategies, alignment with
w the Fede
eral Motor Ca rrier Safety A
Administration
n (FMCSA)
managem
Commerc
cial Vehicle Information Sys
stems and Ne
etworks (CVIS
SN), and the synchronization with the
Canadian Architecture by updated verbiage
v
and outputs.
To support integration with the planning process,, the Nationall ITS Architeccture now enccompasses a new
v
This vie
ew is highlightting the conne
ection betwee
en the service
es packages w
within the Nattional
planning view.
ITS Archittecture and characteristics
s of the planniing process. T
The characteristics include
e performance
e
measures
s, cost/benefitt (http://www.itsbenefits.its.dot.gov/), an
nd goal setting
g (as identifie
ed in 23 CFR 4
450).
The Natio
onal ITS Archiitecture versio
on 7 was updated with min
nor terminolog
gy changes to
o reflect the
connected
d vehicle prog
gram. The connected vehic
cles topic hass emerged with increasing focus on
technolog
gy and test be
eds around the
e world. The updated verssion continuess to accommo
odate and
incorporatte these chan
nges to ensure upcoming ITS projects a
are in complia
ant. In part witth the Nationa
al ITS
Architectu
ure, a new res
search effort was
w released known as the
e Connected Vehicle Refe
erence
Implemen
ntation Archite
ecture (CVRIA
A). The website is http://ww
ww.iteris.com
m/cvria/. This e
effort is to hellp
produce a standardizattion plan for connected
c
vehicles which iin turn will alig
gn with the National ITS
Architectu
ure both in de
efining and implementing.

1.3 Do
ocument Overview
w
The Amen
ndment to the
e Bay Region ITS Architectture is assem
mbled into fourr main section
ns. These secctions
present th
he consolidation of informa
ation collected
d during admiinistrative upd
date. To a larrge extent the
e
documentt is an abridge
ed version of the current re
egional ITS a rchitecture. S
Some supplem
mental information
that was not
n revised du
uring the adm
ministrative update can be a
accessed in the version that is available
e on
the extern
nal MDOT ITS
S Planning we
ebsite (www.M
MDOTITSPla nning.com). T
The sections within the
Amendme
ent include:
1 – Introduction
ographic inforrmation within
n the Bay Reg
gion.
This section provides a project overrview and geo
nistrative Upd
date Process
2 – Admin
This section highlights the process taken
t
to deve
elop the Amen
ndment to the
e Bay Region ITS Architectture.
entifies the sta
akeholders wh
ho provided comments
c
reg
garding the ad
dministrative updates as w
well as
It also ide
the update
ed inventory of
o the region.
3 – Applic
cation of the Regional
R
ITS Architecture
A
This section reviews sttandards per the regional ITS architectu
ure and updattes to operatio
onal conceptss
ers.
identified by stakeholde
a Maintenan
nce
4 – Use and
This section highlights the importance of conform
ming to the reg
gional ITS arcchitecture as well as
ng the currentt version. Afte
er a period of time, the arcchitecture sho
ould be update
ed with eitherr an
maintainin
administra
ative or a full update.
The Amen
ndment to the
e Bay Region ITS Architectture also conttains three ap
ppendices:
-

Appendix
A
A – National
N
ITS Architecture
A
Service
S
Packa
age Definition
ns
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-

Appendix
A
B – Customized
C
Service
S
Packa
ages
Appendix
A
C – Architecture
A
Maintenance
M
Documentati on Form

1.4 Ge
eographic
c Informa
ation
The Bay Region’s
R
geog
graphic bound
dary includes
s the same bo
oundary as MDOT Bay Reg
gion with the
addition of
o Shiawassee
e County from
m the University Region. Th
he geographical location o
of Shiawassee
e
County an
nd the similarity in needs to
o the Bay Reg
gion supporte
ed the decisio
on to include iit within this
administra
ative update. The previous
s iteration of regional ITS a
architectures iincluded Shia
awassee County
within the Southwest Regional
R
ITS Architecture
A
and
a Deployme
ent Plan. The
e updated bou
undary for the
e Bay
TS Architecturre is shown in
n Figure 1.
Region IT
NOTE: Ad
dditional details on the cha
aracteristics and
a existing in
nfrastructure w
within these d
defined bound
daries
can be fou
und in Section 1.4.2 of the Bay Region ITS Architectture (2008).
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Figu
ure 1. Bay Region
n ITS Architecture Boundary Area
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2 AD
DMINIS
STRAT
TIVE UP
PDATE
E PROCESS
The administrative upd
date relied hea
avily on stake
eholder input to reflect the changes with
hin the region
n. The
ut focused on recently com
mpleted projeccts, upcoming
g projects, and
d new or mod
dified
feedback includes inpu
elationships. These
T
relation
nships either were
w
within M
MDOT or betw
ween MDOT a
and another
agency re
stakeholder. Since this
s was not a full update, doc
cumentation e
efforts were fo
ocused on up
pcoming proje
ects
f
years. As
s newer techn
nological appliications are ccontinuously b
being
that are anticipated witthin the next five
nted around th
he world, stak
keholders are often assesssing these app
plications tha
at may have o
once
implemen
been disre
egarded. The
e administrativ
ve update inte
egrates the ad
ddition of thesse newer stra
ategies so pro
ojects
will be in conformance
c
with the regio
onal ITS arch
hitecture when
n funding beccomes availab
ble.
The administrative proc
cess is less in
ntensive than a full update
e and focused
d within a conssiderably sho
ort
o time. To accommodate the
t abbreviate
ed process, a majority of th
he coordinatio
on and
duration of
communic
cation with the
e stakeholderrs was conducted either vi a email or ma
ade available on the the M
MDOT
ITS Plann
ning website.
The abbre
eviated proce
ess only includ
ded one (1) sttakeholder wo
orkshop. As ssuch, it was im
mportant to
determine
e a method that gathers the
e most effectiive informatio
on and feedba
ack with limite
ed face-to-facce
coordinatiion with the stakeholders. Including the stakeholder w
workshop, the
e complete approach involved:
-

-

-

-

-

-

Project Level Kick-off
K
Works
shop – conferrence call witth primary MD
DOT regional ITS coordina
ators
to
o discuss the overall projec
ct scope of wo
ork, schedule
e, and the exp
pectations of tthis effort. Alsso,
prreliminary dis
scussions reviiewed known projects thatt could influen
nce the updattes.
Preliminary Re
evision List – the
t project lis
st included witthin the curre
ent regional IT
TS architecturre
was
w revised. Revisions
R
inclu
uded the iden
ntification of ccompleted and
d newly defined projects based
on
n recent proje
ect programm
ming documen
ntation and th e team’s experience of ITS
S projects in tthe
arrea.
Stakeholder Workshop–
W
a Bay
B Region IT
TS architecturre workshop w
was conducte
ed with range
e of
sttakeholders frrom multiple agencies
a
with
hin the region . Stakeholderrs provided co
omments on tthe
re
evised projectt list, agency name change
es, identificatiion of projectss within the n
next five yearss,
ch
hanges with interagency connections, newly
n
implem ented techno
ology, and new
w technology
ap
pplications the stakeholders have identified for near term impleme
entations.
Revised
R
Inventtory Table – information ga
athered durin
ng the workshop was used to update the
e
cu
urrent architecture inventory table.
able presents all of the stak
keholders with
hin the region
n, the elements belonging to
o The ta
that stakeholder, a description off the elementt, and a statuss (existing or future)
Draft
D
Final Amendment Architecture Doc
cument – com
mments receivved from the rrevised inventory
ta
able were use
ed to update both
b
the service package d
diagrams with
hin the regiona
al ITS archite
ecture
do
ocument and the Turbo Arrchitecture Da
atabase. The document wa
as provided to
o the stakeho
olders
fo
or their review
w.
o The do
ocument inclu
uded updated
d tables exporrted from the Turbo Archite
ecture Databa
ase.
Final Deliverab
ble – commen
nts on the Dra
aft Final Amen
ument were ussed
ndment Archiitecture Docu
to
o assemble th
he final deliverables, which
h included a fi nal Amendme
ent to the Bayy Regional IT
TS
Architecture
A
Document and Bay Regiona
al Turbo Arch
hitecture datab
base.

Figure 2 below illustrates the proce
ess followed.
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Kick‐Off
K
Workshop
W
p

Pre
eliminaryy
Revvision Lisst

Stakkeholderr
Wo
orkshop

Revised
Inve
entory Taable

Drraft Finall
Architecturre
ocumentt
Do

Revissed Turb
bo
Daatabase

Final
De
eliverable
es
Figure 2. IT
TS Architecturre Administrattive Update Prrocess

2.1 Cu
ustomization
As with th
he previous arrchitecture pro
ocess, the ad
dministrative u
update includes an establisshed inventorry
table of ex
xisting ITS ele
ements and elements
e
iden
ntified as part of future systtems. Stakeh
holder input w
was
key to an accurate upd
date of this tab
ble.
onal ITS Archiitecture has eight
e
groups of
o ITS service
e areas. They include:
The Natio
-

-

-

-

Traffic
T
Manag
gement (ATM
MS) – includes
s transportatio
on operationss centers, dete
ection system
ms,
cllosed circuit television (CC
CTV) cameras
s, dynamic me
essage signss (DMS), porta
able changea
able
message
m
signs
s (PCMS), an
nd other relate
ed technologie
es.
Emergency
E
Management
M
(EM) – includ
des emergenccy operations//managemen
nt centers,
im
mproved information sharin
ng among trafffic and emerg
gency service
es, automated
d vehicle loca
ation
(A
AVL) on emerrgency vehicle
es, traffic sign
nal preemptio
on for emerge
ency vehicles,, and wide-are
ea
allerts.
Maintenance
M
and Constru
uction Manag
gement (MC) – includes w
work zone man
nagement,
ro
oadway mainttenance and construction
c
information,
i
w
winter mainten
nance, and ro
oad weather
in
nformation sys
stems (RWIS).
Public
P
Transp
portation Man
nagement (A
APTS) – includ
des transit an
nd paratransitt AVL, dispatcch
sy
ystems, trans
sit travel inform
mation system
ms, electronicc fare collectio
on, and transit security.
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-

-

Commercial
C
Vehicle
V
Operrations (CVO) – includes ccoordination w
with Commerccial Vehicle
In
nformation Sy
ystems and Networks (CVISN) efforts, h
hazardous ma
aterial (HAZM
MAT) management,
weigh-in
w
motio
on (WIM) tech
hnology, and security
s
techn
nology, includ
ding driver autthentication.
Traveler
T
Inforrmation (ATIS
S) – includes broadcast tra
aveler informa
ation such as web sites, tra
aveler
in
nformation kio
osks, and high
hway advisory
y radio (HAR)).
Archived
A
Data
a Manageme
ent (AD) – inc
cludes electro nic data management and
d archiving
sy
ystems.
Vehicle
V
Safety
y (AVSS) – in
ncludes conne
ected vehicle technology ssuch as collisiion avoidance
e and
ve
ehicle automa
ation, specific
cally speed an
nd steering.

As mentio
oned above, customizing
c
th
he elements was
w based on
n the previouss inventory ta
able and feedb
back
captured during
d
the Ba
ay Regional IT
TS Architecture Workshop . The local ag
gency elemen
nts were used
d to
capture ag
gencies with longer term planned
p
imple
ementations vversus calling each out spe
ecifically at this
time. If an
n agency has implemented
d a project, an
nd their eleme
ents should be
e updated to existing, the
agency th
hen is docume
ented separattely. This stra
ategy allows th
he regional IT
TS architecturre to cover those
agencies and remain eligible
e
for fed
deral funds forr an ITS deplo
oyments.
dditional details regarding subsystems and
a terminato
ors can be fou
und in Section
n 3.3.1 of the Bay
NOTE: Ad
Regional ITS Architecture.

2.1.1 IT
TS Invento
ory by Stak
keholder
Each stak
keholder is as
ssociated with
h one or more
e systems or e
elements thatt together com
mprise the
transporta
ation system in
i the Bay Re
egion, includin
ng Shiawasse
ee County. Inp
put from the sstakeholders was
critical to ensure the information within the architecture is accu
urate and eassily reviewed to demonstra
ate
project co
onformance. A listing of sta
akeholders, de
escription of tthe agency, a
and contact in
nformation of tthose
stakeholders who assis
sted with achieving this go
oal is found in Table 1.
Table 1. Bay Region Stake
eholders
Na me

Organ
nization
Arenac
A
County Road Commission
Bay City
y Area Transpo
ortation Study (BCATS) Bay County
Bay County Road Commissio
on
Bay Me
etro Transit

Email

Blair

Dyer

BDyerACR
RC@Centuryte
el.net

Dave

Engelhardt

engelhard
dtd@baycountyy.net

James

Lillo

jlillo@
@baycoroad.org
g

Eric

Sprague

esprague@baymetro.ccom

Clare
C
County Road
R
Commiss
sion

Ronald

Bushong

rbushon
ng@clarecrc.co
om

ECMP
PDR (Regional Planning Com
mmission)

Anamika

Laad

alaad
d@emcog.org

FHWA - Michigan

Morrie

Hoevel

Morris.Hoevel@dot.gov

Genese
ee Co MPC
Gen
nesee County Metropolitan
M
Planning
Commission
Gen
nesee County Metropolitan
M
Planning
Commission
Gen
nesee County Metropolitan
M
Planning
Commission
Ge
enesee County
y Road Commis
ssion

Jacob

Maurer

Jmaurer@
@co.genesee.m
mi.us

Damon

Fortney

dfortney@
@co.genesee.m
mi.us

Sharon

Gregory

sgregory@
@co.genesee.m
mi.us

Jason

Nordberg

jnordberg@
@co.genesee.mi.us

Felicia

Ivey

five
ey@gcrc.org

Ge
enesee County
y Road Commis
ssion

Kenneth

Johnson

kjohn
nson@gcrc.org
g

Ge
enesee County
y Road Commis
ssion

Ron

Latimer

rlatim
mer@gcrc.org
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Organ
nization

Na me

Email

Ge
enesee County
y Road Commis
ssion

Bonnie

Wood

bwo
ood@gcrc.org

Gratiot
G
County Road
R
Commiss
sion

Ray

Welke

ray@g
gratiotroads.org
g

Is
sabella County Road Commis
ssion

Tony

Casali

tcasali@
@isabellaroads.ccom

La
apeer Intermed
diate School District

Chuck

Madden

cmadden
n@lcisd.k12.m
mi.us

Mass Tran
nsit Authority

Edward

Benning

ebenniing@mtaflint.org

MDOT

Travis

Phillips

PhillipsT
T3@michigan.g
gov

MDOT

Kimberly

Zimmer

ZimmerrK@michigan.g
gov

MDOT
M
- Bay Re
egion Construc
ction

Gregg

Brunner

brunnerrg@michigan.g
gov

MDOT
M
- Bay Re
egion Construc
ction

Selena

Friend

friendss@michigan.go
ov

MDOT
M
- Bay Re
egion Construc
ction

Duane

Maas

maasd
d@michigan.go
ov

MDOT - Bay Region
R
Plannin
ng

Jay

Reithel

reitheljj@michigan.go
ov

MDOT - Centtral Maintenanc
ce

Tim

Croze

CrozeT
T@michigan.go
ov

MDOT - Davison
D
TSC

Keith

Brown

Brownkk4@michigan.g
gov

MDOT - Davison
D
TSC

Linda

Burchell

burchellll@michigan.gov

MDOT - Davison
D
TSC

Jackie

Pethers

PetherssJ@michigan.g
gov

MDOT - Davison
D
TSC

Annette

Shelton

Sheltona
a1@michigan.g
gov

MDOT - ITS Program Office
e

Luke

Biernbaum

biernbau
um@michigan.gov

MDOT - ITS Program Office
e

Collin

Castle

CastleC
C@michigan.gov

MDOT - ITS Program Office
e

Elise

Kapphahn

kapphahnE@michigan..gov

MDOT - Lansing
L
TSC

Josh

Carey

CareyJ2@michigan.g
gov

MDOT - Lansing
L
TSC

John

Engle

EngleJ1@michigan.gov

MDOT - Lansing
L
TSC

Tom

Fisher

FisherT
T1@michigan.g
gov

MDOT - Uniiversity Region
n

Stephanie

Palmer

palmerss3@michigan.g
gov

Midland
M
Area Trransportation Study
S

Maja

Bolanowska

info@m
midlandmpo.co
om

Midland
M
County Road Commis
ssion

Deepak

Gupta

gupta@m
midlandroads.ccom

Saginaw County
C
MPO

Doug

Bell

dbell@sa
aginawcounty.ccom

Sa
aginaw County
y Road Commis
ssion
Saginaw
w Metropolitan Area
A
Transporttation Study
(SMATS) and SCMPC

Joe

Wisniewski

wisniew
wskij@scrc-mi.o
org

Phil

Grimaldi

pgrimaldi@
@saginawcountty.com

ntory by stake
eholder so tha
at each stake holder can ea
asily identify a
and review all of
Table 2 sorts the inven
ecture elements associate
ed with their agency and itss status. An a
added feature of the inventory
the archite
table is an
n element’s association witth the service
e areas. This ffeature helpss to quickly ide
entify the
relationsh
hip between th
he elements and
a the servic
ce it is providiing. Howeverr, if an elemen
nt status is
considere
ed existing this
s does not ne
ecessarily equ
uate to the flo
ows within a sservice package as existing
g.
For example, the elements: MDOT Maintenance Decision Sup
pport Softwarre and MBA T
TOC are existting
y the flow of in
nformation be
etween the ele
ements are not automated
d, so this is
elements,, but currently
considere
ed a planned flow.
f
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Bay Metro Transit Authority

Financial Institutio
on

Flint-Mass Transp
portation
Authority

Bay Metro
M
Transit
Autho
ority CCTV
Surve
eillance
Bay Metro
M
Transit
Autho
ority Data Archive

CCTV surveilllance at the Bay Me
etro Transit
Authority Center.
The transit da
ata archive for the Bay
B Metro
Transit Authority. Used by FTA and
a MDOT
Office of Pass
senger Transportation

Plaanned

Bay Metro
M
Transit
Autho
ority Dispatch Centter

Transit dispatch center responsible for the
tracking, sche
eduling and dispatc
ching of
fixed route and paratransit vehicles
operated by Bay
B Metro Transit Authority.
A

Exxisting

Bay Metro
M
Transit
Autho
ority Electronic Fare
e
Paym
ment Card

Medium for co
ollection of transit fa
ares
electronically.

Bay Metro
M
Transit
Autho
ority Kiosks

AVSS

AD
X

X

X

X

X

X

Kiosks for diss
semination of trans
sit traveler
information. Kiosks
K
can also be used for
the purchase and recharging of electronic
e
fare payment cards.

Plaanned

X

Bay Metro
M
Transit
Autho
ority Vehicles

Transit Vehicles owned by Bay Metro
M
Transit Authority

Exxisting

X

Bay Metro
M
Transit
Autho
ority Website

Website with information about fares
f
and
schedules.

Exxisting

X

Finan
ncial Service
Provider

Handles exchange of money for transit
yment collection.
electronic pay

Exxisting

X

Service Agency

Agency respo
onsible for paymentt of transit
fares for mediical transportation as
a part of
government subsidized
s
medical care. This
includes Mediicare, and VA programs.

Exxisting

X

Plaanned

X

CCTV surveilllance at the Flint-M
Mass
Transportation
n Authority Center.

ATIS

X

Plaanned

Plaanned

Flint-Mass Transportatio
on
ority CCTV
Autho
Surve
eillance

CVO

Eleement
Sttatus

APTS

Ele
ement Description
n

MC

Element Name

EM

Stakehold
der

ATMS

Table 2. Bay Regiion Inventory of IT
TS Elements

X

X
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X

X

X

Flint-Mass Transportatio
on
Autho
ority Data Archive

The transit da
ata archive for the Flint
F
Mass
Transportation
n Authority. Used by
b FTA and
MDOT Office of Passenger Tran
nsportation

Plaanned

Flint-Mass Transportatio
on
ority Electronic Fare
e
Autho
Paym
ment Card

Medium for co
ollection of transit fa
ares
electronically.

Flint-Mass Transportatio
on
ority Kiosks
Autho

Kiosks for diss
semination of trans
sit traveler
information. Kiosks
K
can also be used for
the purchase and recharging of electronic
e
fare payment cards.

Flint-Mass Transportatio
on
Autho
ority Vehicles

R
Genesee County Road
Commission (GCR
RC)

Local Agency

Transit Vehicles owned by Flint Mass
M
Transportation
n Authority. Include
es the ITS
equipment ins
stalled on the vehic
cles
(automatic vehicle location (AVL
L) systems,
obile data terminals
s (MDT),
oon-board mo
and automatic
c passenger counte
ers (APC).

X

X

Plaanned

X

Plaanned

X

Exxisting

X

X

Flint-Mass Transportatio
on
ority Website
Autho

Website with information about fares
f
and
schedules.

Plaanned

GCRC TOC

CRC Traffic Operations
O
Center responsile
r
for municipal signal
s
system operrations.

Exxisting

X

GCRC Traffic Signals

Multiple traffic
c signals interconne
ected and
operated by a CRC.

Exxisting

X

GCRC Vehicle Detectorrs

Roadway equ
uipment on local rou
utes used
to detect vehic
cle volumes and/orr speeds.
This information is used in the op
peration of
nal system and colle
ected by
the traffic sign
the TOC.

Exxisting

X

Roadside equ
uipment located on Bay City
drawbridges that close approach
hing
roadways or stop
s
traffic prior to the
t
drawbridge op
pening to waterway
y traffic.

Plaanned

X

Bay City
C Drawbridge
Contrrol Equipment

X

AVSS

X

AD

APTS

Exxisting

Flint-Mass Transportatio
on
ority Control Centerr
Autho

Ele
ement Description
n

ATIS

MC

Transit dispatch center responsible for the
tracking, sche
eduling and dispatc
ching of
fixed route and paratransit vehicles
F
Transporrtation
operated by Flint-Mass
Authority.

Element Name

CVO

EM

Flint-Mass Transp
portation
Authority

Eleement
Sttatus

ATMS

Stakehold
der
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APTS

CVO

ATIS

Central facility
y that monitors vehicle and
waterway trafffic and controls dra
awbridge
traffic in Bay City.
C

Plaanned

X

Bay City
C Drawbridge
Notification Equipment

Roadside equ
uipment located on Bay City
drawbridges that send notificatio
ons when
the drawbridge is open for waterrway traffic.

Plaanned

X

Coun
nty 911 Dispatch

Central Dispa
atch is responsible for
f the
dispatch of alll public safety vehic
cles (police
and fire). Afte
er hours Central Dis
spatch will
also dispatch the Street Departm
ment on-call
emergency re
esponder. Counties included
are Clare, Gla
adwin, Arenac, Isab
bella,
Midland, Bay, Gratiot, Saginaw, Huron,
Tuscola, Sanilac, Genesee and Lapper.

Exxisting

X

X

X

X

X

X

Exxisting

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Ele
ement Description
n

Coun
nty Road
Comm
mission

Contract agen
ncy managed by a county
c
that
oversees road
d maintenance and snow
removal on local and MDOT facilities.

Coun
nty Road
Comm
mission Equipmentt
Repa
air
Coun
nty Road
Comm
mission Maintenance
Vehic
cles

nsible for maintena
ance of
Facility respon
County Road Commission vehicles.
County Road Commission vehicles used in
maintenance operations. Include
es the ITS
stalles on the vehciels
equipment ins
(automatic vehicle location (AVL
L) systems,
MDT), and
onboard mobiile data terminals (M
automatic pas
ssenger counters (A
APC)).

Plaanned

X

Exxisting

X

X

Gene
esee County Office of
Emerrgency Managemen
nt
and Homeland
H
Security

onsible for the mana
agement of
Agency respo
large scale em
mergencies within Genesee
G
County.

Exxisting

Locall Agency 911
Dispa
atch

Central dispattch responsible for the
dispatch of loc
cal public safety ve
ehicles
(police and firre).

Exxisting

X

Locall Agency CCTV
Came
eras

Closed circuit television cameras
s operated
by the Local Agency
A
TOC for tra
affic
condition mon
nitoring and management of
incidents.

Plaanned

X

X

X

AVSS

MC

Bay City
C Drawbridge
Mana
agement Center

Element Name

AD

EM

Local Agency

Eleement
Sttatus

ATMS

Stakehold
der

X
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CVO

X

X

X

X

X

Locall Agency DPW
Vehic
cles

Local Government vehicles used
d in
maintenance operations.

Exxisting

Locall Agency Parking
Mana
agement System

System opera
ated by a local agen
ncy that
monitors available vehicle parkin
ng at key
parking facilities.

Plaanned

Locall Agency Public
Safetty Vehicles

Local law enfo
orcement, fire and EMS
vehicles. Inclu
udes the ITS equipm
ment
installed on th
he cruisers (AVL, MDTs,
M
etc.).

Exxisting

Locall Agency
Rides
sharing Program

System used for matching riders
s with
similar origins
s and destinations to promote
carpooling.

Plaanned

Locall Agency Speed
Monittoring Equipment

Speed monito
oring equipment ow
wned and
operated by a local agency. Inclu
udes radar,
lidar, etc.

Plaanned

X

Locall Agency TOC

Local Traffic Operations
O
Center responsible
for municipal signal
s
system operrations.

Plaanned

X

X

Locall Agency Traffic
Signa
als

Multiple traffic
c signals interconne
ected and
operated by a Local Agency

Exxisting

X

X

Locall Agency Vehicle
Detec
ctors

Roadway equ
uipment on local rou
utes used
to detect vehic
cle volumes and/orr speeds.
Includes equip
pment such as MVDS, RTMS
or traditional loops.

Plaanned

X

Transportation
n information webs
site for each
local agency. In the future will in
nclude realtime constructtion, work zone, sp
pecial event,
incident, and traffic
t
information.

Exxisting

X

Locall Agency Website

AVSS

APTS

Exxisting

Locall Agency DPW

Ele
ement Description
n

AD

MC

Contract agen
ncy managed by a local
municipality th
hat oversees road
maintenance and snow removal on local
and MDOT facilities.

Element Name

ATIS

EM

Local Agency

Eleement
Sttatus

ATMS

Stakehold
der

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
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Local Agency

MDOT

Locall Emergency
Operations Center

Central comm
mand and control facility
responsible fo
or carrying out the principles
p
of
emergency prreparedness and em
mergency
management,, or disaster manag
gement
functions at a strategic level in an
emergency sittuation.
Municipal and
d county owned airp
ports.

Exxisting

X

MBS International Airpo
ort

Midland Bay City
C Saginaw Intern
national
Airport is a mu
unicipal airport. Tri-owned by
3 municipalitie
es.

Plaanned

X

School Transportation
ncies
Agen

Agencies resp
ponsible for operating school
bus fleets.

Exxisting

SMAR
RT Dispatch Cente
er

Suburban Mobility Authority for Regional
R
Transportation
n transit vehicle dis
spatch
center.

Exxisting

MDO
OT Animal Crossing
Detec
ction

Roadside equ
uipment that monito
ors roadway
for animal activity that could impact traffic.

Plaanned

X

MDO
OT Animal Crossing
Warn
ning System

In-vehicle and
d roadside equipme
ent that can
notify travelerr about possible aniimal
activity.

Plaanned

X

MDO
OT Anti-Icing Field
Equip
pment

This system uses
u
a variety of atm
mospheric
and pavement sensors to detect when anticing fluids should be
b applied
icing and de-ic
to a bridge. Th
he application is pe
erformed
automatically using spray equipm
ment
mounted on th
he bridge. The systtem reports
to maintenanc
ce personnel when fluids have
been applied. Maintenance personnel are
g cellable to call intto the system using
phones to mo
onitor system status
s or activate
the fluid applic
cation remotely.
Statewide dattabase that collects
s and tracks
the assets thrroughout the state, including
the connection between devices, when a
enance
device was installed, and mainte
information.

AVSS

AD

ATIS

CVO

X

Plaanned

Locall Regional Airports

MDO
OT Asset
Mana
agement Database

APTS

Eleement
Sttatus

MC

Ele
ement Description
n

EM

Element Name

ATMS

Stakehold
der

X

X

X
X

Plaanned

X

Exxisting

X
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X

MDO
OT Bay Region
Comm
mercial Vehicle
Parking Management
Syste
em

System opera
ated on MDOT route
es that
monitor availa
able commercial ve
ehicle
parking at res
st areas and other key
k
locations.

Plaanned

MDO
OT Bay Region
Mainttenance
Mana
agement System

Central system
m used to track and
d plan
maintenance on MDOT Bay Reg
gion
vehicles.

Plaanned

X

MDO
OT Bay Region Offic
ce
TOC

Transportation
n operations centerr for Bay
Region that will
w include the opera
ations of
ITS devices within
w
the area. This
s TOC is
considered to be small in nation,, limited to
a workstation with ATMS connec
ction

Plaanned

X

MDO
OT Bay Region TSC
Cs

MDO
OT Bridge Sensors

MDO
OT CCTV Cameras

MDO
OT Commercial
Vehic
cle Permitting
Syste
em

MDOT Transp
portation Service Centers
C
are
field offices th
hat oversee road co
onstruction
and maintena
ance on MDOT facillities. Most
maintenance and snow removal in this
eved through contrract
region is achie
agencies.

Plaanned

Roadway equ
uipment located on MDOT
bridges use to
o determine the am
mount of
load a bridge can withhold. Loca
ated on the
dge.
Zilwalkee Brid

Exxisting

Roadside equ
uipment located on local
roadways use
ed for traffic conditio
on
monitoring and management of incidents.
i

Exxisting

MDOT system
m for tracking and monitoring
m
oversize and overweight
o
permits
s for
commercial ve
ehicles.

Exxisting

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

AVSS

APTS

X

MC

X

EM

Exxisting

AD

Advanced Tra
ansportation Manag
gement
Software - Sta
atewide software th
hat
integrates the
e operations of ITS field
devices via a single interface. Th
he
information co
ollected and dissem
minated is
for constructio
on and maintenance activities,
incidents, and
d special events.

Eleement
Sttatus

ATIS

MDO
OT ATMS

Ele
ement Description
n

CVO

MDOT

Element Name

ATMS

Stakehold
der

X

X

X
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X

Roadside equ
uipment located on MDOT
drawbridges that close approach
hing
s
traffic prior to the
t
roadways or stop
drawbridge op
pening to waterway
y traffic.

Plaanned

X

MDO
OT Drawbridge
Mana
agement Center

Management of the waterways used
u
by
ays used
boats and ferrries and the roadwa
by vehicles.

Plaanned

X

MDO
OT Drawbridge
Notification Equipment

Roadside equ
uipment located on MDOT
drawbridges that send notificatio
ons when
the drawbridge is open for waterrway traffic.

Exxisting

X

MDO
OT Drawbridge
Contrrol Equipment

MDO
OT ESS

Environmenta
al sensor stations lo
ocated on
MDOT routes that collect informa
ation about
ure and
the roadways such as temperatu
moisture levels.

AVSS

X

AD

X

ATIS

Exxisting

MDO
OT DMS

CVO

MC

Roadside equ
uipment on MDOT routes
r
used
to share trave
eler information with
h motorists
through dynam
mic messaging.

Element Name

APTS

Eleement
Sttatus

EM

MDOT

Ele
ement Description
n

ATMS

Stakehold
der

X

Plaanned

MDO
OT Freeway Courtes
sy
Vehic
cles

Fully equipped
d vehicles that prov
vide
motorist assis
stance to vehicles in
n need on
MDOT facilitie
es.

Exxisting

MDO
OT Frost Tube
Sensors

Roadside equ
uipment located alo
ong MDOT
routes that co
ollect data from fros
st tube
sensors

Plaanned

X

MDO
OT Maintenance
Decis
sion Support
Softw
ware

System that collects
c
RWIS data and
distributes the
e information to maintenance
garages to de
etermine maintenan
nce needs
in real time.

Exxisting

X

MDO
OT Maintenance
Vehic
cles

Michigan Dep
partment of Transpo
ortation
vehicles used in maintenance op
perations.

Exxisting

X

MDO
OT MI Drive Website
e

MDOT websitte for dissemination
n of realtime traveler information for trave
el
conditions for unplanned and pla
anned
events.

Exxisting

X

X

X
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MDOT

AVSS

AD

ATIS

CVO

APTS

Eleement
Sttatus

MC

Ele
ement Description
n

EM

Element Name

ATMS

Stakehold
der

MDO
OT Office of
Comm
munications

Michigan Dep
partment of Transpo
ortation
responsible fo
or the dissemination
n of traffic
information to
o the media and pub
blic.

Exxisting

MDO
OT Planning Division
n
Data Warehouse

Archive that contains
c
historical trraffic data
such as volum
me and speed inform
mation.

Exxisting

MDO
OT Roadside
Equip
pment for Connecte
ed
Vehic
cles

Equipment loc
cated along MDOT routes that
allows commu
unication between roadside
r
devices and vehicles.
v

Plaanned

X

MDO
OT Roadside
Inters
section Collision
Avoid
dance Equipment

Equipment loc
cated along MDOT routes that
communicate between multiple roadside
r
devices and vehicles
v
to alert of unsafe
u
travel conditio
ons or conditions co
onducive to
crashes.

Plaanned

X

MDO
OT Roadside Signing
Equip
pment

Equipment loc
cated along MDOT routes that
provide data through
t
in-vehicle messaging.
m

MDO
OT Security
Monittoring Field
Equip
pment

Roadside equ
uipment located on MDOT
routes that is used for monitoring
g key
infrastructure elements from dam
mage or
attacks. These
e elements include
e structures
such as bridge
es or dams.

Plaanned

MDO
OT SEMTOC

MDOT traffic operations
o
center lo
ocated in
the Detroit. SE
EMTOC operates the freeway
management system and ITS de
eployments
within the Mettro Region.

Exxisting

X

Speed monito
oring equipment ow
wned and
operated by th
he Michigan Deparrtment of
Transportation
n. Includes radar, liidar, etc.

Plaanned

X

MDO
OT Speed Monitoring
Equip
pment

X

X
X

X

Plaanned

X

X

X
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MDOT

MDO
OT STOC

MDO
OT Traffic Signals

X

X

MDO
OT Traveler
Inform
mation Kiosks

Interactive kio
osks that provides users
u
the
ability to reque
est and received
transportation
n information.

Plaanned

MDO
OT Vehicle Detectos
s

Roadway equ
uipment located on MDOT
roadways use
ed to detect vehicle volumes
and/or speeds
s. MDOT vehicle de
etectors
include MVDS
S and any other veh
hicle
detection.

Exxisting

Michigan Dep
partment of Transpo
ortation's
device to captture and record truc
ck axle
weights and gross
g
vehicle weigh
hts as the
traveler drives
s over a sensor.

Exxisting

MDOT traffic operations
o
center lo
ocated in
Grand Rapids
s. WMTOC is respo
onsible for
the operations
s along the freeway
y around
the Grand Rapids area.

Exxisting

MDO
OT Work Zone Safetty
Monittoring Equipment

Equipment us
sed to detect vehicle
e intrusion
within work zo
ones and provide notifications
of the identifie
ed hazard.

Exxisting

X

Otherr MDOT Region
TSCs
s

Local MDOT Transportation
T
Serv
vice
Centers outsid
de of the Bay Regio
on that
oversee the operations
o
and main
ntenance
on MDOT facilities.

Exxisting

X

MDO
OT Weigh-in-Motion

MDO
OT WMTOC

AVSS

Exxisting

Multiple traffic
c signals interconne
ected and
operated by MDOT.
M

AD

X

ATIS

Exxisting

CVO

MDOT statew
wide traffic operation
ns center
located in Lan
nsing. The STOC operates the
freeway mana
agement system an
nd
statewide ITS
S deployments outside the
areas of SEMTOC and WMTOC
C. The
o
WMTOC sy
ystem
STOC does operate
during off-hou
urs and weekends. The STOC
also dispatche
es freeway courtesy patrol
vehicles for th
hose areas covered
d by STOC
operations.

APTS

Eleement
Sttatus

MC

Ele
ement Description
n

EM

Element Name

ATMS

Stakehold
der

X

X

X

X
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Exxisting

MSP

CJIC Database

Database for the archiving of cra
ash data
and crime rep
porting information that
t
can be
accessed by multiple
m
agencies.

Exxisting

MIOC
C

The Michigan Intelligence Opera
ations
des 24-hours a day
y statewide
Center. Provid
information sh
haring among local, state and
federal public safety agencies an
nd private
sector organiz
zations in order to facilitate
f
the
collection, ana
alysis and dissemin
nation of
intelligence re
elevant to terrorism and public
safety.
Responsible for
f monitoring comm
mercial
vehicle regula
ations on MDOT rou
utes.

Exxisting

MSP District 3 - Flint

Michigan Statte Police dispatch fo
or the Bay
Region. Provides call-taking and
d dispatch
ety agencies.
for public safe

Exxisting

MSP Gaylord Regional

MSP Lansing Regional

MSP Office of Highway
Safetty Planning

MSP Vehicles

AVSS

X
X

X

Exxisting

MSP Commercial Vehic
cle
Enforrcement (CVED)

AD

X

Local media that provide traffic or
o incident
o the public.
information to

ATIS

X

Locall Print and Broadca
ast
Media
a

CVO

X

Media

APTS

Eleement
Sttatus

MC

Ele
ement Description
n

EM

Element Name

ATMS

Stakehold
der

X

X

X

X

X

X

Dispatch centter providing additio
onal service
support within
n District 3 and 7 an
nd small
portion of Oak
kland County; also answers
911 calls within Otsego county.

Exxisting

X

X

Michigan Statte Police dispatch center
c
providing additional support with
hin District
5, 6, and 1.

Exxisting

X

X

Create progra
ams to increase saffety along
Michigan's roa
adways and facilita
ate
partnerships with
w public and priv
vate
organizations.

Exxisting

Public Safety vehicles owned an
nd operated
S
Police. Includ
des the ITS
by Michigan State
equipment ins
stalled on the cruise
ers (AVL,
MDTs, etc.).

Exxisting

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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MSP

Other Agencies

Other Elements

MSP Winter Travel
sory Website
Advis

Traveler Information website ope
erated by
mination of
Michigan Statte Police for dissem
winter weathe
er advisories

Exxisting

X

MSP Winter Travel Toll
Free Number

Winter weathe
er information operrated from
November thrrough March to sha
are winter
weather conditions as received.

Exxisting

X

Depa
artment of Homelan
nd
Security

Responsible for
f coordinating with multiple
agencies to se
ecure the nation's borders
b
and protect th
he infrastructure and
d citizens.

Exxisting

Natio
onal Weather Servic
ce

Provides official US weather, ma
arine, fire
orecasts, warnings
s,
and aviation fo
meteorologica
al products, climate
e forecasts,
and informatio
on about meteorolo
ogy.

Exxisting

X

Exxisting

X

Automated Weather
W
Observing System
S
operated and maintained by FAA
A. Stations
typically locate
ed at airports collec
cting
weather data used for aviation operations
as well as wea
ather forecasting

Exxisting

X

Department of
o Natural Resource
es field
equipment tha
at collects weather data such
as temperaturre and visibility

Exxisting

X

Exxisting

X

ASOS
S Weather Stations
s

AWO
OS Weather Stations

DNR Weather Stations

MAW
WN Stations

Poten
ntial Obstacles

Automated Su
urface Observing System
S
operated and maintained through a
D
partnership off FAA, NWS, and DoD.
Stations are lo
ocated at airports able
a
to
detect signific
cant changes in the weather
pattern for aviiation operations an
nd weather
forecasting.

Michigan Auto
omated Weather Ne
etwork
stations (Enviro-weather) are use
ed to
er related data as part
p of the
collect weathe
Michigan Statte University agricultural
program. Data
a includes air temp, humidity,
speed, and prrecipitation.
Obstacles tha
at could interfere with the safe
operation of vehicles.
v

Exxisting

AVSS

AD

ATIS

CVO

APTS

Eleement
Sttatus

MC

Ele
ement Description
n

EM

Element Name

ATMS

Stakehold
der

X

X

X
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Other Elements

Plaanned

n Service
Private Information
Provider

Private Sector ISP

Private entitie
es that collect and disseminate
d
traffic informa
ation.

Exxisting

Private Sector Traveler
Inform
mation Services

Website sponsored by a private entity.
Often this info
ormation is provided
d through a
subscription.

Exxisting

Private Operators

Contrractor Smart Work
Zone Equipment

Smart Work Zone
Z
Equipment ow
wned by
private contra
actor. Portable ITS equipment
e
that can be us
sed in work zones to
t more
efficiently man
nage traffic and pro
ovide
traveler inform
mation. Includes CC
CTV,
vehicle detecttion, and/or DMS.

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

Exxisting

Multim
modal
Trans
sportation Service
Provider

Agency that offers
o
services across multiple
transportation
n modes.

Private Concierge
Provider

Private entitie
es that provides cus
stomized
services to the
e traveler. This serv
vice is
usually subscription based.

Exxisting

Private Fleet
agement Systems
Mana

A way to track
k and manage the contents
c
private commercial vehicle fleets
s carry.

Exxisting

X

Private Fleet Operators

Private compa
anies that proactive
ely manage
and operate th
heir fleet routing. In
ncludes
reactions to in
ncidents and possib
ble delays.

Exxisting

X

System opera
ated on private prop
perty that
monitors available commercial vehicle
v
parking.

Exxisting

Private Parking Operato
or

AVSS

United States Geological Society
y field
at collects flood info
ormation to
equipment tha
distribute to other agencies. Alerrts are
11 dispatch.
provided to 91

USGS
S Sensors

AD

Exxisting

ATIS

All objects and
d conditions in the vicinity of
the traveler th
hat can affect the op
perations of
the traveler.

Road
dway Environment

CVO

Exxisting

APTS

Remote Autom
matic Weather Stattions
strategically placed
p
to monitor th
he weather.
The data colle
ected is used for mo
onitoring
air quality, fire
e dangers, and rese
earch.

RAW
WS Station

MC

Eleement
Sttatus

EM

Ele
ement Description
n

Element Name

ATMS

Stakehold
der

X

Plaanned

X

X
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Regional Demand
Response Transit Providers

Equipment loc
cated along the trac
cks
including railro
oad crossing gates
s, bells, and
lights as well as
a the interface to the
t traffic
signal controlller indicating the prresence of
a train.

Regio
onal Demand
Resp
ponse Transit
Providers CCTV
eillance
Surve

CCTV surveilllance at the Region
nal Demand
Response Tra
ansit Providers Cen
nter.

Regio
onal Demand
Resp
ponse Transit
Providers Data Archive

The transit da
ata archive for the Regional
R
Demand Resp
ponse Transit Providers. Used
by FTA and MDOT
M
Office of Pas
ssenger
Transportation
n

Regio
onal Demand
Resp
ponse Transit
Providers Dispatch
Cente
er

Transit dispatch center responsible for the
tracking, sche
eduling and dispatc
ching of
demand respo
onse vehicles opera
ated by
Regional Dem
mand Response Tra
ansit
Providers. This includes County
Connection off Midland and Dial-a-Ride
Transportation
n System-Midland, Caro
Transit Authority.
ollection of transit fa
ares
Medium for co
electronically.

Regio
onal Demand
Resp
ponse Transit
Providers Electronic Farre
ment Card
Paym

X

X

Plaanned

X

X

X

Plaanned

X

Plaanned

Exxisting

AVSS

X

AD

X

ATIS

Plaanned

CVO

APTS

Rail Operator
O
Wayside
Equip
pment

Private provid
ders of transportatio
on services
in the Region such as taxis and intercity
bus services.

Eleement
Sttatus

MC

Rail Operators

Private Transportation
Providers

Ele
ement Description
n

EM

Private Transporta
ation
Providers

Element Name

ATMS

Stakehold
der

X

X

X

X

Plaanned

X

Regio
onal Demand
Resp
ponse Transit
Providers Vehicles

Transit Vehicles owned by Regio
onal
ponse Transit Authority
Demand Resp

Exxisting

X

Regio
onal Demand
Resp
ponse Transit
Providers Website

Website with information about fares
f
and
schedules.

Exxisting

X

X

X
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Saginaw Transit Authority
A
Regional Services
s (STARS)

CCTV surveilllance at the Sagina
aw Transit
Authority Regional Services.

Plaanned

STAR
RS Data Archive

The transit da
ata archive for the Saginaw
S
Transit Authority Regional Servic
ces. Used
M
Office of Pas
ssenger
by FTA and MDOT
Transportation
n

Plaanned

Transit dispatch center responsible for the
eduling and dispatc
ching of
tracking, sche
fixed route and paratransit vehicles
S
Transit Authority
operated by Saginaw
Regional Serv
vices.

Exxisting

STAR
RS Electronic Fare
Paym
ment Card

Medium for co
ollection of transit fa
ares
electronically.

Plaanned

X

STAR
RS Kiosks

Kiosks for diss
semination of trans
sit traveler
information. Kiosks
K
can also be used for
the purchase and recharging of electronic
e
fare payment cards.

Plaanned

X

Exxisting

X
X

STAR
RS Vehicles

Transit Vehicles owned by STAR
RS

STAR
RS Website

Website with information about fares
f
and
schedules.

Exxisting

Archived Data Users

Those who re
equest information from
f
the
data archive systems
s

Plaanned

Comm
mercial Vehicle
Drive
er

Operator of a commercial vehicle
e

Comm
mercial Vehicles

Privately owne
ed commercial veh
hicles that
travel through
hout the Region. In
ncluded in
the architecture to cover HAZMA
AT incident
reporting.

X

X

X

X

X

X

Otherr Vehicles

Vehicles outside of the control off the
traveler.

Exxisting

X

X

Exxisting

Exxisting

AVSS

X

X

Individuals wo
orking at the mainte
enance or
construction site.
s

AD

X

Exxisting

Mainttenance and
Cons
struction Field
Perso
onnel

ATIS

CVO

APTS

MC

Eleement
Sttatus

STAR
RS CCTV
Surve
eillance

STAR
RS Dispatch Center

System Users

Ele
ement Description
n

EM

Element Name

ATMS

Stakehold
der

X
X
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System Users

Private Travelers
onal Computing
Perso
Devic
ces
Private Vehicles

Computing de
evices that travelers
s use to
access public information.

Exxisting

Vehicles operrated by the public.

Exxisting

Trave
eler

Individual usin
ng the transportatio
on network.

Exxisting

X
X

X

X
X

AVSS

AD

ATIS

CVO

APTS

Eleement
Sttatus

MC

Ele
ement Description
n

EM

Element Name

ATMS

Stakehold
der

X
X

X

X
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2.1.2 Top
T Level Regional
R
System Inte
erconnect Diagram
A system interconnect diagram, or “sausage
“
diag
gram”, showss the systems and primary interconnectss in
the Regio
on. The Nation
nal ITS Archittecture interco
onnect diagra
am has been customized fo
or the Bay Re
egion
based on the system in
nventory and information gathered
g
from
m the stakehollders. Figure 3 summarize
es the
TS elements for
f the Bay Region
R
in the ccontext of a p
physical intercconnect.
existing and planned IT
Subsystem
ms and eleme
ents specific to
t the Region
n are called ou
ut in the boxe
es surrounding the main
interconne
ect diagram, and
a these are
e color-coded
d to the subsyystem with wh
hich they are a
associated.
Subsystem
ms and terminators are the
e entities thatt represent syystems in ITS.
Subsystem
ms are the hig
ghest level bu
uilding blocks
s of the physiccal architecture, and the National ITS
Architectu
ure groups the
em into four major
m
classes
s: Centers, Fie
eld, Vehicles, and Travelerrs. Each of th
hese
major clas
sses includes
s various components that represent a sset of transpo
ortation functio
ons (or
processes
s). Each set of
o functions is
s grouped und
der one agenccy, jurisdiction
n, or location,, and correspond
to physica
al elements su
uch as: traffic
c operations centers,
c
trafficc signals, or vvehicles. Com
mmunication
functions between the subsystems are
a representted in the ova
als. Fixed-poin
nt to fixed-poiint
cations includ
de not only tw
wisted pair and
d fiber optic te
echnologies, but also wirelless technologies
communic
such as microwave
m
and
d spread spectrum.
Terminato
ors are the pe
eople, systems, other facilitties, and enviironmental co
onditions outsside of ITS tha
at
need to co
ommunicate or
o interface with
w ITS subsy
ystems. Term
minators help d
define the bou
undaries of th
he
National ITS Architectu
ure as well as
s a regional sy
ystem. Examp
ples of termin
nators include
e: drivers, wea
ather
on providers, and
a information service providers.
informatio
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Fig
gure 3. Bay Re
egion System Interconnect Diagram
D
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2.1.3 Service
S
Pac
ckages
The Natio
onal ITS Archiitecture Version 7.0 referen
nces servicess as service p
packages. This is a revision
from the previous
p
version where serrvices were called market packages. Th
he primary ca
atalyst in this
revision is
s to align the National ITS Architecture
A
with
w the Cana
adian ITS Arcchitecture. Service package
es
can includ
de several sta
akeholders an
nd elements that work toge
ether to provid
de a service in the Region.
They are customized to
o reflect the unique
u
system
ms, subsystem
ms, and terminators in the Bay Region,
C
Each
h service pack
kage is shown
n graphically with the servvice package
including Shiawassee County.
name, age
encies and ellements involved, and desired data flow
ws included.
For the ad
dministrative update, the fo
ocus included
d revisions to existing serviice packagess and the inclu
usion
of any add
ditional servic
ces packages
s currently nott included. Th
he Bay Region
nal ITS Archittecture provid
des a
more exte
ensive overvie
ew of service packages. Th
he document discusses ho
ow service pa
ackages were
e
identified and selected and then prio
oritized by fun
nctional area. It also prese
ents exampless on how the
service pa
ackages were
e customized with element interfaces ba
ased on need
ds within the rregion (reference
Section 3.4 and Sectio
on 3.5). Appendix A provid
des definitionss for all of the
e service packkages availab
ble in
nal ITS Archittecture Versio
on 7.0. Appen
ndix B includ es the service
e packages th
hat have been
the Nation
updated specific
s
to the Bay region.

3 AP
PPLICA
ATION OF TH
HE REG
GIONA
AL ITS
AR
RCHITE
ECTUR
RE
Once a re
egion has iden
ntified the des
sired compon
nents of ITS fo
or their area a
and established which age
encies
and syste
ems need to be
b connected,, the structure
e of the Nation
nal ITS Archittecture assistts with the reg
gion’s
planning and
a implemen
ntation. This section
s
addre
esses the app
plication of the
e regional ITS
S architecture
e in
the Bay Region.
R
The National
N
ITS Architecture
A
provides recom
mmendations for standardss that should be
considere
ed when imple
ementing ITS elements. In addition, an o
ed for
operational cconcept has been develope
the Regio
on and docum
ments the roles
s and respons
sibilities of sta
akeholders in
n the operation of the regio
onal
ITS. Both sections hav
ve been updatted to reflect changes
c
with
hin the archite
ecture.

3.1 Sttandards
Standards
s are an impo
ortant tool that will allow effficient implem
mentation of th
he elements iin the Bay
Regional ITS Architecture over time
e. Standards facilitate
f
deplo
oyment of inte
eroperable syystems at loca
al,
a national levels
l
withoutt impeding inn
novation as te
echnology advances, vend
dors change, and
regional, and
as new ap
pproaches ev
volve. Table 3 identifies ea
ach of the ITS standards th
hat could applly to the Bay
Regional ITS Architecture.
Table
e 3. Bay Regio
on Applicable ITS Standards
s

Docume
ent ID

Standard Title

SDO
O

APTA TC
CIP-S-001
3.0.4
ASTM E2
2468-05

Standard for
f Transit Co
ommunication
ns Interface P
Profiles

APT
TA

Standard Practice
P
for Metadata
M
to Su
upport Archivved Data
Manageme
ent Systems
Advanced Traveler Info
ormation Syste
ems (ATIS) G
General Use
Standards Group
Advanced Traveler Info
ormation Syste
ems (ATIS) B
Bandwidth
andards Grou
up
Limited Sta
Dedicated Short Range
e Communica
ation at 5.9 GH
Hz

AST
TM

ATIS Ge
eneral Use
ATIS Low
w Bandwidth
DSRC 5G
GHz

SAE
E
SAE
E
ASTM/IEE
EE/SAE
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Docume
ent ID

Standard Title

SDO
O

Standards Group
DSRC 915MHz

Dedicated Short Range
e Communica
ation at 915 M
MHz
Standards Group
Standard for
f Message Sets
S
for Vehiccle/Roadside
Communic
cations
Standard for
f the Interface Between tthe Rail Subssystem and
the Highwa
ay Subsystem
m at a Highwa
ay Rail Interse
ection

AST
TM

IEEE IM

Incident Management
M
Standards
S
Gro
oup

IEEE

IEEE P1609.11

IEEE

Mayday

Standard for
f Wireless Access
A
in Veh
hicular Enviro
onments
(WAVE) - Over- the-Air Data Exchan
nge Protocol ffor
Intelligent Transportatio
on Systems (I TS)
Traffic Man
nagement Da
ata Dictionaryy (TMDD) and
d Message
Sets for Ex
xternal Traffic
c Managemen
nt Center
Communic
cations (MS/E
ETMCC)
On-board Vehicle
V
Mayd
day Standardss Group

NTCIP 1201

Global Objject Definition
ns

AASHTO/IT
TE/NEMA

NTCIP 1202

AASHTO/IT
TE/NEMA

NTCIP 1203

Object Deffinitions for Actuated Traffiic Signal Con
ntroller
(ASC) Units
Object Deffinitions for Dynamic Messsage Signs (D
DMS)

NTCIP 1204

Object Deffinitions for Environmental Sensor Stations (ESS)

AASHTO/IT
TE/NEMA

NTCIP 1205

AASHTO/IT
TE/NEMA

NTCIP 1211

Object Deffinitions for Closed Circuit Television (C
CCTV)
Camera Control
Object Deffinitions for Closed Circuit Television (C
CCTV)
Switching
Data Elem
ment Definition
ns for Transpo
ortation Senssor Systems
(TSS)
Field Mana
agement Stattions (FMS) - Part 1: Objecct
Definitions
s for Signal Sy
ystem Masterrs
Object Deffinitions for Signal Control and Prioritiza
ation (SCP)

NTCIP 1214

Object Deffinitions for Conflict Monito
or Units (CMU
U)

AASHTO/IT
TE/NEMA

NTCIP C2C
C

NTCIP Center-to-Cente
er Standards G
Group

AASHTO/IT
TE/NEMA

NTCIP C2F
C

NTCIP Center-to-Field Standards Grroup

AASHTO/IT
TE/NEMA

SAE J27
735

Dedicated Short Range
e Communica
ations (DSRC)) Message
Set Diction
nary

IEEE 145
55-1999
IEEE 157
70-2002

ITE TMD
DD

NTCIP 1208
NTCIP 1209
NTCIP 1210

IEEE
IEEE

AASHTO
O/ITE

SAE
E

AASHTO/IT
TE/NEMA

AASHTO/IT
TE/NEMA
AASHTO/IT
TE/NEMA
AASHTO/IT
TE/NEMA
AASHTO/IT
TE/NEMA

SAE
E

3.2 Op
perationa
al Concep
pts
An operattional concept documents each stakeho
older’s curren t and future rroles and resp
ponsibilities. It
spans acrross a range of
o transportattion services, as grouped i n the Operational Conceptts section of T
Turbo
Architectu
ure Database. The services
s covered are
e:
-

-

Arterial
A
Management – Th
he developme
ent of signal sy
systems that rreact to chang
ging traffic
co
onditions and
d provide coorrdinated inters
rsection timing
g over a corrid
dor, an area, or multiple
ju
urisdictions.
Highway
H
Man
nagement – The
T developm
ment of system
ms to monitorr freeway (or ttollway) trafficc flow
an
nd roadway conditions,
c
an
nd provide stra
ategies such as ramp mete
ering or lane access contrrol to
im
mprove the flo
ow of traffic on
n the freeway
y. Includes syystems to pro
ovide informattion to travele
ers on
th
he roadway.
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-

-

-

-

In
ncident Mana
agement – Th
he developme
ent of system
ms to provide rrapid and effe
ective responsse to
in
ncidents. Inclludes systems
s to detect an
nd verify incid
dents, along w
with coordinatted agency
re
esponse to the incidents.
Emergency
E
Management
M
– The develo
opment of sysstems to proviide emergenccy call taking,
pu
ublic safety dispatch,
d
and emergency operations
o
cen
nter operation
ns.
Maintenance
M
uction Manag
gement – The
e developmen
nt of systems to manage th
he
and Constru
maintenance
m
of
o roadways in
n the Region, including win
nter snow and
d ice clearancce. Includes the
managing
m
of co
onstruction op
perations.
Transit
T
Manag
gement – The
e developmen
nt of systemss to more efficciently manag
ge fleets of tra
ansit
ve
ehicles or tran
nsit rail. Inclu
udes systems
s to provide tra
ransit travelerr information b
both pre-trip a
and
du
uring the trip.
Electronic
E
Pay
yment – The development of electronicc fare paymen
nt systems fo
or use by transsit
an
nd other agen
ncies (e.g., pa
arking).
Commercial
C
Vehicle
V
Operrations – The
e developmen
nt of systems to facilitate th
he manageme
ent of
co
ommercial ve
ehicles (e.g., electronic
e
clea
arance).
Traveler
T
Inforrmation – The
e developmen
nt of systemss to provide sttatic and real time
trransportation information to
o travelers.
Archived
A
Data
a Manageme
ent – The dev
velopment of ssystems to co
ollect transporrtation data fo
or use
in
n non-operatio
onal purposes
s (e.g., planniing and resea
arch).
Advanced
A
Veh
hicle Safety – The develo
opment of sysstems to supp
port private se
ector vehicle ssafety
in
nitiatives (e.g., intersection collision avoidance)

Table 4 id
dentifies the roles and resp
ponsibilities off key stakeho
olders for a ra
ange of transp
portation services.
Table 4. Bay
y Region Stake
eholder Roles
s and Respons
sibilities

Trans
sportation
Se
ervice
Arterial Management
M

Stak
keholder
MDOT

Roles//Responsibillities
Operate a
and maintain traffic signal systems on
MDOT ro
outes not man
naged by loca
al agencies.
Operate n
network surve
eillance equip
pment such
as CCTV cameras and
d field sensorrs on MDOT
ot managed byy local agenccies.
routes no
Provide trraffic informattion reports to
o regional
informatio
on service pro
oviders.
Coordinatte traffic inforrmation and ccontrol with
Local Age
ency TOCs and other MDO
OT TMCs.

Local Age
ency

Operate ttraffic signal ssystems on lo
ocal routes.
Operate n
network surve
eillance equip
pment such
as CCTV cameras and
d field sensorrs on local
routes to facilitate trafffic signal operrations.
Provide trraffic informattion reports to
o regional
informatio
on service pro
oviders.
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Trans
sportation
Se
ervice

Stak
keholder

Roles//Responsibillities
Provide trraffic informattion to regional agencies
including transit, emerrgency manag
gement,
maintena
ance and consstruction, and
d the media.
Coordinatte traffic inforrmation and ccontrol with
MDOT ST
TOC and MDOT Bay Region Office.
Coordinatte traffic inforrmation with o
other local
agencies .
Coordinatte HRI signal adjustments with private
rail opera
ators.
Provide trraffic signal p
preemption forr emergency
vehicles.

Highway Managementt

MDOT

Operate n
network surve
eillance equip
pment
including CCTV camerras as well ass DMS to
convey trraffic informattion to travele
ers on MDOT
highway rroutes.
Provide trraffic informattion to regional
informatio
on service pro
oviders.
Provide trraffic informattion to regional
neral public
transporta
ation agencie
es and the gen
through trraffic informattion devices p
primarily
DMS.

Incident Management
M
(Traffic)

MDOT

Perform n
network surve
eillance for de
etection and
verificatio
on of incidentss on MDOT ro
outes.
Provide in
ncident inform
mation to trave
elers via
traffic info
ormation devices on highw
ways (e.g.
DMS).
Provide in
ncident inform
mation to regio
onal
emergenccy responderss, including th
he MSP and
local agen
ncies.
Responsiible for the co
oordination wiith other
traffic ope
erations cente
ers and emerrgency
managem
ment agenciess for coordina
ated incident
managem
ment.
Responsiible for the de
evelopment, ccoordination,
and exec ution of spec ial traffic man
nagement
strategiess during an evvacuation.
Coordinatte maintenan
nce resourcess for incident
response
e with MDOT T
TSC Construction and
ance Operatio
ons.
Maintena
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Trans
sportation
Se
ervice
Incident Management
M
(Traffic) (c
continued)

Stak
keholder
Local Age
ency

Roles//Responsibillities
Perform n
network surve
eillance for de
etection and
verificatio
on of incidentss on local rou
utes.

Provide in
ncident inform
mation to regio
onal
emergenccy responderss, including th
he MSP and
MDOT.
Coordinatte maintenan
nce resourcess for incident
response
e with MDOT B
Bay Region T
TSCs and
encies.
Local Age
Responsiible for the co
oordination wiith other
traffic ope
erations cente
ers and emerrgency
managem
ment agenciess for coordina
ated incident
managem
ment.
Incident Management
M
(Emergen
ncy)

MSP

Dispatch MSP vehicless for incidentss on
highwayss.
Coordinatte incident response with o
other public
safety ag encies (local police, fire, E
EMS, sheriff)
as well ass MDOT.
Perform i ncident detecction and verification for
ways within the region and provide this
the highw
informatio
on to traffic an
nd other public safety
agencies .

Local Age
ency

Receive e
emergency ca
alls for incidents on local
routes.
Dispatch the local age
ency emergen
ncy vehicles
nts, including the local age
ency police,
to inciden
fire, and E
EMS/rescue.
Coordinatte incident response with o
other public
safety ag encies (fire, E
EMS, ambula
ance, etc.).
Coordinatte public safe
ety resources for incident
response
e on local routtes.
Coordinatte public safe
ety resources for incident
response
e on local routtes.
Perform i ncident detecction and verification on loccal
routes an
nd provide thiss information to the local a
agency
TOC.

Emergenc
cy
Managem
ment

MSP

Dispatch MSP vehicless to incidentss within their
on.
jurisdictio
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Trans
sportation
Se
ervice
Emergenc
cy
Managem
ment

Stak
keholder
MSP

Roles//Responsibillities
Receive A
AMBER Alertt and other wide area
alert inforrmation from MSP Headqu
uarters.
Receive e
early warning
g information a
and threat
informatio
on from the N
NWS and Loca
al Agencies.
Coordinatte with region
nal emergenccy
managem
ment providerss, maintenance and
constructtion providers, and regiona
al traffic
managem
ment providerss for emergen
ncy plans
and evac uation and re
eentry plans.
Provide ssecurity monittoring of criticcal
infrastruccture for MDO
OT.
Provide re
egional trafficc, transit, eme
ergency
managem
ment, and maintenance operations
with disasster informatio
on to dissemiinate to the
traveling public.

Local Age
ency

Participatte in incident response, co
oordination,
and reporrting.
Dispatch local agency fire/EMS/police vehicles.
Perform i ncident detecction and verification on
local road
dways.
Receive A
AMBER Alertt and other wide area
alert inforrmation from MSP Headqu
uarters.
Respond to transit emergencies/ala
arms onboard tran
nsit vehicles o
or at the transsit facilities
of local trransit agencie
es.

Maintenance and
Constructtion
Managem
ment

MDOT

Receive rrequests for m
maintenance resources
for incide nt response ffrom regional emergency
managem
ment agenciess.
Support ccoordinated re
esponse to in
ncidents.
Responsiible for the tra
acking and disspatch
MDOT m aintenance ve
ehicles.
Receive vvehicle locatio
on information
n from
MDOT m aintenance and construction vehicles.
Receive vvehicle mainte
enance conditions from
MDOT m aintenance and construction vehicle
dinate fleet m
management w
with MDOT
and coord
equipmen
nt repair facility.
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Trans
sportation
Se
ervice
Maintenance and
Constructtion
Managem
ment

Stak
keholder
MDOT

Roles//Responsibillities
Collect ro
oad weather in
nformation with MDOT
equipmen
nt and distribu
ute it to region
nal traffic,
maintena
ance, and tran
nsit agencies.
Provide m
maintenance o
of state highw
ways within
the region
n, including p
pavement maintenance,
winter ma
aintenance, and construction activities.
Manage w
work zones on all MDOT m
maintenance
and consttruction activiities, as well a
as monitor
work zone
e safety with MDOT field d
devices and
vehicles.
Coordinatte maintenan
nce and consttruction
activities with other reg
gional mainte
enance and
constructtion agencies..
Distribute
e maintenance
e and constru
uction plans
and work zone informa
ation to region
nal
informatio
on service pro
oviders, regio
onal traffic
operation
ns, transit ope
erations, emerrgency
operation
ns, rail operatiions, and the media.
Perform m
maintenance of all ITS field
d equipment
owned byy MDOT.

Local Age
ency

Receive a request for maintenance
e resources
for incide nt response ffrom regional emergency
managem
ment agenciess.
Coordinatte maintenan
nce resourcess for
incidents with other reg
gional mainte
enance
providerss.
Receive vvehicle locatio
on information
n from local
agency D
DPW vehicles.
Dispatch local agency maintenance
e vehicles.

Transit Management

Private
Operators
s

Provide m
maintenance o
of local routess and
MDOT fa cilities (per co
ontract), inclu
uding
pavemen t maintenancce and constru
uction
activities.

Bay Metro
o
Transit
Authority

Provide fiixed route buss service for Bay Metro
Transit Syystem.
Provide p
paratransit bus service for tthe Bay
Metro Tra
ansit System.
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Trans
sportation
Se
ervice
Transit Management
(continued)

Stak
keholder
Bay Metro
o
Transit
Authority
(continued
d)

Roles//Responsibillities
Track and
d evaluate scchedule perforrmance on
all Bay M etro Transit A
Authority fixed
d route and
paratranssit vehicles.
Provide trransit schedu
ule and fare in
nformation to
the Bay M
Metro Transit Authority web
bsite and
private se
ector traveler information sservice
providerss.
Provide a demand response transitt plan from
the agenccy website.
Provide trransit passen
nger electronicc fare
payment on all Bay Me
etro Transit A
Authority
fixed routte and deman
nd response transit
vehicles.
Provide trransit securityy on all transit vehicles
and at tra
ansit terminalss through sile
ent alarms
and surve
eillance syste
ems.
Provide a
automated tra
ansit maintena
ance
schedulin
ng through au
utomated vehiicle
conditionss reports on a
all Bay Metro Transit
Authority fixed route and demand re
esponse
vehicles.
Provide trransit travelerr information to the
agency w
website, local private sector traveler
informatio
on services, a
and the local p
public safety
agency in
n addition to m
making it avaiilable on
transit infformation kiossks.
Coordinatte emergencyy plans with th
he local
public saffety agency a
and provide emergency
transit se rvices for eva
acuations, fire
es, and
disasters (including re--entry).
Collect an
nd archive tra
ansit data from
m Bay Metro
Transit Syystem transit operations.

Flint-Mass
s
Transporta
ation
Authority

Provide fiixed route buss service for Flint-Mass
Transporttation Authoriity.
Provide p
paratransit bus service for tthe FlintMass Tra
ansportation A
Authority.
Track and
d evaluate scchedule perforrmance on
all Flint-M
Mass Transpo
ortation Autho
ority fixed
route and
d paratransit vvehicles.
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Trans
sportation
Se
ervice
Transit Management
(continued)

Stak
keholder
Flint-Mass
s
Transporta
ation
Authority

Roles//Responsibillities
Provide trransit schedu
ule and fare in
nformation to
the Flint-M
Mass Transpo
ortation Autho
ority website
and priva
ate sector travveler information service
providerss.
Provide a demand response transitt plan from
the agenccy website.
Provide trransit passen
nger electronicc fare
payment on all Flint-M
Mass Transporrtation
Authority fixed route and demand re
esponse
transit ve hicles.
Provide trransit securityy on all transit vehicles
and at tra
ansit terminalss through sile
ent alarms
and surve
eillance syste
ems.
Provide a
automated tra
ansit maintena
ance
schedulin
ng through au
utomated vehiicle
conditionss reports on a
all Flint-Mass
Transporttation Authoriity fixed route
e and
demand rresponse veh
hicles.
Coordinatte transit servvice with othe
er regional
transit pro
oviders as we
ell as regionall intermodal
terminals and the regio
onal airport.
Provide trransit travelerr information to the
agency w
website, local private sector traveler
informatio
on services, a
and the local p
public safety
agency in
n addition to m
making it avaiilable on
transit infformation kiossks.
Coordinatte emergencyy plans with th
he local
public saffety agency a
and provide emergency
transit se rvices for eva
acuations, fire
es, and
disasters (including re--entry).
Collect an
nd archive tra
ansit data from
m Flint-Mass
Transporttation Authoriity transit ope
erations.

Saginaw Transit
T
Authority Regional
R
Services

Provide fiixed route buss service for S
Saginaw
Transit Au
uthority Regio
onal Servicess.
Provide p
paratransit bus service for tthe Saginaw
uthority Regio
Transit Au
onal Servicess.
Track and
d evaluate scchedule perforrmance on
all Sagina
aw Transit Au
uthority Regio
onal
Services fixed route an
nd paratransit vehicles.
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Trans
sportation
Se
ervice
Transit Management
(continued)

Stak
keholder
Saginaw Transit
T
Authority Regional
R
Services

Roles//Responsibillities
Provide trransit schedu
ule and fare in
nformation to
the Sagin
naw Transit A
Authority Regio
onal
Services website and private sectorr traveler
informatio
on service pro
oviders.
Provide a demand response transitt plan from
the agenccy website.
Provide trransit passen
nger electronicc fare
payment on all Sagina
aw Transit Authority
ed route and d
demand
Regional Services fixe
response
e transit vehic les.
Provide trransit securityy on all transit vehicles
and at tra
ansit terminalss through sile
ent alarms
and surve
eillance syste
ems.
Provide a
automated tra
ansit maintena
ance
schedulin
ng through au
utomated vehiicle
conditionss reports on a
all Saginaw T
Transit
Authority Regional Serrvices fixed ro
oute and
demand rresponse veh
hicles.
Coordinatte transit servvice with othe
er regional
transit pro
oviders as we
ell as regionall intermodal
terminals and the regio
onal airport.
Provide trransit travelerr information to the
agency w
website, local private sector traveler
informatio
on services, a
and the local p
public safety
agency in
n addition to m
making it avaiilable on
transit infformation kiossks.
Coordinatte emergencyy plans with th
he local
public saffety agency a
and provide emergency
transit se rvices for eva
acuations, fire
es, and
disasters (including re--entry).
Collect an
nd archive tra
ansit data from
m Saginaw
Transit Au
uthority Regio
onal Servicess transit
operation
ns.

Regional Demand
D
Responsiv
ve Transit
Providers

Track and
d evaluate scchedule perforrmance on
all Region
nal Demand R
Responsive T
Transit
Providerss’ demand ressponse vehiclles.
Provide trransit schedu
ule and fare in
nformation to
the Regio
onal Demand Responsive Transit
Providerss website and
d private secto
or traveler
informatio
on service pro
oviders.
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Trans
sportation
Se
ervice
Transit Management
(continued)

Stak
keholder
Regional Demand
D
Responsiv
ve Transit
Providers

Roles//Responsibillities
Provide d
demand respo
onse bus servvice for the
Regional Demand Ressponsive Tran
nsit
Providerss.
Provide a demand response transitt plan from
the agenccy website.
Provide trransit passen
nger electronicc fare
payment on all Region
nal Demand R
Responsive
Transit Prroviders’ transit vehicles.
Provide trransit securityy on all transit vehicles
and at tra
ansit terminalss through sile
ent alarms
and surve
eillance syste
ems.
Provide a
automated tra
ansit maintena
ance
schedulin
ng through au
utomated vehiicle
conditionss reports on a
all Regional D
Demand
Responsiive Transit Prroviders’ demand
response
e vehicles.
Coordinatte transit servvice with othe
er regional
transit pro
oviders as we
ell as regionall intermodal
terminals and the regio
onal airport.
Coordinatte emergencyy plans with th
he local
public saffety agency a
and provide emergency
transit se rvices for eva
acuations, fire
es, and
disasters (including re--entry).
Collect an
nd archive tra
ansit data from
m Regional
Demand Responsive T
Transit Provid
ders transit
operation
ns.

Commerc
cial Vehicle
Operation
ns

MSP

Provide e
enforcement o
of regional pe
ermits for
overheigh
ht/overweightt or HAZMAT commercial
vehicles.
Provide fiirst response to commercia
al vehicle
incidents and coordina
ate for HAZMA
AT
conditionss/clean-up.

MDOT

Provide a
automated we
eigh-in-motion
n
inspection
ns for private fleet operatio
ons (both
commerccial vehicles a
and rail).
Provide re
egional permits
(overheig
ght/overweigh
ht and HAZMA
AT) to
private fle
eet systems.
Provide ro
oute restrictio
on information
n to private
fleet syste
ems.
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Trans
sportation
Se
ervice
Commerc
cial Vehicle
Operation
ns
Traveler Information

Stak
keholder

Roles//Responsibillities

MDOT

Provide p
permit informa
ation to region
nal
emergenccy manageme
ent providers and
regional e
enforcement a
agencies.

MDOT

Collection
n, processing, storage, and
d broadcast
dissemina
ation for traffic, transit, ma
aintenance
and consttruction, and weather inforrmation to
travelers via the MDOT
T MI Drive we
ebsite.
Provide trraveler inform
mation to priva
ate travelers
through in
n vehicle, perrsonal computing devices
or kiosks upon reques t.
Provide trraveler inform
mation to the m
media.

MSP

Collect tra
affic informatiion (road netw
work
conditionss), work zone
e information, travel
times, an d weather infformation.

Local Age
ency

Collect tra
affic informatiion (road netw
work
conditionss), work zone
e information, travel
times, an d weather infformation.
Coordinatte and share traveler inforrmation with
all other ttraveler inform
mation provide
ers within
the Regio
on.

Archived Data
Managem
ment

MDOT

Collect an
nd archive tra
affic informatio
on from
regional ttraffic manage
ement provide
ers and
centers, e
emergency in
nformation from MSP and
ncy police, an
local agen
nd transit info
ormation
from regio
onal transit ag
gencies for pllanning
purposess.
Coordinatte with MDOT
T Transportattion
Planning Division.

Advanced
d Vehicle
Safety

MSP

Collect an
nd archive em
mergency and
d incident
informatio
on from MSP and the regio
on’s
emergenccy responderss.

MDOT

Collect an
nd share trafffic safety inforrmation that
is distribu
uted from vehicle to vehicle
e.
Collect an
nd share pote
ential dangerss with the
driver of tthe vehicles.
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4 US
SE AND
D MAIN
NTENA
ANCE
As the Re
egion grows, needs
n
change
e, and, as tec
chnology prog
gresses, new ITS opportun
nities arise. Sh
hifts
in regiona
al needs, chan
nges in the re
egional focus, and revision s to the Natio
onal ITS Architecture will
necessitate that the Ba
ay Regional IT
TS Architecture be updated
d to remain a useful resou
urce. If the
s are not available, and the
e changes witthin a region d
do not warran
nt a full updatte, an
resources
administra
ative update or
o abbreviated
d update proc
cess can facillitate the integ
gration of the minor update
es.
The administrative upd
date for the Ba
ay Region addresses the rregion’s chan
nges since 2008.

4.1 Co
onformity
y
To satisfy
y federal requirements and remain eligib
ble to use fede
eral funds, a project must be accuratelyy
documentted and in con
nformity with the regional ITS
I
architectu
ure. MDOT IT
TS Program O
Office (IPO)
oversees the regional ITS
I
architectu
ure maintenan
nce conforma
ance forms. T
These forms d
document anyy
y changes to the architectu
ure affected by
b a project. Iff there are no
o revisions, th
he project is in
n
necessary
conformance; if there are
a changes required
r
within the architeccture, the form
m provides an
n opportunity to
a illustrate the modifications. Once th
he form has b een complete
ed, it is submitted to the MDOT
describe and
IPO for ap
pproval. Once
e approved, th
he form is sen
nt to FHWA/F
FTA as a reco
ord of conform
mity. During
updates to
o the architec
cture all existing maintenan
nce forms are
e referenced sso documente
ed changes ccan
be incorpo
orated.
Figure 4 illustrates the
e process projject managers
s take to dete
ermine archite
ecture conform
mity. The Bayy
Regional ITS Architecture provides additional details regardin g this process and each sttep (see Secttion
5.1).

Identifying ITS
nents
Compon

Id
dentifying
Corrresponding
Service
Packages
P

Identifyingg
Componentts
within Service
Packages

Evaluatting the
Conneections
and Flows

Relevant
Standards

Documenting
Requireed
Changees

Figure 4. Steps
S
to Deterrmining Archiitecture Confo
ormity
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4
4.2 Mainten
nance
M
MDOT ITS Progra
am Office will be responsible for le
eading the mainte
enance of the Bay
y Regional ITS A
Architecture in coo
ordination with the
e regional
ccontact. The Bay Regional ITS Arc
chitecture describ
bes the maintenance plan put in pllace for a full upddate. However it d
does not describe
e the
a
administrative update as part of this overall plan.
R
Regional ITS arch
hitectures are nott static documentts. The documentts represent regio
onal visions and sshould be amended as regional ne
eeds
cchange, names change,
c
new stake
eholders are intro
oduced, or if upda
ates to one archittecture affect an aadjoining architeccture. Updates arre
ccompleted to inco
orporate those changes along with
h necessary forma
at changes driven
n by newer versioons of the Nationa
al ITS Architecturre. There
a
are no set time lim
mits on when to perform
p
an update
e, but they should
d be considered iff considerable chhanges have occu
urred within a reg
gion or state.
IIn between the sc
cheduled updates
s, each region sho
ould continue to update
u
using the ITS Architecture Maintenance Do
ocumentation Form
((Appendix C) and submitting to th
he MDOT IPO. Ad
dditional details on
o this are include
ed within Section 5.3 of the Bay R
Regional ITS Architecture.
IIf cost and resourrces are an issue, the easiest and quickest way to update
u
the architecture is throughh an administrative
ministrative
e update. An adm
u
update typically is
s less intensive, requiring
r
fewer in-person interactio
ons and less dem
manding on availaable resources, w
whether funding orr time. Most
o
of the updates are
e driven by projec
ct implementation
n with documente
ed changes within
n maintenance fo rms or updates to
o the National ITS
S
A
Architecture. The information upda
ated is focused around agency name changes, element changes, a nd flow status. Th
he changes mustt be
d
documented within both the servic
ce packages and the Turbo archite
ecture database. The accompanyinng document is m
more concise than
n one
d
developed as parrt of a full architec
cture developmen
nt, as it is intende
ed to highlight the changes driving the update.
A full update focu
uses on updating all facets of a reg
gional architecture
e. It requires morre interactions witth the stakeholde
ers over several w
workshops.
T
The workshops begin at a much higher planning lev
vel, looking at the
e long term vision
n; asking the stakkeholder where th
hey see transporta
ation needs
in 20 years. The needs
n
are used to
o select and priorritize service pack
kages that build the
t structure for thhe regional ITS a
architecture. A fu
ull update
ttypically warrants
s twice the amoun
nt of time to comp
plete due to the amount of data collection and stakeeholder involvement necessary to accurately
ccapture all compo
onents of the arch
hitecture.
T
Table 5 documen
nts the version his
story of the Bay Regional
R
ITS Arch
hitecture and Turbo architecture ddatabase. Figure 5 illustrates a tim
meline
ccapturing the lastt revision, the adm
ministrative updatte, and forecastin
ng for the next fulll architecture upddate.
Table 5. Version History
y

Bay Region

Version History

Architecture V
Version

Tu
urbo Version

Last Revision

Januarry 2008

v5.1

v4.0

New Revision

August 2014

v7.0

v7.0
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Figure 5. Time Lapse between Architecture Updates
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1.

INTRODUCTION
1.1 Project Overview
Development of an intelligent transportation system (ITS) architecture is one of the most
important steps in planning for and implementing ITS in a region or state. ITS architectures
provide a framework for implementing ITS projects, encourage interoperability and resource
sharing among agencies, identify applicable standards to apply to projects, and allow for cohesive
long-range planning among regional stakeholders. The ITS architecture allows stakeholders to
plan for what they want their system to look like in the long term, and then divide the system into
modular pieces that can be implemented over time as funding permits.
ITS architectures satisfy the conformity requirements first established in the Transportation
Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21) highway bill and continued in the Safe, Accountable,
Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) bill passed in
2005. In response to Section 5206(e) of TEA-21, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
issued a final rule and the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) issued a final policy that
required regions implementing any ITS projects using federal funds to have an ITS architecture in
place by April 2005. After this date, all ITS projects must show conformance with their
applicable regional or statewide ITS architecture in order to be eligible for funding from FHWA
or FTA. Regions that had not yet deployed ITS were given four years to develop an ITS
architecture after their first ITS project proceeded to final design.
In late 2006, the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) began development of several
Regional ITS Architectures throughout the state. Those regions include the MDOT Superior,
North, Bay, Grand, and Southwest, and the geographic boundary of the Southeast Michigan
Council of Governments (SEMCOG). A separate Regional ITS Architecture was not completed
for the University Region. Instead, the University Region was split and portions were included in
the Southwest and SEMCOG Regional ITS Architectures. Each of the Regional ITS
Architectures as well as the Statewide ITS Architecture focuses on a 10-15 year vision of ITS. In
addition, a separate ITS Deployment Plan was developed as a companion to each of the
architectures to identify and prioritize specific ITS projects recommended in order to implement
the ITS architecture.
The Michigan Statewide ITS Architecture and ITS Deployment Plan consider statewide ITS
needs and services as well as identify inter-regional needs. The Statewide ITS Architecture and
ITS Deployment Plan reflect a snapshot of existing ITS deployments and future ITS plans for the
State of Michigan. Needs and priorities for the State will change over time and, in order to remain
effective, this plan should be reviewed and updated periodically.
1.2 Document Overview
The Statewide ITS Architecture report is organized into five key sections:
Section 1 – Introduction
This section provides an overview of the National ITS Architecture requirements, the Statewide
ITS Architecture, overview of existing regional ITS architectures, and the key features and
stakeholders involved in the development.
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Section 2 – Regional ITS Architecture Development Process
An overview of the key steps involved in developing the Statewide ITS Architecture is provided
in this section. It includes a discussion of stakeholder involvement and the architecture
development process.
Section 3 – Customization of the National ITS Architecture for the State of Michigan
This section contains a summary of needs and details the customization of the National ITS
Architecture to meet the ITS vision for the State. The market packages that were selected are
included in this section and interconnects are presented, including the “sausage diagram” showing
the relationships of the key subsystems and elements.
Section 4 – Application of the Statewide ITS Architecture
Applicable functional requirements and standards, as indicated by the Statewide ITS
Architecture, are presented in Section 4. Operational concepts identifying stakeholder roles and
responsibilities have been prepared and potential agreements to support the sharing of data and
resources are identified.
Section 5 – Maintaining the Statewide ITS Architecture
A use and maintenance plan has been developed for the Statewide ITS Architecture and included
in this section. The plan outlines the procedure for updating the ITS architecture over time.
The Statewide ITS Architecture also contains five appendices:







Appendix A – National ITS Architecture Market Package Definitions;
Appendix B – Customized Market Packages;
Appendix C – Element Functional Requirements;
Appendix D – Stakeholder Database; and
Appendix E – Architecture Maintenance Documentation Form.

1.3 Assessment
The Statewide ITS Architecture and Deployment Plan has been assessed based on 12 items
derived from both the April 8, 2001 USDOT ITS Architecture and Standards Conformity
Rule/Policy and from the architecture development process described in the Regional ITS
Architecture Guidance Document. A listing of these items is shown in Table 1.
Table 1 – Summary of Architecture Assessment Categories
Content Criteria

Architecture Implementation Criteria

1. Architecture Scope

8. Implementation Plan (use)

2. Stakeholder Identification

9. Maintenance Plan

3. System Inventory

10. Agreements

4. Needs and Services

11. Standards Identification

5. Operational Concept

12. Project Sequencing

6. Functional Requirements
7. Interfaces/Flows
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1.4 Statewide
1.4.1

Geographic Overview

The geographic boundary for the Michigan Statewide ITS Architecture is the same as that
of the State of Michigan. As shown in Figure 1, the state is comprised of 83 counties and
divided into seven MDOT regions. Michigan is bordered by Ohio to the south, Lake Erie
and Lake Huron to the east, Lake Michigan to the west, and Lake Superior to the north.
The largest cities within the State are Detroit, Grand Rapids, Flint, and Lansing. Significant
cities that are located just beyond Michigan’s boundaries include Toledo, Ohio to the south,
Windsor, Ontario, Canada to the east, Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, Canada to the north, and
Chicago, Illinois and Green Bay, Wisconsin to the west. This geographic location not only
requires coordination within Michigan, but partnerships across state lines and the USCanada border.
When developing the architecture, a 10-15-year vision for ITS in the State was documented.
In the ITS Deployment Plan, the 10-15-year timeframe was broken down into smaller time
periods to prioritize and sequence the projects. The naming convention used for elements in
the Statewide ITS Architecture is consistent with the naming convention that is used in the
Superior, Bay, Grand, North, Southwest, and SEMCOG Regional ITS Architectures. This
consistency provides seamless connections to those other architectures without requiring
that they be specifically called out. Statewide initiatives, such as statewide commercial
vehicle operations and 511 traveler information service, were referenced in each of the
Regional ITS Architectures and will be addressed in further detail in the Statewide ITS
Architecture.
1.4.2

Transportation Infrastructure

As illustrated in Figure 1, the primary interstate and US highway facilities in the State
include I-69, I-75, I-94, I-96, US 2, US 12, US 23, US 24, US 31, US 41, US 127, and
US 131. Additional primary State routes include M-10, M-14, M-28, M-46, and M-55.
I-75 is a major north-south roadway that begins in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida and continues on
to the Canadian border in Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan where it terminates at
Trans-Canada 17. I-94 runs from I-90 in Billings, Montana to Port Huron, Michigan where
it ends at the U.S. side of the Blue Water Bridge. I-96 is located entirely within the state of
Michigan and runs from Norton Shores on the western coast of the Lower Peninsula to I-75
near the Ambassador Bridge in Detroit. The Wayne County portion of I-96 is often referred
to as “The Jeffries” because of its original name, the Jeffries Freeway. I-69 begins in
Indianapolis, Indiana, and runs northeast to the Canadian border in Port Huron, Michigan.
The complete corridor eventually will connect from the Canadian border in Port Huron with
the Mexico border in Texas.
US 23 extend from Jacksonville, Florida to Mackinaw City, Michigan. It serves as a
significant north-south connector from Toledo, Ohio through Ann Arbor to Flint. US 24
serves as both a north-south and east-west route across the United States; linking I-75 in
Clarkston, Michigan to I-70 in Minturn, Colorado. US 12 begin at the intersection of
Michigan Avenue and Cass Street in downtown Detroit and extend 2,500 miles to US 101
in Aberdeen, Washington. Certain segments of this corridor run concurrently with I-94 and
I-90. US 131 is located almost entirely within the state of Michigan. It runs north-south
from Middlebury, Indiana to Petoskey, Michigan where it terminates at US 31. US 31
extend from Spanish Fort, Alabama to Mackinaw City, Michigan. US 2 is the northernmost
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east-west US Route and runs from State Route 529 in Everett, Washington to I-95 in
Houlton, Maine.
M-55 and M-46 are two of three state trunklines in Michigan that extend east to west across
the lower portion of the state. M-28 is one of two major east-west state trunkline highways
in the Upper Peninsula and runs from Sault Ste. Marie to Wakefield. It is Michigan’s
longest state trunkline numbered with the “M” prefix. M-10 is one of several major
highways from downtown Detroit to Oakland County. It was named after John C. Lodge,
mayor of Detroit in the 1920’s, and is typically referred to as “the Lodge” rather than the
route number. M-14 originally was designated as a north-south route in the 1920’s and was
later re-designated east-west. It connects Ann Arbor with Detroit.
Along with a focus on the roadway facilities, it is important to note the impact of border
crossings on transportation in Michigan. The International Bridge in Sault St. Marie, the
Blue Water Bridge in Port Huron, and the Ambassador Bridge and Detroit Windsor Tunnel
in Detroit all have a direct impact on the operations of the roadway network and require
close coordination with other transportation agencies. These border crossings also introduce
security procedures that vary depending on the crossing and the volume of traffic. For
example, the volume of vehicles crossing the Mackinac Bridge to the Upper Peninsula is
significantly lower than the volume of vehicles handled by the three border crossings in the
MDOT Metro Region.
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Figure 1 – Michigan Boundaries
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1.4.3

Michigan Regional ITS Plans

MDOT began the development of a statewide ITS architecture in 2007 after contracting
with a consultant in 2006 to develop several regional ITS architectures and deployment
plans across the State of Michigan. Version 6.0 of the National Architecture and Version
4.0 of Turbo Architecture were used in the architecture development. Before the
Architecture was finalized Version 4.1 of Turbo Architecture was released and the database
was converted to Version 4.1.
The State of Michigan has deployed several ITS components within its seven regions.
Examples of implementations in the regions include closed circuit television (CCTV)
cameras for surveillance, dynamic message signs (DMS), and interconnected signal
systems. From a Statewide perspective, MDOT currently is developing advanced traffic
management (ATMS) software that will allow multiple MDOT and local agency facilities
to access and control field devices through a simple connection to the Internet. As the State
pursues funding opportunities for additional projects, it will be necessary to show that a
project fits within the ITS architecture.
1.4.4

Overview of Statewide Plans and Regional ITS Architectures
1.4.4.1

Overview of the Regional ITS Architectures

Regional ITS Architectures already have been developed or are underway for
several regions within the state of Michigan. Each of the regional architectures
outlines the information shared between the stakeholders and reflects the unique
issues and needs of the region. The regional architectures focus on local ITS
implementation. The Statewide ITS Architecture addresses how ITS
implementation will proceed in areas not already covered within one of the
regional architectures or statewide projects.
• The North Region ITS Architecture was completed January 10, 2008 and
includes the geographic boundaries of the MDOT North Region. Operational
scenarios in the plan cover day-to-day traffic operations, incident management,
maintenance and construction, and the integration of roadway weather
information system (RWIS).
• The Superior Region ITS Architecture was completed January 17, 2008 and
includes the geographic boundaries of the MDOT Superior Region. It
documents aspects of traffic management and incident management. The
implementation of environmental sensor stations (ESS) and the Superior
Region Traffic Management Center (TMC) will continue to serve as a
backbone for the region’s ITS needs.
• The Grand Region ITS Architecture was completed January 24, 2008 and
includes the geographic boundaries of the MDOT Grand Region, except for the
Grand Rapids metropolitan area, which completed a Regional ITS Architecture
and Strategic Deployment Plan in February 2006. The implementation of RWIS
and an expansion of the freeway management system operated out of the West
Michigan TMC are a focus of the Grand Region plan.
• The Southwest Region ITS Architecture was completed January 24, 2008 and
includes the geographic boundaries of the MDOT Southwest Region as well as
Jackson and Shiawassee Counties from the MDOT University Region. The
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Southwest Region ITS Architecture emphasizes aspects such as RWIS, incident
management, and maintenance and construction.
• The Regional ITS Architecture for the Bay Region was completed January 31,
2008 and includes the geographic boundaries of the MDOT Bay Region.
Development of the Regional Architecture included an update to the Genesee
County Regional ITS Architecture. Implementation of traffic management tools
and integration with the Metro and North Region were a focus.
• The SEMCOG Regional ITS Architecture development was completed in
November 2008. The SEMCOG Regional ITS Architecture includes the
geographic boundaries of SEMCOG, which includes the MDOT Metro Region
and sections of the MDOT University Region. The architecture focused on
traffic and incident management to manage congestion in the Detroit
metropolitan area as well as the implementation of RWIS.
• The Michigan ITS Pre-Deployment Study – Lansing Sector ITS Architecture
was completed in December 2001. The plan included projects that improved the
existing freeway and arterial management systems, developed road weather
information systems, and even introduced some parking management
technology for the region.
• Grand Rapids Metro Area ITS Strategic Deployment Plan Architecture was
completed in February 2006. It was originally completed in 1996 and the
current version is an update and expansion of the plan complete 10 years
earlier. The update expanded the original focus from only freeways to arterial
management and required the addition of several new stakeholders and
elements. The plan focuses on an integrated transportation system that looks at
all roads and all modes and includes an advanced traveler information
component to get the information to the public.
1.4.4.2

Long Range Transportation Plan

The MI Transportation Plan is Michigan’s 25-year Long Range Transportation
Plan (LRTP). It is a comprehensive effort to address Michigan’s multi-modal
transportation needs. For the purpose of the ITS Architecture, the ITS elements are
the most significant for referencing. The LRTP has identified key investment areas
or goals where MDOT resources are foreseen to be focused for the next 25 years:
• Economic Impact
• Stewardship
• Safety and Security
• System Improvement/Integrated Transportation System
• Efficient and Effective Operations
1.4.4.3

Commercial Vehicle Information Systems and Networks

Michigan has developed a Commercial Vehicle Information Systems and
Networks (CVISN) Program Plan that has been approved by the Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA). The FMCSA is leading a nationwide
effort to help support better data exchange, communications networks, and
implement standards to support improved safety and efficiency of commercial
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vehicle operations. Michigan’s CVISN program covers three main areas: safety
information exchange, electronic credentials, and electronic screening. Key
elements of the plan include:
• Improved electronic exchange of safety information between the Michigan
State Police, MDOT, and County Road Commissions, as well as FHWA,
FMCSA, and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration.
• Capability to allow motor carriers to apply for, pay for, and receive credentials
electronically.
• Capability to automatically screen vehicles as they approach weigh stations and
allow those that are safe and legal to bypass without slowing or stopping.
1.4.5

Stakeholders

Due to the fact that ITS often transcends traditional transportation infrastructure, it is
important to involve nontraditional stakeholders in the architecture development, and
visioning process. Input from these stakeholders, both public and private, is a critical part of
defining the interfaces, integration needs, and overall vision for ITS in a region.
Table 2 contains a listing of stakeholders in the State who have provided input to the study
team about the needs and issues that should be considered as part of the Statewide ITS
Architecture. Stakeholders were provided workshop minutes and copies of reports from the
Regional ITS Architectures to encourage their participation. Appendix D contains a copy of
all stakeholders identified to have an interest in statewide ITS projects.
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Table 2 – Stakeholder Agencies and Contacts
Stakeholder Agency
Centra/Ambassador Bridge
Corporation
Detroit Windsor Tunnel LLC
FHWA-Michigan Division
International Bridge Authority
Mackinac Bridge Authority
MDOT – Bay Region
MDOT – Blue Water Bridge
MDOT – Grand Region
MDOT-ITS Program Office
MDOT-ITS Program Office
MDOT – Metro Region

Address
P.O. Box 32666
Detroit, MI 48232
100 East Jefferson
Detroit, MI 48226
315 West Allegan, Suite 201
Lansing, MI 48933
934 I-75 Bridge Plaza
Sault Ste. Marie, MI 49783
Mackinac Bridge Plaza, N415 I-75
St. Ignace, MI 49781
55 East Morley Drive
Saginaw, MI 48601
1410 Elmwood
Port Huron, MI 48060
1420 Front Avenue, N.W.
Grand Rapids, MI 49504
8885 Ricks Rd, Mail Code E020
Lansing, MI 48917
8885 Ricks Rd, Mail Code E020
Lansing, MI 48917
18101 West Nine Mile Road
Southfield, MI 48933

Contact
Skip McMahon
Robert Howell
Morrie Hoevel
Phil Becker
Jim Laakko
Jay Reithel
Michael Szuch
Suzette Peplinski
Greg Krueger
Collin Castle
Matt Smith

MDOT – North Region

1680 Hartwick Pine Road
Grayling, MI 49738

Matt Radulski

MDOT – Southwest Region

1501 Kilgore Road
Kalamazoo, MI 49001

David VanStensel

MDOT – Superior Region

1818 3rd Avenue North
Escanaba, MI 49829

Dawn Gustafson

MDOT-University Region
MIOC
MSP Negaunee Regional
Dispatch
MSP Gaylord Regional Dispatch
MSP Rockford Regional Dispatch
MSP Second District Regional
Dispatch
MSP Headquarters – East Lansing

4701 West Michigan Avenue
Jackson, MI 49201
425 West Ottawa Street, Mail Code B165
Lansing, MI 48933
180 US 41 East
Negaunee, MI 49866
563 S. Otsego
Gaylord, MI 49735
345 Northland Drive NE
Rockford, MI 49341
1050 Sixth Street
Detroit, MI 48226
714 S. Harrison Road
East Lansing, MI 48823

Stephanie Palmer
Eileen Phifer
Brian McEachern
Ann Vogel
Vacant
Michael Morenko
Pam Matelski

National Weather Service

4899 South Complex Drive, SE
Grand Rapids, MI 49512-4034

John Kowaleski

SEMCOG

535 Griswold Street, Suite 300
Detroit, MI 48226

Tom Bruff
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2.

ITS ARCHITECTURE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Development of the ITS Architecture and Deployment Plan for the State of Michigan relied heavily on
input from the various MDOT Regions to ensure that the architecture reflected the needs of the entire
state. During the development of the individual regional ITS architectures the focus was on maximizing
local stakeholder involvement to ensure that the specific local needs were incorporated. Figure 2
illustrates the process followed by each individual region during the development of their Regional ITS
Architectures and Deployment Plans.

Figure 2 – Regional ITS Architecture and Deployment Plan Development Process

A total of four workshops with stakeholders typically spread over a period of 11 months were used to
develop the Regional ITS Architecture and Deployment Plans. These workshops included:
•
•
•
•

Kick-Off Workshop;
Regional ITS Architecture Development Workshop;
ITS Deployment Plan Workshop; and
Comment Resolution Workshop.

The Statewide ITS Architecture and Deployment Plan was developed using a simplified stakeholder
involvement process since so much of the specific local documentation occurred during the
development of the individual Regional ITS Architectures. Key steps in the process for the development
of the Statewide Regional ITS Architecture and Deployment Plan are:
Step 1 – Review of Regional Architectures: Review of all existing Regional ITS Architectures for
applicable statewide elements as well as key planning documents for input (including the MI
Transportation Plan, Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP), and MDOT’s 5-Year
Plan).
Step 2 – Draft Architecture Submittal and Review: Customization of the National ITS Architecture to
address transportation, safety, maintenance, and other needs. Customized market packages were
developed to reflect Michigan-specific needs and functions at the statewide level. Interface and
interconnect diagrams were developed using Version 6.0 of the National ITS Architecture and the Turbo
Architecture Version 4.0 (Before the Architecture was finalized Version 4.1 of Turbo Architecture was
released and the database was converted to Version 4.1). The Regional ITS Architecture also includes
functional requirements for statewide applications and relevant ITS standards.
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Step 3 – Revise Architectures: Comments were incorporated into the final Statewide ITS Architecture
Plan.
Step 4 – Document Statewide Deployment Plan Process: A project listing for the State of Michigan was
developed at the annual MDOT Statewide ITS Planning Meeting. Various stakeholders were asked to
provide input on recommended projects, associated costs, and deployment timeframe. Following the
meeting, a draft project listing was sent to stakeholders for comments and review. The final project
listing was then finalized.
Step 5 – Submit Final Architecture and Deployment Plan Document
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3.

CUSTOMIZATION OF THE NATIONAL ITS ARCHITECTURE FOR
THE STATE OF MICHIGAN
3.1 Systems Inventory
An important initial step in the architecture development process is to establish an inventory of
existing ITS elements. After careful review of the existing regional architectures and key
planning documents, the team gathered information about existing and planned systems that
would play a role in the Statewide ITS Architecture.
The National ITS Architecture includes eight groups of ITS service areas. Existing, planned, and
future systems were identified in the following service areas:

 Traffic Management – includes the future Statewide TMC that will be located in Lansing, as










well as other existing and future TMCs and traffic operations centers (TOCs), detection
systems, CCTV cameras, fixed DMS and portable changeable message signs (PCMS), and
other related technologies.
Emergency Management – includes emergency operations/management centers, improved
information sharing among traffic and emergency services, automated vehicle location (AVL)
on emergency vehicles, traffic signal preemption for emergency vehicles, and wide-area
alerts.
Maintenance and Construction Management – includes work zone management, roadway
maintenance and construction information, and road weather information systems.
Public Transportation Management – includes transit and paratransit AVL, transit travel
information systems, electronic fare collection, and transit security.
Commercial Vehicle Operations – includes coordination with CVISN efforts, and hazardous
material (HAZMAT) management.
Traveler Information – includes broadcast traveler information such as 511, traveler
information kiosks, and highway advisory radio (HAR).
Archived Data Management – includes electronic data management and archiving systems.
Vehicle Safety – includes collision avoidance and automated highway systems.

3.2 Statewide Needs
The needs for the State were identified from each of the existing Regional ITS Architectures
within Michigan. The needs identified provided guidance for determining which market packages
should be included in the architecture. The identified ITS needs for the State include:








Traffic Management;
Emergency Management;
Maintenance and Construction Management;
Commercial Vehicle Operations;
Traveler Information; and
Archived Data Management.

Section 3.4.3 contains additional information about the specific needs identified and relates those
needs to the market packages that document the corresponding ITS service.
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3.3 Element Customization
The inventory and needs documented from each of the Regional ITS Architectures are the starting
point for customizing the National ITS Architecture to develop the Michigan Statewide ITS
Architecture.
When developing customized elements, the stakeholder group agreed not to create individual
traffic, maintenance, and emergency management elements for individual cities within the State.
Those smaller communities not already covered in any of the Regional Architectures are
documented in the Statewide ITS Architecture as part of the local agency elements. This
documentation allows the communities to be included in the Statewide ITS Architecture, and
therefore be eligible to use federal monies on potential future ITS deployments.
3.3.1

Subsystems and Terminators

Each identified system or component in the Statewide ITS inventory was mapped to a
subsystem or terminator in the National ITS Architecture. Subsystems and terminators are
the entities that represent systems in ITS.
Subsystems are the highest level building blocks of the physical architecture, and the
National ITS Architecture groups them into four major classes: Centers, Field, Vehicles,
and Travelers. Each of these major classes includes various components that represent a set
of transportation functions (or processes). Each set of functions is grouped under one
agency, jurisdiction, or location, and corresponds to physical elements such as: a TOC,
traffic signals, or vehicles. Figure 3 shows the National ITS Architecture subsystems. This
figure, also known as the “sausage diagram,” is a standard interconnect diagram, showing
the relationships of the various subsystems within the architecture..
Communication functions between the subsystems are represented in the ovals. Fixed-point
to fixed-point communications include not only twisted pair and fiber optic technologies,
but also wireless technologies such as microwave and spread spectrum.
Terminators are the people, systems, other facilities, and environmental conditions outside
of ITS that need to communicate or interface with ITS subsystems. Terminators help define
the boundaries of the National ITS Architecture as well as a regional or statewide system.
Examples of terminators include: drivers, weather information providers, and information
service providers.
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Figure 3 – National ITS Architecture Physical Subsystem Interconnect Diagram

3.3.2

ITS Inventory by Stakeholder

Each stakeholder is associated with one or more systems or elements (subsystems and
terminators) that make up the transportation system in the State. A review of the existing
regional architectures was completed to help with the creation of the statewide list of
stakeholders. Table 3 shows the list of stakeholders, as identified in the architecture, along
with a description of the stakeholder. For example, rather than individually documenting
each of the smaller local agencies in the State, a single stakeholder was created for local
agencies to represent the counties, cities, and towns not specifically called out in the
Statewide ITS Architecture.
Table 4 sorts the inventory by stakeholder so that each stakeholder can easily identify and
review all of the architecture elements associated with their agency. The table includes the
status of the element. In many cases, an element classified as existing might still need to be
enhanced to attain the service level desired.
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Table 3 – Stakeholder Descriptions
Stakeholder

Stakeholder Description

Centra Ambassador Bridge Corporation

The Central Cartage/Ambassador Bridge Company is
responsible for the maintenance and operations of the
Ambassador Bridge with the help of its Canadian subsidiary,
the Canadian Transit Company.
Detroit and Canada Tunnel Corporation is responsible for the
maintenance and operations of the Detroit Windsor Tunnel. It is
helped by their subsidiary in Windsor, Canada.
Department of Natural Resources is responsible for Michigan's
natural resources and for the provision of outdoor recreational
opportunities.
Oversees the movement of people and goods as well as
collection of tolls on the International Bridge. The International
Bridge connects Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan to Sault Ste. Marie,
Ontario, Canada.
Local government for all cities and municipalities that are not
specifically called out. Covers all city departments including
those that deal with traffic and public safety. Local agency
includes: RCOC, RCMC, City of Detroit, City of Grand Rapids,
etc.
Oversees the movement of people and goods across the
Mackinac Bridge, the third largest suspension bridge in the
world, which connects the Upper Peninsula with the Lower
Peninsula.
Michigan Department of Information Technology responsible
for the oversight and management of all communications,
networks, network equipment, etc between State of Michigan
Government facilities.
The Michigan Department of Transportation is responsible for
the planning, design, construction, maintenance, and operation
of all aspects of a comprehensive integrated transportation
system in the State of Michigan.
Local media outlets including television stations, newspapers,
radio stations, and their associated websites.
The Michigan State Police are the statewide law enforcement
agency that enforces traffic safety laws as well as commercial
vehicle regulations.
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration gathers
weather information and issues severe weather warnings.
This stakeholder represents a wide variety of agencies. The
associated elements are groups of agencies or providers that
do not have a primary stakeholder agency.
Other elements include potential obstacles, roadway
environment, and other vehicles.
Emergency or traffic management agencies in other states or
countries adjacent to Michigan. This would include Minnesota,
Ohio, Wisconsin, Indiana, and Canada.
Private sector business responsible for the gathering and
distribution of traveler information. This service is typically
provided on a subscription basis.
Private Operators manage privately owned resources that
interconnect with public sector elements and sub-systems of
the Regional Architecture.
Agency in charge of transportation concerns, issues, and
development in Ontario, Canada.
All users of the transportation system.
Full-spectrum engineer force delivering solutions for national
security, environmental sustainability, economic vitality, waterresource management and emergency assistance throughout
the Great Lakes Region.

Detroit and Canada Tunnel Corporation

DNR

International Bridge Authority

Local Agency

Mackinac Bridge Authority

MDIT

MDOT

Media
MSP

NOAA
Other Agencies

Other Elements
Other States and Countries

Private Information Service Provider

Private Operators

Province of Ontario Ministry of
Transportation (MTO)
System Users
US Army Corp of Engineers (USACE)
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Table 4 – Inventory of ITS Elements
Stakeholder Name

Element Name

Centra Ambassador Bridge
Corporation
Detroit and Canada Tunnel
Corporation
DNR

Ambassador Bridge Operations
Center
Detroit Windsor Tunnel TOC

International Bridge Authority

International Bridge Authority
TOC
County Road Commission
(CRC)
Local Agency 911 Dispatch

Local Agency

DNR Weather Stations

Local Agency CCTV Cameras
Local Agency DPW
Local Agency Emergency
Operations Center (EOC)
Local Agency Field Sensors
Local Agency TOC
Local Agency Website
Local Transit Agency Dispatch
Mackinac Bridge Authority

Mackinac Bridge Authority TOC

MDOT

ATMS Database

ATMS Gateway Server
MDOT Bay Region TMC
MDOT Bay Region TSCs

February 2010

Element Description

Status

Operations Center responsible for bridge system operations at the Ambassador
Bridge.
Traffic Operations Center responsible for tunnel system operations at the Detroit
Windsor Tunnel.
Department of Natural Resources field equipment that collects weather data such as
temperature and visibility.
Traffic Operations Center responsible for bridge system operations on the
International Bridge.
Contract agency managed by a county that oversees road maintenance and snow
removal on local and MDOT facilities.
Answers all 911 calls made from within the local area and then forwards the call to
the appropriate dispatcher. It is inclusive of all local dispatches throughout the State.
Closed circuit television cameras operated by the Local Agency TOC for traffic
condition monitoring and management of incidents.
Department of Public Works run by individual local agencies.
Central command and control facility responsible for carrying out the principles of
emergency preparedness and emergency management; or disaster management
functions at a strategic level in an emergency situation.
Roadway equipment used to detect vehicle volumes and/or speeds. Includes
equipment such as VIVDS, RTMS or traditional loops.
Local Traffic Operations Center responsible for municipal signal system operations
and CCTV video images.
Transportation information website for each local agency. In the future will include
real-time construction, work zone, special event, incident, and traffic information.
Provides local public transportation and associated facilities. It is inclusive of all local
transit dispatches throughout the State.
Traffic Operations Center responsible for bridge system operation at the Mackinac
Bridge.
Database platform for real-time and archived traffic event data, and the sharing of
traffic information between MDOT Operation Centers, external agencies, and the
media
A server to make available ATMS event, traffic and weather data, to external
agencies in real-time.
Transportation management center for Bay Region that will include the freeway
management system in the Bay Region as well as rural ITS deployments.
MDOT Transportation Service Centers are field offices that oversee road
construction and maintenance on MDOT facilities. Most maintenance and snow
removal in this region is achieved through contract agencies.
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Existing
Existing
Planned
Existing
Existing
Planned
Existing
Existing
Planned

Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Planned

Planned
Planned
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Table 4 – Inventory of ITS Elements
Stakeholder Name
MDOT (continued)

Element Name
MDOT Blue Water Bridge TOC
MDOT CCTV Cameras
MDOT Commercial Vehicle
Permitting System
MDOT DMS
MDOT DUAP
MDOT Field Sensors

MDOT Grand Region TSCs

MDOT HAR
MDOT Metro Region TSCs

MDOT MI Drive Website
MDOT MITSC
MDOT North Region TMC
MDOT North Region TSCs

MDOT Office of Communication
MDOT Planning Division Data
Warehouse
MDOT Roadside Equipment for
AHS
MDOT Roadside Signing
Equipment
MDOT Southwest Region TMC

February 2010

Element Description

Status

Traffic Operations Center responsible for bridge system operations at the Blue
Water Bridge.
Roadside equipment located on local roadways used for traffic condition monitoring
and management of incidents.
System to direct the electronic application, processing, fee collection, issuance, and
distribution of commercial vehicle operation credentials and tax filings.
Roadside equipment on MDOT routes used to share traveler information with
motorists through dynamic messaging.
Sensing equipment onboard MDOT vehicles that collect roadway information. The
information is downloaded nightly at a designated MDOT facility.
Roadway equipment located on MDOT roadways used to detect vehicle volumes
and/or speeds. This information is used in the operation of the traffic signal system
and collected by the TOC. MDOT field sensors include VIVDS and any other vehicle
detection.
MDOT Transportation Service Centers are field offices that oversee road
construction and maintenance on MDOT facilities. Most maintenance and snow
removal in this region is achieved through contract agencies.
Highway advisory radio allows roadway conditions, incidents, etc. to be broadcast to
travelers.
MDOT Transportation Service Centers are field offices that oversee road
construction and maintenance on MDOT facilities. Most maintenance and snow
removal in this region is achieved through contract agencies.
MDOT website for dissemination of traveler information.
Transportation management center that operates the freeway management system
and ITS deployments for the Detroit/SE Michigan area.
MDOT traffic management center located in the North Region.

Planned
Planned
Planned
Existing
Planned
Existing

Existing

Existing
Existing

Existing
Existing
Planned

MDOT Transportation Service Centers are field offices that oversee road
construction and maintenance on MDOT facilities. Most maintenance and snow
removal in this region is achieved through contract agencies.
Michigan Department of Transportation office responsible for the dissemination of
traffic information to the media and public.
Archive that contains historical traffic data such as volume and speed information.

Existing

Equipment located along MDOT routes that allows communication between
roadside devices and vehicles.
Equipment located along MDOT routes that provide data through dynamic
messaging or in-vehicle messaging.
MDOT traffic management center located in the Southwest Region.

Planned
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Table 4 – Inventory of ITS Elements
Stakeholder Name
MDOT (continued)

Element Name
MDOT Southwest Region TSCs

Element Description

Status

MDOT Statewide TMC - Lansing

MDOT Transportation Service Centers are field offices that oversee road
construction and maintenance on MDOT facilities. Most maintenance and snow
removal in this region is achieved through contract agencies.
MDOT traffic management center located in Lansing.

Planned

MDOT Superior Region TMC

MDOT traffic management center located in the Superior Region.

Planned

MDOT Superior Region TSCs

MDOT Transportation Service Centers are field offices that oversee road
construction and maintenance on MDOT facilities. Most maintenance and snow
removal in this region is achieved through contract agencies.
Multiple traffic signals interconnected and operated by MDOT.

Existing

MDOT maintained database for collecting and disseminating road condition data
about construction and maintenance activities, incidents, and special events.
Interactive kiosks that provide users the ability to request and receive transportation
information.
MDOT Transportation Service Centers are field offices that oversee road
construction and maintenance on MDOT facilities. Most maintenance and snow
removal in this region is achieved through contract agencies.
Vehicles operated by the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT).

Planned

Existing

MDOT West Michigan TMC

Michigan Department of Transportation's device to capture and record truck axle
weights and gross vehicle weights as the driver drives over a sensor.
MDOT traffic management center located in the Grand Region.

Michigan 511 System

511 Traveler information system central server.

Planned

Michigan 511 Interactive Voice Response system. This is the customer interface
component of the 511 system.
Local media that provide traffic or incident information to the public.

Planned

Media

Michigan 511 Voice Response
System
Local Print and Broadcast Media

MSP

CJIC Database

Database for the archiving of crash data and crime reporting information that can be
accessed by multiple agencies.
The Michigan Intelligence Operations Center. Provides 24-hours a day statewide
information sharing among local, state and federal public safety agencies and
private sector organizations in order to facilitate the collection, analysis and
dissemination of intelligence relevant to terrorism and public safety.
Answers all 911 calls made from within the county and then forwards the call to the
appropriate dispatcher.
Michigan State Police headquarters that oversees operations of MSP.

Existing

Responsible for monitoring commercial vehicle regulations on MDOT routes.

Existing

Responsible for enforcing commercial vehicle regulations on MDOT routes.

Existing

MDOT Traffic Signals
MDOT Traveler Information
Database
MDOT Traveler Information
Kiosks
MDOT University Region TSCs

MDOT Vehicles
MDOT Weigh-in-Motion

MIOC

MSP Gaylord Regional Dispatch
MSP Headquarters - East
Lansing
MSP Motor Carrier Division
MSP Motor Carrier Division
Enforcement

February 2010
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Table 4 – Inventory of ITS Elements
Stakeholder Name
MSP (continued)

Element Name
MSP Negaunee Regional
Dispatch
MSP Office of Highway Safety
Planning
MSP Rockford Regional
Dispatch
MSP Second District Regional
Dispatch
MSP Vehicles

NOAA

MSP Winter Travel Advisory
Website
MSP Winter Travel Toll Free
Number
National Weather Service

Other Agencies

US Coast Guard

Other Elements

Location Data Source
Potential Obstacles
Roadway Environment

Other States and Countries

Illinois DOT
Indiana DOT
Minnesota DOT
Ohio DOT
Wisconsin DOT

Private Operators

Private Fleet Operations
Third Party RWIS Provider

Private Information Service
Provider
Province of Ontario Ministry of
Transportation (MTO)

February 2010

Element Description

Status

Answers all 911 calls made from within the county and then forwards the call to the
appropriate dispatcher.
Create programs to increase safety along Michigan's roadways and facilitate
partnerships with public and private organizations.
Answers all 911 calls made from within the county and then forwards the call to the
appropriate dispatcher.
Answers all 911 calls made from within the county and then forwards the call to the
appropriate dispatcher.
Public Safety vehicles owned and operated by the Michigan State Police. Includes
the ITS equipment installed on the cruisers (AVL, MDTs, etc.).
Traveler Information website operated by Michigan State Police for dissemination of
winter weather advisories.
Winter weather information operated from November through March to share winter
weather conditions as received.
Provides official US weather, marine, fire and aviation forecasts, warnings,
meteorological products, climate forecasts, and information about meteorology.
Military unit responsible for maritime and coastal patrol.

Existing

Electronic devices that provide accurate positioning information (GPS, driver input,
etc.).
Obstacles that could interfere with the safe operation of vehicles.

Existing

All objects and conditions in the vicinity of the traveler that can affect the operations
of the traveler.
The Illinois Department of Transportation is responsible for the construction,
maintenance, and operation of roadways in the State of Illinois.
The Indiana Department of Transportation is responsible for the construction,
maintenance, and operation of roadways in the State of Indiana.
The Minnesota Department of Transportation is responsible for the construction,
maintenance, and operation of roadways in the State of Minnesota.
The Ohio Department of Transportation is responsible for the construction,
maintenance, and operation of roadways in the State of Minnesota.
The Wisconsin Department of Transportation is responsible for the construction,
maintenance, and operation of roadways in the State of Wisconsin.
Private companies that proactively manage and operate their fleet routing. Includes
reactions to incidents and possible delays.
Contract provider of road weather information statewide.

Existing

Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing

Existing

Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing

Private Sector ISP

Private entities that collect and disseminate traffic information.

Planned

Private Sector Traveler
Information Services
MTO

Website sponsored by a private entity. Often this information is provided through a
subscription.
Agency in charge of transportation concerns, issues, and development in Ontario,
Canada.

Existing
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Table 4 – Inventory of ITS Elements
Stakeholder Name
System Users

US Army Corp of Engineers
(USACE)

February 2010

Element Name

Element Description

Status

Archived Data Users

Those who request information from the data archive systems.

Existing

Basic Commercial Vehicle

Vehicles without transponders.

Existing

Basic Vehicle

Vehicles in the control of a driver.

Existing

Commercial Vehicle

Existing

Driver

Privately owned commercial vehicles that travel throughout the Region. Included in
the architecture to cover HAZMAT incident reporting.
Individual operating a vehicle on roadways within the region.

Planned

Other Vehicle

Vehicles outside of the control of the driver.

Existing

Other Private Vehicle

Vehicles operated by the public

Planned

Private Travelers Personal
Computing Devices
Private Vehicles

Computing devices that travelers use to access public information.

Planned

Vehicles operated by the public.

Planned

US Army Corp of Engineers District Headquarters office responsible for
investigating, planning, designing, constructing, operating, and maintaining
authorized water resource projects related to navigation, flood control, beach
erosion, and other activities.

Existing

USACE Detroit District
Headquarters
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3.3.3

Top Level Regional System Interconnect Diagram

A system interconnect diagram, or “sausage diagram” (shown previously in Figure 3),
shows the systems and primary interconnects in a region. The National ITS Architecture
interconnect diagram has been customized for the Statewide Architecture based on the
system inventory and information gathered from the Regional Architecture and Statewide
stakeholders.
Figure 4 and Figure 5 summarize the existing and planned ITS elements for the Statewide
ITS Architecture in the context of physical interconnects. Subsystems and elements specific
to the State of Michigan are called out in the boxes surrounding the main interconnect
diagram; these are color-coded to the subsystem with which they are associated.
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Figure 4 – Statewide System Interconnect Diagram
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Figure 5 – Statewide System Interconnect Diagram
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3.4 Market Packages
Upon completion of the system inventory, the next step in the development of the architecture
was to identify the transportation services that are important to the State of Michigan. In the
National ITS Architecture, services are referred to as market packages. Market packages can
include several stakeholders and elements that work together to provide a service in a region or
state. Examples of market packages from the National ITS Architecture include Network
Surveillance, Traffic Information Dissemination, and Transit Vehicle Tracking. There are
currently a total of 91 market packages identified in the National ITS Architecture Version 6.0.
Appendix A provides definitions for each of the National ITS Architecture market packages.
The market packages are grouped together into eight ITS service areas: Traffic Management,
Emergency Management, Maintenance and Construction Management, Public Transportation
Management, Commercial Vehicle Operations, Traveler Information, Archived Data
Management, and Vehicle Safety.
3.4.1

Selection and Prioritization of Regional Market Packages

The National ITS Architecture market packages were reviewed and selected based on the
relevance of the service that the market package could provide to the State of Michigan.
Twenty-eight market packages were selected for implementation in the State. They are
identified in Table 5. The selected market packages were then prioritized based on need.
The prioritization does not necessarily represent the timeframe for funding of these
deployments. The table organizes the market packages into service areas and priority
groupings. These priorities also can be affected by several other factors such as existing
infrastructure, dependency on other systems, and the maturity of the technology associated
with the market package.
After selecting the market packages that were applicable, each market package and its
elements were customized for the State. This customization is discussed further in the
following section.
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Table 5 – Market Package Prioritization by Functional Area
High Priority
Market Packages

Medium Priority
Market Packages

Low Priority
Market Packages

Travel and Traffic Management
ATMS01 Network Surveillance

ATMS03 Surface Street Control

ATMS02 Probe Surveillance
ATMS06 Traffic Information
Dissemination
ATMS07 Regional Traffic
Management
ATMS08 Traffic Incident
Management System
Emergency Management
EM01 Emergency Call Taking and
Dispatch
EM06 Wide-Area Alert

EM07 Early Warning System
EM08 Disaster Response and
Recovery

EM09 Evacuation and Reentry
Management
EM10 Disaster Traveler Information

Maintenance and Construction Management
MC04 Weather Information
Processing and Distribution
Commercial Vehicle Operations
CVO06 Weigh-in-Motion

CVO03 Electronic Clearance

CVO01 Fleet Administration

CVO04 Administrative Processes

CVO02 Freight Administration

CVO10 HAZMAT Management
Traveler Information
ATIS01 Broadcast Traveler
Information

ATIS02 Interactive Traveler
Information

ATIS05 ISP Based Route
Guidance

ATIS04 Dynamic Route Guidance
ATIS09 In Vehicle Signing
Archived Data Management
AD01 ITS Data Mart
AD03 ITS Virtual Data Warehouse
Advanced Vehicle Safety System
AVSS11 Automated Vehicle
Operations
AVSS12 Cooperative Vehicle
Safety Systems
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3.4.2

Customized Market Packages

The market packages in the National ITS Architecture were customized to reflect the unique
systems, subsystems, and terminators throughout the state of Michigan. Each market
package is shown graphically with the market package name, the local agencies involved,
and the desired data flows included. Market packages represent a service that will be
deployed as an integrated capability.
Figure 6 is an example of an Emergency Management (EM) market package for Wide-Area
Alert that has been customized for the State. This market package shows the three
subsystems Traffic Management, Roadway, and Emergency Management, and the
associated entities (MDOT TMCs, MDOT HAR and DMS, as well as MSP) for wide area
alert within the State. Data flows between the subsystems indicate what information is
being shared. All of the remaining customized market packages for the Statewide
Architecture are shown in Appendix B.
Information Service
Provider / Traffic
Management

ATMS Database

traffic information
coordination
+
traffic control
coordination

roadway
roadway
information system information system
status
data

Roadway Subsystem

MDOT DMS
+
MDOT HAR

Traffic Management

MDOT Statewide TMC
– Lansing
+
MDOT Superior
Region TMC
+
MDOT North Region
TMC
+
MDOT Bay Region
TMC
+
MDOT West Michigan
TMC
+
MDOT Southwest
Region TMC
+
MDOT MITSC

Emergency Management

alert
notification

MSP Headquarters –
East Lansing

alert status
alert notification
coordination

Emergency Management

MSP Negaunee
Regional Dispatch
+
MSP Gaylord
Regional Dispatch
+
MSP Rockford
Regional Dispatch
+
MSP Second District
Regional Dispatch
+
MIOC

planned/future flow
existing flow

Note:
Statewide TMC would activate AMBER Alerts for Regions after hours.

user defined flow

Figure 6 – Example Market Package Diagram: EM06 – Wide-Area Alert

3.4.3

Regional ITS Needs and Customized Market Packages

Input from the other Regional Architectures within the State provided valuable input for the
market package customization process. Table 6 presents several of the needs identified in
the recently developed Regional Architectures that have a statewide impact. The table
identifies which market package addresses the particular ITS need and which regions
presented each of the needs.
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SW

SEMCOG

Superior

Bay

Market Package

Grand

ITS Need

North

Table 6 – Statewide ITS Needs and Corresponding Market Packages

X

X

Travel and Traffic Management Needs
Need comprehensive communications network

ATMS01

ATIS01

Need assistance building communications between
agencies

ATMS06

ATIS02

Need to identify Integrated Corridor Management (ICM)
corridors

ATMS01

ATMS08

ATMS02

ATIS01

ATMS06

MC04

X

ATMS07
X

ATMS07
Need improved data collection capabilities

ATMS01

X

ATMS02

Need improved communication with MSP about incidents

ATMS08

X

Need better information sharing through media

ATMS06

X

Need information directed towards tourist traffic and
incident management

ATMS06

ATIS01

ATMS08

ATIS02

Need remote access to closed loop systems so MDOT
can adjust timing plans

ATMS03

Need to integrate TMC with EMS CAD

ATMS06

Need coordination of travel conditions in other Regions

ATMS07

X
X
X

ATMS08
X

Traveler Information
Need to share traffic information throughout the State

ATMS06

ATMS07

EM06
EM06
EM07
EM08

EM09
EM10

X

X

Emergency Management
Need a plan for an Emergency Alert System
Need assistance in case of emergency at area nuclear
plants

X
X

Maintenance and Construction Management
X

Need method to distribute weather information

MC04

Need system to communicate construction and
maintenance activities to the public

ATMS06

ATIS01

MC08

ATIS02

X

X
X

MC10
Commercial Vehicle Operations
Need permanent Weigh-In-Motion (WIM) stations

CVO06

X

Need improved access to remote WIM sites

CVO06

X

Archive Data
Need ability to archive speed and weather data

AD1

AD3

X

Need method for sharing historical data

AD1

AD3

X
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3.5 Architecture Interfaces
While it is important to identify the various systems and stakeholders that are part of a statewide
ITS, a primary purpose of the architecture is to identify the connectivity between transportation
systems for the entire State. The system interconnect diagram shown previously in Figure 6
showed the high-level relationships of the subsystems and terminators in the State and the
associated elements and systems. The customized market packages represent services that can be
deployed as an integrated capability and the market package diagrams show the information
flows between the subsystems and terminators that are most important to the operation of the
market packages. How these systems interface with each other is an integral part of the overall
ITS architecture.
3.5.1

Element Connections

There are a variety of different elements identified as part of the Statewide ITS
Architecture. These elements include TMCs, dispatch centers, emergency management
agencies, media outlets, and others—essentially, all of the existing and planned physical
components that contribute to the ITS. Interfaces have been identified for each element in
the Statewide ITS Architecture and each element has been mapped to those other elements
with which it must interface. The Turbo Architecture software can generate interconnect
diagrams for each element that show which elements are connected to one another. Figure
7 is an example of a context style interconnect diagram from the Turbo database output.
This particular interconnect diagram is for the MDOT MI Drive Website and is called a
context diagram because it shows every element in the architecture that connects with the
website.
MDOT
ATMS Database

Local Agency
Local Transit Agency Dispatch

System Users
Private Travelers Personal Computing
Devices

MDOT
MDOT MI Drive Website

Private Information Service Provider
Private Sector ISP

MDOT
MDOT Statewide TMC - Lansing

Planned

Figure 7 – Example Interconnect Diagram: MDOT MI Drive

3.5.2

Data Flows Between Elements

In the market package diagrams, flows between the subsystems and terminators define the
specific information (data) that is exchanged between the elements and the direction of the
exchange. The data flows could be requests for information, alerts and messages, status
requests, broadcast advisories, event messages, confirmations, electronic credentials, and
other key information requirements. Turbo Architecture can be used to output flow
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diagrams and can be filtered by market package for ease of interpretation; however, it is
important to remember that custom data flows will not show up in diagrams that are filtered
by market package. An example of a flow diagram for MDOT that has been filtered for
Probe Surveillance is shown in Figure 8.
The flow diagrams can vary greatly in complexity and, in turn, legibility. Figure 9 shows a
more complex flow diagram for ATMS06 – Traffic Information Dissemination – MDOT.
Private Information Service Provider
Private Sector ISP

road network traffic probe data

MDOT
MDOT MI Drive Website

MDOT
MDOT Statewide TMC - Lansing

road network conditions
Planned

Figure 8 – Example Flow Diagram: ATMS02 – MDOT
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Media
Local Print and Broadcast Media

MDOT
MDOT MITSC

MDOT
MDOT Statewide TMC - Lansing

MDOT
MDOT West Michigan TMC

MDOT
MDOT Bay Region TMC

MDOT
MDOT North Region TMC

MDOT
MDOT HAR

current asset restrictions
road network conditions
road network conditions
road network conditions
road network conditions
road network conditions
road network conditions
road network conditions
road network conditions

MDOT
MDOT Southwest Region TMC

road network conditions
road network conditions

MDOT
ATMS Database

road network conditions
road network conditions

road network conditions

roadway information system data
roadway information system status
road network conditions

MDOT
MDOT Superior Region TMC

roadway information system data
roadway information system status

road network conditions

MDOT
MDOT DMS

MSP
MIOC

Planned

Figure 9 – Example Flow Diagram: ATMS06 – Traffic Information Dissemination, MDOT
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In addition to market package style flow diagrams, Turbo Architecture has the ability to
create flow diagrams that show only the connections between two or three specific elements
or context diagrams that show all of the flows that involve an element. Filtering the
diagrams to generate specific scenarios can be very useful during the project
implementation process. For example, Figure 10 shows the flows between the Michigan
511 System and the Michigan 511 Voice Response System. While this is a portion of the
planned interactions for the Michigan 511 System, it also could be useful to use a context
diagram for the element, as shown in Figure 11 to view all of the other interactions so that
the project can be designed with the future in mind. Context style flow diagrams can get
very large and complicated for elements with lots of connections such as a TMC.
MDOT
Michigan 511 System

voice-based traveler request
voice-based traveler information

MDOT
Michigan 511 Voice Response System

Planned

Figure 10 – Example Two Element Flow Diagram
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System Users
Private Travelers Personal Computing
Devices

MDOT
Michigan 511 Voice Response System

interactive traveler information
traveler request
voice-based traveler information
voice-based traveler request

MDOT
ATMS Database

MDOT
Michigan 511 System

Private Operators
Private Fleet Operations

ISP coordination
road network conditions
transit and fare schedules

Local Agency
Local Transit Agency Dispatch

Planned

Figure 11 – Example Context Flow Diagram: Michigan 511 System
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4.

APPLICATION OF THE STATEWIDE ITS ARCHITECTURE

Once the desired components of ITS have been identified and stakeholders have established which
agencies and systems need to be connected, the structure of the National ITS Architecture assists with
planning and implementation. This section addresses the application of the Statewide ITS Architecture.
The National ITS Architecture provides recommendations for standards and functional requirements
that should be considered when implementing ITS elements. In addition, an operational concept has
been developed to document the roles and responsibilities of stakeholders in the operation of statewide
deployments. The implementation of statewide systems likely will require interagency agreements.
Potential agreements will be identified based on the desired data flows identified. The ITS Architecture
and ITS Deployment Plan developed as part of this process will be incorporated into the existing
planning process for the State to ensure that the maximum benefit is realized from the development
effort.
4.1 Functional Requirements
Functions are a description of what the system has to do. In the National ITS Architecture,
functions are defined at several different levels, ranging from general subsystem descriptions
through somewhat more specific equipment package descriptions to process specifications that
include substantial detail. Guidance from the USDOT on developing a Regional ITS Architecture
recommends that each region determine the level of detail of the functional requirements for their
region. It is recommended that the development of detailed functional requirements such as the
“shall” statements included in process specifications for a system be developed at the project
level. These detailed “shall” statements identify all functions that a project or system needs to
perform.
For the Statewide ITS Architecture, functional requirements have been identified at two levels.
The customized market packages, discussed previously in Section 3.4.2, describe the services that
ITS needs to provide and the architecture flows between the elements. These market packages
and data flows describe what systems in the State have to do and the data that needs to be shared
among elements. At a more detailed level, functional requirements are described in terms of
functions that each element in the architecture performs or will perform in the future. Appendix
C contains a table that summarizes the functions by element.
4.2 Standards
Standards are an important tool that will allow efficient implementation of the elements in the
Statewide ITS Architecture over time. Standards facilitate deployment of interoperable systems at
local, regional, and national levels without impeding innovation as technology advances, vendors
change, and as new approaches evolve. The USDOT’s ITS Joint Program Office is supporting
Standards Development Organizations (SDOs) with an extensive, multi-year program of
accelerated, consensus-based standards development to facilitate successful ITS deployment in
the United States. Table 7 identifies each of the ITS standards that could apply to the Regional
ITS Architecture. These standards are based on the physical subsystem architecture flows
previously identified in Section 3.5.2.
The MDOT ITS Program Office oversees the development and maintenance of standard project
special provisions for use in the design and construction of ITS projects. For details contact the
MDOT ITS Program Office (www.michigan.gov/its).
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Table 7 – Applicable ITS Standards
SDO

Document ID

Title

AASHTO/ITE

ITE TMDD

AASHTO/ITE/NEMA

NTCIP 1102

Traffic Management Data Dictionary and Message Sets for
External TMC Communication (TMDD and MS/ETMCC)
Octet Encoding Rules Base Protocol

NTCIP 1103

Transportation Management Protocols

NTCIP 1104

Center-to-Center Naming Convention Specification

NTCIP 1201

Global Object Definitions

NTCIP 1202

Object Definitions for Actuated Traffic Signal Controller
Units

NTCIP 1203

Object Definitions for Dynamic Message Signs (DMS)

NTCIP 1205

Object Definitions for Closed Circuit Television (CCTV)
Camera Control

NTCIP 1208

Object Definition for CCTV Camera Switching

NTCIP 1209

Data Element Definitions for Transportation Sensor
Systems

NTCIP 1210

Field Management Stations – Part 1: Object Definitions for
Signal System Masters

NTCIP 1211

Object Definitions for Signal Control and Prioritization

NTCIP 2101

Point to Multi-Point Protocol Using RS-232 Subnetwork
Profile

NTCIP 2102

Point to Multi-Point Protocol Using Frequency Shift Keying
Modem Subnetwork Profile

ASTM

NTCIP 2103

Point-to-Point Protocol Over RS-232 Subnetwork Profile

NTCIP 2104

Ethernet Subnetwork Profile

NTCIP 2201

Transportation Transport Profile

NTCIP 2202

Internet Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
and Universal Datagram Protocol/Internet Protocol
Transport Profile

NTCIP 2301

Simple Transportation Management Framework
Application Profile

NTCIP 2302

Trivial File Transfer Protocol Application Profile

NTCIP 2303

File Transfer Protocol Application Profile

NTCIP 2304

Application Profile for DATEX-ASN (AP-DATEX)

NTCIP 2306

Application Profile for Extensible Markup Language (XML)
Message Encoding and Transport in ITS Center-to-Center
Communications

ASTM E2213-03

Standard Specification for Telecommunications and
Information Exchange Between Roadside and Vehicle
Systems – 5 GHz Band DSRC Medium Access Control and
Physical Layer Specifications
Standard Practice for Metadata to Support Archived Data
Management Systems
Standard for Message Sets for Vehicle/Roadside
Communications
Standard for Common Incident Management Message
Sets for use by Emergency Management Centers

ASTM E2468-05
IEEE

IEEE 1455-1999
IEEE 1512-2006
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IEEE 1512.1-2006

Standard for Traffic Incident Management Message Sets
for Use by Emergency Management Centers

IEEE 1512.2-2004

Standard for Public Safety Traffic Management Message
Sets for use by Emergency Management Centers
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IEEE (cont)

SAE

IEEE 1512.3-2006

Standard for Hazardous Material Incident Management
Sets for Use by Emergency Management Centers

IEEE P1512.4

Standard for Common Traffic Incident Management
Message Sets for Use in Entities External to Centers

IEEE 1609.1 – 2006

Standard for Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments
(WAVE) – Resource Manager

IEEE 1609.2 – 2006

Standard for WAVE – Security Services for Applications
and Management Messages

IEEE 1609.3

Standard for WAVE – Networking Services

IEEE 1609.4 – 2006

Standard for WAVE – Multi-Channel Operation

IEEE P1609.0

Standard for WAVE – Architecture

IEEE P802.11p

Standard for Information Technology –
Telecommunications and Information Exchange Between
Systems – Local and Metropolitan Area Networks –
Specific Requirements – Part II: Wireless LAN Medium
Access Control and Physical Layer Specifications

SAE J2266

Location Referencing Message Specification

SAE J2313

On-Board Land Vehicle Mayday Reporting Interface

SAE J2354

Message Set for Advanced Traveler Information System
(ATIS)
Standard for ATIS Message Sets Delivered Over Reduced
Bandwidth Media
ITS In-Vehicle Message Priority

SAE J2369
SAE J2395
SAE J2396

SAE J2399
SAE J2400
SAE J2540
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Definitions and Experimental Measures Related to the
Specification of Driver Visual Behavior Using Video Based
Techniques
Adaptive Cruise Control Operating Characteristics and
User Interface
Human Factors in Forward Collision Warning Systems:
Operating Characteristics and User Interface Requirements
Messages for Handling Strings and Look-Up Tables in
ATIS Standards

SAE J2540/1

Radio Data System Phrase Lists

SAE J2540/2

International Traveler Information Systems Phrase Lists

SAE J2540/3
SAE J2735

National Names Phrase List
Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) Message
Set Dictionary
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4.3 Operational Concepts
An operational concept documents each stakeholder’s current and future roles and responsibilities
across a range of transportation services, as grouped in the Operational Concepts section of Turbo
Architecture, in the operation of the statewide ITS. The services covered are:

 Arterial Management – The development of signal systems that react to changing traffic












conditions and provide coordinated intersection timing over a corridor, an area, or multiple
jurisdictions.
Highway Management – The development of systems to monitor freeway (or tollway) traffic
flow and roadway conditions, and provide strategies such as ramp metering or lane access
control to improve the flow of traffic on the freeway. Includes systems to provide information
to travelers on the roadway.
Incident Management – The development of systems to provide rapid and effective response
to incidents. Includes systems to detect and verify incidents, along with coordinated agency
response to the incidents.
Emergency Management – The development of systems to provide emergency call taking,
public safety dispatch, and emergency operations center operations.
Maintenance and Construction Management – The development of systems to manage the
maintenance of roadways in the Region, including winter snow and ice clearance. Includes the
managing of construction operations.
Transit Management – The development of systems to more efficiently manage fleets of
transit vehicles or transit rail. Includes systems to provide transit traveler information both
pre-trip and during the trip.
Electronic Payment – The development of electronic fare payment systems for use by transit
and other agencies (e.g., parking).
Commercial Vehicle Operations – The development of systems to facilitate the management
of commercial vehicles (e.g., electronic clearance).
Traveler Information – The development of systems to provide static and real time
transportation information to travelers.
Archived Data Management – The development of systems to collect transportation data for
use in non-operational purposes (e.g., planning and research).
Vehicle Safety – The development of systems to support private sector vehicle safety
initiatives (e.g., intersection collision avoidance).

Table 8 identifies the roles and responsibilities of key stakeholders for a range of transportation
services.
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Table 8 – Stakeholder Roles and Responsibilities
Transportation
Service
Arterial
Management

Stakeholder
MDOT

Roles/Responsibilities
Operate network surveillance equipment including CCTV cameras
and field sensors on MDOT routes not managed by local agencies to
facilitate traffic signal operations.
Provide traffic information to regional agencies including transit,
emergency management, maintenance and construction, and the
media.
Coordinate traffic information and control with local agency TOCs and
other MDOT TMCs.

Highway
Management

Incident
Management
(Traffic)

Centra Ambassador
Bridge Corporation

Coordinate traffic information and traffic control with other MDOT
TMCs.

Detroit and Canada
Tunnel Corporation

Coordinate traffic information and traffic control with other MDOT
TMCs.

Mackinac Bridge
Authority

Coordinate traffic information and traffic control with other MDOT
TMCs.

International Bridge
Authority

Coordinate traffic information and traffic control with other MDOT
TMCs.

MDOT Blue Water
Bridge Authority

Coordinate traffic information and traffic control with other MDOT
TMCs.

MDOT

Coordinate traffic information and traffic control with other MDOT
TMCs

Province of Ontario
Ministry of
Transportation

Coordinate traffic information and traffic control with other MDOT
TMCs.

MDOT

Perform network surveillance for detection and verification of incidents
on MDOT routes.
Provide incident information to travelers via traffic information devices
on highways (e.g. MDOT DMS).
Responsible for coordination with other traffic operations centers and
emergency management agencies for coordinated incident
management.
Coordinate maintenance resources for incident response with MDOT
TSC Construction and Maintenance Operations.
Responsible for the development, coordination, and execution of
special traffic management strategies during an evacuation.

Local Agency
Incident
Management
(Emergency)

MSP

Provide incident information to regional emergency responders,
including the MSP and MDOT.
Receive emergency calls for incidents on all routes.
Coordinate incident response with other public safety agencies (local
police, fire, EMS, sheriff) as well as MDOT.
Coordinate public safety resources for incident response on local
routes.
Perform incident detection and verification for the highways within the
region and provide this information to traffic and other public safety
agencies.

Local Agency

Receive emergency calls for incidents on local routes.
Coordinate public safety resources for incident response on local
routes.
Coordinate incident response with other public safety agencies (fire,
EMS, ambulance, etc.).
Perform incident detection and verification on local routes and provide
this information to the Local Agency TOC.
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Table 8 – Stakeholder Roles and Responsibilities
Transportation
Service
Emergency
Management

Stakeholder
MSP

Roles/Responsibilities
Receive AMBER Alert and other Wide Area Alert information from
MSP Headquarters.
Receive early warning information and threat information from the
NWS and Local Agencies.
Coordinate with regional emergency management providers,
maintenance and construction providers, and regional traffic
management providers for emergency plans and evacuation and
reentry plans.
Disseminate disaster information to other agencies and the traveling
public.
Provide security monitoring of critical infrastructure for MDOT.

MIOC

Participate in the incident response, coordination, and reporting.

Local Agency

Participate in the incident response, coordination, and reporting.
Receive AMBER Alert and other wide area alert information from
MSP.

Maintenance and
Construction
Management

Local Agency

Receive a request for maintenance resources for incident response
from regional emergency management agencies.

MDOT

Receive requests for maintenance resources for incident response
from regional emergency management agencies.
Supports coordinated response to incidents.
Collect road weather information with MDOT equipment and distribute
it to regional traffic, maintenance, and transit agencies.
Provide maintenance of state highways within the regions, including
pavement maintenance, winter maintenance, and construction
activities.
Coordinate maintenance and construction activities with other
regional maintenance and construction agencies.

Commercial
Vehicle Operations

MSP

Provide enforcement of permits for overheight/overweight or HAZMAT
commercial vehicles.
Provide first response to commercial vehicle incidents and coordinate
for HAZMAT conditions/clean-up.

MDOT

Provide route restriction information to private fleet systems.
Provide automated weigh-in-motion inspections for private fleet
operations.
Provide permit information to regional emergency management
providers and regional enforcement agencies.

Traveler
Information

MDOT

Collection, processing, storage, and broadcast dissemination of
traffic, transit, maintenance and construction, and weather information
to travelers via the 511 Traveler Information System and MI Drive
website.
Provide traveler information to private travelers through in vehicle,
personal computing devices or kiosks upon request.
Provide traveler information to the media.
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MSP

Collect traffic information (road network conditions), work zone
information, travel times, and weather information.

Local Agency

Collect traffic information (road network conditions), work zone
information, travel times, and weather information.
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Table 8 – Stakeholder Roles and Responsibilities
Transportation
Service
Archived Data
Management

Stakeholder
MDOT

Roles/Responsibilities
Collect and archive asset status information from all MDOT
maintenance offices and MDOT asset management systems.
Collect and archive traffic information from regional traffic
management providers and centers, emergency information from
MSP and Local Agency Police, and transit information from regional
transit agencies for planning purposes.
Coordinate with MDOT Transportation Planning Division.

MSP
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Collect and archive asset status information from all MDOT
maintenance offices and MDOT asset management systems.
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4.4 Potential Agreements
The Statewide ITS Architecture has identified many agency interfaces, information exchanges,
and integration strategies that would be needed to provide the ITS services and systems identified
in the State. Interfaces and data flows among public and private entities will require agreements
among agencies that establish parameters for sharing agency information to support traffic
management, incident management, provide traveler information, and perform other functions
identified in the Statewide ITS Architecture.
With the implementation of ITS technologies, integrating systems from one or more agencies,
and the anticipated level of information exchange identified in the architecture, it is likely that
formal agreements between agencies will be needed in the future. These agreements, while
perhaps not requiring a financial commitment from agencies in the region, should outline specific
roles, responsibilities, data exchanges, levels of authority, and other facets of regional operations.
Some agreements also will outline specific funding responsibilities where appropriate and
applicable.
Agreements should avoid being specific with regards to technology when possible. Technology is
likely to change rapidly and changes to technology could require an update of the agreement if
the agreement is not technology neutral. The focus of the agreement should be on the
responsibilities of the agencies and the high level information that needs to be exchanged.
Depending on the type of agreement being used, agencies should be prepared for the process to
complete an agreement to take several months to years. Agencies must first reach consensus on
what should be in an agreement and then proceed through the approval process. The approval
process for formal agreements varies by agency and often can be quite lengthy, so it is
recommended that agencies plan ahead to ensure that the agreement does not delay the project.
When implementing an agreement for ITS, it is recommended that as a first step any existing
agreements are reviewed to determine whether they can be amended or modified to include the
additional requirements that will come with deploying a system. If there are no existing
agreements that can be modified or used for ITS implementation, then a new agreement will need
to be developed. The formality and type of agreement used is a key consideration. If the
arrangement will be in effect for an extended duration or involve any sort of long term
maintenance, then written agreements should be used. Often during long term operations, staff
may change and a verbal agreement between agency representatives may be forgotten by new
staff.
Common agreement types and potential applications include:

 Handshake Agreement: Handshake agreements often are used in the early stage of a project.
This type of informal agreement depends on relationships between agencies and may not be
appropriate for long term operations where staff is likely to change.
 Memorandum of Understanding (MOU): A MOU demonstrates general consensus or
willingness to participate as part of a particular project but is not typically very detailed.
 Interagency and Intergovernmental Agreements: These agreements between public
agencies can be used for operation, maintenance, or funding of projects and systems. They
can include documentation on the responsibility of each agency, functions they will provide,
and liability.
 Funding Agreements: Funding agreements document the funding arrangements for ITS
projects. At a minimum, funding agreements include a detailed scope, services to be
performed, and a detailed project budget.
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 Master Agreements: Master agreements include standard contract language for an agency
and serve as the main agreement between two entities which guides all business transactions.
Use of a master agreement can allow an agency to do business with another agency or private
entity without having to go through the often lengthy development of a formal agreement
each time.
Table 9 provides a list of existing and potential agreements based on the interfaces identified in
the Statewide ITS Architecture. It is important to note that as ITS services and systems are
implemented, part of the planning and review process for those projects should include a review
of potential agreements that would be needed for implementation or operations.
Table 9 – Potential Agreements
Status

Agreement and
Agencies

Agreement Description

Future

Joint Operations/Shared
Control Agreements
(Public-Public or PublicPrivate)

These agreements would allow joint operations or control
of certain systems and equipment. The agreement should
define such items as hours of operation and time of
day/day of week when shared control would take effect,
circumstances, or incidents when shared control would
take effect, notification procedures between the agencies
agreeing to shared control arrangements, overriding
capabilities of owning agency, etc. Private agencies, such
as information service providers that provide traffic reports,
also could be part of this agreement.

Future

Data Sharing and Usage
(Public-Public)

These agreements would define the parameters,
guidelines, and policies for inter- and intra-agency ITS data
sharing. This data sharing would support regional activities
related to traffic management, incident management,
traveler information, and other functions. The terms of this
agreement generally should address such items as types
of data and information to be shared, how the information
will be used (traffic incident information to be shared,
displayed on website for travel information, distributed to
private media, etc.), and parameters for data format,
quality, and security.

Future

Data Sharing and Usage
(Public-Private)

These agreements would define the parameters,
guidelines, and policies for private sector (such as the
media or other information service providers) use of ITS
data. This type of agreement is recommended to define
terms of use for broadcasting public agency information
regarding traffic conditions, closures, restrictions, as well
as video images. Agreements also can include
requirements for the media to “source” the information
(e.g., using the providing agency’s logo on all video images
broadcast).

Future

Mutual Aid Agreements
(Public-Public)

Mutual aid agreements often exist as either formal or
informal arrangements. They are a routine practice among
many public safety and emergency services agencies.
Formal mutual aid agreements will become more important
as agencies integrate systems and capabilities, particularly
automated dispatch and notification. Formalized
agreements should be considered as ITS or other
electronic data sharing systems are implemented in the
region.
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4.5 Phases of Implementation
The Statewide ITS Architecture will be implemented over time through a series of projects led by
both public sector and private sector agencies. Key foundation systems will need to be
implemented in order to support other systems that have been identified in the Statewide ITS
Architecture. The deployment of all of the systems required to achieve the final Statewide ITS
Architecture build out will occur over many years.
A sequence of projects and their respective time frames have been identified in the Statewide ITS
Deployment Plan. These projects will be sequenced over a 15-year period, with projects
identified for deployment in 0 to 3 year, 4 to 8 year, and 8 to 15 year timeframes.
Some of the key market packages that will provide the functions for the foundation systems for
the State of Michigan are listed below. Projects associated with these and other market packages
identified for the State will be included in the Statewide ITS Deployment Plan.






Network Surveillance;
Weather Information Processing and Distribution;
Traffic Information Dissemination; and
Interagency Coordination.

4.6 Incorporation into the Regional Planning Process
Stakeholders invested a considerable amount of effort in the development of the Statewide
Architecture and the Regional ITS Architecture and Regional ITS Deployment Plans in
Michigan. The plans need to be incorporated into local and statewide planning process so that the
ITS vision for the State of Michigan is considered when implementing ITS projects and to ensure
that Michigan remains eligible for federal funding for implementation of the projects.
As projects are added to the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP), each project should be
evaluated to determine if the project includes any ITS elements. If the project contains an ITS
element, then the Statewide and corresponding Regional ITS Architecture needs to be reviewed to
ensure that the project is in conformance. The MDOT ITS Program Office will perform this
examination as part of the planning process using the procedure outlined in Section 6.
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5.

STATEWIDE DEPLOYMENT PLAN DEVELOPMENT
The MDOT Statewide ITS Deployment Plan is based on a summary of the regional deployment
plans amended with any statewide projects that may require ITS funds. To date, ITS deployments
have been concentrated almost exclusively in the two largest metropolitan areas, Detroit and
Grand Rapids. Both systems include a Transportation Management Center (TMC) that utilizes
closed circuit television (CCTV) cameras, detection equipment and dynamic message signs
(DMS) to manage traffic on regional freeways. Both systems focus on incident management
activities and traveler information with the goal of improving the safety and mobility of the
traveling public.
In recent years, initial deployments have been implemented in the North, Superior, and Bay
regions. Along with the growing deployment, has come the need to look at ITS from a statewide
perspective. Not only is this important from a funding standpoint, but also from a systems
engineering approach. It is important for the regions to learn from each other and grow the
Department’s collective knowledge of ITS. For example, the Superior Region has become the
lead for RWIS deployments and other regions, including the North Region, will follow their lead
based on certain lessons learned. Also several TMCs are planned across the state, and it is
important to look at these facilities from a statewide perspective to ensure consistency and
interoperability.
While recognizing the potential of ITS applications, MDOT also recognizes that implementing
ITS technologies in an ad-hoc manner across the State would not provide the system wide
integration desired, nor achieve statewide performance requirements, and would not be costeffective. Coordination of services and communication between regions on program and project
investments is a critical requirement for long-term success. Operations, maintenance and
ultimately replacement costs would be increased without this integrated approach.
Statewide initiatives currently under development include the implementation of statewide
Advanced Traffic Management System (ATMS) software. The ATMS project will provide a
common platform for all ITS deployments across the State and allow any facility to access and
control field devices regardless of the facility of device location. This will enhance coordination
between regions and enable centers to back each other up during off-hours or times of emergency.
The development of a Statewide ITS Deployment Plan should be seen as a living document that is
revisited annually and updated based on the available budget for ITS projects. During the winter
of each year, usually in February, the MDOT ITS Program Office conducts a meeting with the
regional ITS representatives from each of the 7 regions and the ITS Program Office. The intent of
the meeting is to discuss project needs, desires, and the proposed budget for funding future ITS
projects. Most of the regions revised or completed their regional architectures and deployment
plans in 2008, with the exception of 2 that will be revised in 2010. Once completed, all of the
regions will have deployment plans based on consistently evaluated projects. Because the
regional deployment plans were implemented based on a standardized analysis, the prioritization
of projects from a statewide perspective is more easily achieved.
At the annual regional ITS representatives meeting, the ITS Program Office facilitates a
discussion to prioritize the regions’ projects from a statewide perspective. Currently, the projects
are grouped on a yearly basis for a range of 4 to 7 years. Each year is fiscally constrained based
on the anticipated budget for that year. Through collaboration, the stakeholders resolve to a
revised statewide list of prioritized projects. A graphical representation of this process is shown in
Figure 12.
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Figure 12 - Process to Determine Statewide Project Prioritization List

The initial list of statewide projects was developed in 2008. In 2009, and in future years, the
statewide list of prioritized projects is evaluated and expanded based on anticipated changes in
the ITS budget. Once the existing years of projects are addressed, consideration is given to
projects not currently included and the list is expanded based on the number of years that is
deemed appropriate with the current budget standings. If the ITS budget has been substantially
cut, it may be appropriate to show more years than usual so regions can see how long their project
may be delayed. Each year the list of projects is evaluated based on the existing funding
environment and feedback from the regional ITS representatives.
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6.

USE AND MAINTENANCE PLAN FOR THE STATEWIDE ITS
ARCHITECTURE

The Statewide ITS Architecture and Deployment Plan developed addresses the state’s vision for ITS
implementation at the time the plan was developed. Stakeholders invested a considerable amount of
effort in the development of the Statewide ITS Architecture and Statewide ITS Deployment Plan. As
time goes on, needs will change, priorities will shift as areas of the State grow and develop, and, as
technology progresses, new ITS opportunities will arise. Shifts in focus as well as changes in the
National ITS Architecture will necessitate that the Statewide ITS Architecture be updated to remain a
useful resource for the State of Michigan. The following section outlines how MDOT can work with
partner agencies to ensure projects are in conformity and also provide updates as ITS evolves in the
State.
6.1 Process for Determining Architecture Conformity
The Statewide ITS Architecture and Statewide ITS Deployment Plan documents the customized
market packages that were developed as part of the ITS architecture process. To satisfy federal
requirements and retain eligibility to use federal funds, a project must be documented accurately.
To document the conformity of an ITS project with the regional architecture, MDOT's ITS
Program Office will oversee the development of a regional architecture conformance form to
guide project managers through the process. The project managers will be able to coordinate with
the ITS Program Office and regional contact for additional assistance and guidance. The steps of
the process are as follows:






Identify the ITS components in the project;
Identify the corresponding market packages(s) from the ITS Architecture;
Locate the component within the market package;
Compare the connections to other agencies or elements documented in the ITS Architecture as
well as the information flows between them to the connections that will be part of the project;
 Assess the use of relevant standards; and
 Document any changes necessary to the ITS Architecture or the project to ensure there is
conformance.
Identifying the ITS Components
ITS components can be fairly apparent in an ITS-focused project such as CCTV or DMS
deployments, but also could be included in other types of projects. For example, an arterial
widening project could include the installation of signal system interconnect, signal upgrades, and
the incorporation of the signals in the project limits into the MDOT’s signal system. These are all
ITS deployments and should be part of the ITS architecture.
Identifying the Corresponding Market Packages
If a project was included in the Deployment Plan, then the applicable market package(s) for that
project are identified in a column. ITS projects are not required to be included in the ITS
Deployment Plan in order to be eligible for federal funding; therefore, market packages might
need to be identified without the assistance of an ITS Deployment Plan. In that case, the market
packages selected and customized for Statewide are identified in Table 5 of this document,
detailed market package definitions are located in Appendix A, and customized market packages
for Statewide are included in Appendix B.
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Identifying the Component within the Market Package
The customized market packages for Statewide are located in Appendix B. Once the element is
located on the market package, the evaluator may determine that the element name should be
modified. For example, an element called the Statewide TMC - Lansing was included in the
architecture, but at the time of deployment, MDOT may decide to call the center by a new name
once the location is finalized. This name change should be documented using the process outlined
in Section 1.3.
Evaluating the Connections and Flows
The connections and architecture flows documented in the market package diagrams were
selected based on the information available at the time the plan was developed. As the projects
are designed, decisions will be made on the system layout that might differ from what is shown in
the market package. These changes in the project should be documented in the ITS market
packages using the process outlined in Section 1.3.
Relevant Standards
ITS Standards are documented guidelines or rules specifying the interconnections among
elements and the characteristics of technologies and products to be used in ITS installations.
Standards describe in detail what types of interfaces should exist between ITS components and
how the components will exchange information and work together to deliver certain user services.
The Statewide ITS Architecture highlights the relevant standards based on the region’s needs.
These standards should be reviewed as part of this conformity exercise. Where standards can be
utilized, they should be noted. Where standards are not or could not be utilized, an explanation of
why also should be noted.
Documenting Required Changes
If any changes are needed to accommodate the project under review, Section 1.3 describes how
those changes should be documented. Any changes will be incorporated during the next
architecture update. Conformance will be accomplished by documenting how the market
package(s) should be modified so that the connections and data flows are consistent with the
project.
6.2 Maintenance Process
MDOT’s ITS Program Office will be responsible for leading the maintenance of the Statewide
ITS Architecture and ITS Deployment Plan in coordination with the statewide contact.
Maintenance includes modifications to the plan as well as complete updates. Table 10
summarizes the maintenance process agreed upon by stakeholders.
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Table 10 – Regional ITS Architecture and Deployment Plan Maintenance Summary

Maintenance
Details
Timeframe for
Updates

Scope of
Update

Lead Agency
Participants

Regional ITS Architecture

Regional ITS Deployment Plan

Modification

Complete
Update

Modification

Complete
Update

As needed

Every 5-7 years

As needed

Every 5-7 years

Update market
packages to
satisfy
architecture
conformance
requirements of
projects or to
document other
changes that
impact the ITS
Architecture

Entire ITS
Architecture

Update project
status and add or
remove projects
as needed

Entire ITS
Deployment Plan

MDOT ITS Program Office*
Stakeholders
impacted by
market package
modifications

Entire stakeholder
group

MDOT ITS Program Office*
Entire stakeholder group

Updated North
Regional ITS
Updated North
Architecture
Updated project
Regional ITS
Results
document,
tables
Deployment Plan
Appendices, and
document
Turbo Architecture
database
* Transit related projects will be supported by MDOT’s Bureau of Passenger Transportation
Market package or
other change(s)
documented for
next complete
update

Modifications to the Statewide ITS Architecture and ITS Deployment Plan often will be
necessitated by ITS projects that are receiving federal funding but do not conform to the
Statewide ITS Architecture. MDOT’s ITS Program Office will take the lead in working with
agencies that receive federal funding for ITS projects and will keep a record of any changes that
are needed to the Statewide ITS Architecture. Complete updates to the Statewide ITS
Architecture will occur approximately every five to seven years and will be led by the MDOT’s
ITS Program Office. The entire stakeholder group that was engaged to develop this first
Statewide ITS Architecture will be reconvened for the complete updates.
6.3 Procedure for Submitting ITS Architecture Changes Between Scheduled
Updates
Updates to the Statewide ITS Architecture will occur on a regular basis as described in Section
1.2 to maintain the architecture as a useful planning tool. Between complete plan updates, smaller
modifications will likely be required to accommodate ITS projects within the State. Section 1.1
contains step by step guidance for determining whether or not a project requires architecture
modifications.
For situations where a change is required, an ITS Architecture Maintenance Documentation Form
was developed and is included in Appendix E. This form should be completed and submitted to
the MDOT ITS Program Office whenever a change to the Statewide ITS Architecture or ITS
Deployment Plan is proposed. Please note that MDOT’s Bureau of Passenger Transportation also
should be copied if the project has a transit related component.
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The Maintenance Documentation form identifies three levels of modifications. They include:

 Level 1 – Basic changes that do not affect the structure of the architecture.
Examples include: Changes to stakeholder or element name, element status, or data flow
status.
 Level 2 – Structural changes that impact only one agency.
Examples include: Addition of a new market package or modifications to an existing market
package that affects only one agency.
 Level 3 – Structural changes that have the potential to impact multiple agencies.
Examples include: Addition of a new market package or modifications to an existing market
package that involves multiple agencies or incorporation of a new stakeholder into the
architecture.
While documenting the proposed change, the project manager completing the change form should
coordinate with any of the other agencies that may be impacted by the modification. This
communication between agencies will simplify the process of performing a complete plan update.
MDOT’s ITS Program Office will review and accept the proposed changes. When a complete
update is performed by MDOT’s ITS Program Office, all of the documented changes will be
incorporated into the ITS architecture. Error! Reference source not found. graphically illustrates
this process.
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Figure 13. Process for Documenting Architecture Performance
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